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A b strac t

The progress in computing technology has increased the demand for smart systems ca-
pable of understanding human affect and emotional manifestations. One of the crucial 
factors in designing systems equipped with such intelligence is to have accurate auto-
matic Facial Expression Recognition (FER) methods. In computer vision, automatic 
facial expression analysis is an active field of research for over two decades now. How-
ever, there arc still a lot of questions unanswered. The research presented in this thesis 
attempts to address some of the key issues of FER in challenging conditions mentioned 
as follows: 1) creating a facial expressions database representing real-world conditions; 
2) devising Head Pose Normalisation (HPN) methods which are independent of facial 
parts location; 3) creating automatic methods for the analysis of mood of group of 
people.

The central hypothesis of the thesis is that extracting close to real-world data from 
movies and performing facial expression analysis on movies is a stepping stone in the 
direction of moving the analysis of faces towards real-world, unconstrained condition. 
A temporal facial expressions database, Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) 
is proposed. The database is constructed and labelled using a semi-automatic process 
based on closed caption subtitle based keyword search. The use of movies facilitates the 
creation of rich meta-data. Currently, AFEW is the largest facial expressions database 
representing challenging conditions available to the research community. For providing 
a common platform to researchers in order to evaluate and extend their state-of-the-art 
FER methods, the first Emotion Recognition in the Wild (EmotiW) challenge based 
on AFEW is proposed. An image-only based facial expressions database: Static Facial 
Expressions In The Wild (SFEW) extracted from AFEW is proposed.

Furthermore, the thesis focuses on Head Pose Normalisation (HPN) for real-world 
images. Earlier methods were based on fiducial points. However, as fiducial points 
detection is an open problem for real-world images, HPN can be erroneous. A HPN 
method based on pose normalisation of response maps generated from part detectors is 
proposed. A shape prior is applied on the pose normalised response maps, guarantying 
a facial kinematic shape constraint. The proposed method docs not require fiducial 
points and head pose information, which makes it suitable for real-world images.



Data from movies and the internet, representing real-world conditions poses another 
major challenge of the presence of multiple subjects to the research community. This 
defines another focus of this thesis where a novel approach for modeling the perception 
of mood of a group of people in an image is presented. A new database: HAppy 
People Images (HAPPEI) is constructed from Flickr based on keywords related to 
social events such as marriage, convocation and party etc. The images are labelled for 
each person’s happiness intensity, face clarity and pose. Three models are proposed: 
Group Expression Model (GEM), Weighted Group Expression Model (GEMW) and 
Augmented Group Expression Model (GEM i d  a ). GEM W is based on social contextual 
attributes, which are used as weights on each person's contribution towards the overall 
group’s mood. Further, feature augmentation is proposed by fusing a Bag-of-Words 
(BoW) based histogram with social contextual features and a topic model (G EM  i d  a ) 
is trained. The proposed framework is applied to applications of group candid shot 
selection and event summarisation and has shown promising outcomes.

The application of Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index metric is explored for finding 
similar facial expressions. The proposed framework is applied to the problem of creating 
image albums based on facial expressions. Further, the framework is applied for finding 
similar facial expression pairs for training facial performance transfer algorithms.
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Chapter 1

In tro d u c tio n

The recent advancement of social media has given users a platform to socially engage 
and interact with a larger population. Millions of images and videos are being uploaded 
every day by users on the web from different events and social gatherings. There is 
an increasing interest in designing systems capable of understanding human manifes-
tations of emotional attributes and affective displays. For inferring the affective state 
of the users in such images and videos, captured in real-world conditions, methods 
which can perform facial expression analysis ‘in the wild’ are required. Here, the term 
‘in the wild’ signifies different environments/scenes and backgrounds, illumination 
conditions, head pose, occlusion etc. (as illustrated in Figure 1.1). Automatic facial 
expression analysis has made a significant progress in last two decades. However, such 
developed frameworks have been strictly employed to the data collected in controlled 
laboratory settings with frontal faces, perfect illumination and posed expressions. On 
contrary, the images and videos on the web have been captured in different, uncon-
strained environments and this poses a big challenge to automatic facial expression 
analysis methods.

Facial expressions are the facial changes in response to a person’s internal emotional 
states, intentions, or social communications Tian et al. [2005]. Facial expression analysis 
is an effortless task for human beings. Along with head movement, facial expressions are 
a major parts of non-verbal communication. Automatic Facial Expression Recognition 
(FER) is an active field of research for over two decades now. FER has a pivotal role in 
developing interfaces, which can understand affective displays and emotional responses 
of a user. However, the trivial task (for humans) of facial expression understanding 
‘in the wild' becomes non-trivial for computers due to various challenges posed by the 
real-world conditions.

FER finds applications in affective computing (autism syndrome diagnosis, depres-
sion analysis, pain detection, stress classification, drowsiness detection etc.), intelligent 
environments (smart homes), lie detection, psychiatry, emotion and paralinguistic com-
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Figure 1.1: The frames in the figure are from the AFEW database Dliall et al. [2012a]. 
The figure depicts the challenges of FER ‘in the wild’ - out-of-plane head movement, 
illumination, different backgrounds and occlusion.
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munication, computer games (e.g. Microsoft Kinect), expression driven facial animation 
(e.g. facial movements in the movie Avtaar) and multimodal Human Computer Inter-
faces (HCI). Therefore, it is of strong interest to both academia and industry and this 
makes research in FER in real-world conditions a worthwhile goal to pursue.

1.1 Challenges

There are several challenges which need to be addressed for FER ‘in the wild’. Con-
sider an illustrative example of categorization i.e. assigning an expression label to a 
video clip of a subject(s) protesting at the Tahrir square in Egypt during the 2011 
protests. In order to learn an automatic system which can infer the label representing 
the expression, labelled data containing video clips representing different expressions 
in diverse settings is required. There exists a lot of standard expression databases 
such as the Cohn-Kanade (CK) Kanade et al. [2000], Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008a], 
FEEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] and RU-FACS Bartlett et al. [2006], which include both 
static and dynamic data of subjects displaying a fixed set of expressions. However, 
all of these databases contain samples with posed/spontaneous expressions under lab- 
controlled conditions. Ideally, one would like to collect spontaneous data in real-world 
conditions. However, as anyone working in the emotion research community will attest, 
collecting spontaneous data in real-world conditions is a tedious task. Therefore, new 
methods which can speed up the process of creating databases representing real-world 
conditions are required.

Once the data is available, the next challenge is face and facial parts detection, 
followed by head pose normalisation. As the subject in the Tahrir square video clip 
example generally moves his/her head, it poses another challenge of out-of-plane head 
movements. This effects face and facial parts detection, which are required for Head 
Pose Normalisation (HPN). If a face has a non-frontal head pose, alignment becomes a 
non-trivial task and this can introduce noise/error during the feature extraction step. 
During spontaneous expressions, subjects move their arms and hands as part of the 
non-verbal communication, this leads to the problem of occlusion. Occlusion needs to 
be detected and localised for finding accurate fiducial points.

The complexity of such video clips (like the one in the example above) increases 
with the presence of multiple subjects. Research in this field has been focussing on 
the recognition of a single subject’s expression i.e. given a video clip or image, only 
a single subject is present in it. However, data being uploaded on the web, specially 
revolving around social events such as the illustrated example contains group of people. 
Group mood analysis finds its application in opinion mining, image and video album 
creation, image visualisation and early violence prediction among others. There has 
been work in psychology on the analysis of emotion of group of people, cues from this
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can be taken on creating models for handling group emotions. The major challenges 
for group mood analysis are: 1) labelled data representing various social scenarios; 2) 
robust face and fiducial points detector (this is relevant for a single subject scenario 
as well, though not for lab-controlled scenario databases given the current state-or-art 
detectors Zhu and Ramanan [2012]) and 3) models which can take into consideration 
the affective compositional effects and the affective context. A simple solution to group 
mood analysis is emotion averaging. However, in real-world conditions averaging is not 
ideal. This motivates the research for models, which accommodate various attributes 
that effect the perception of group mood and their interaction.

1.2 O bjective

The first objective of this thesis is to devise methods for collecting databases represent-
ing real-world like conditions. A trivial way to collect real-world data is to manually 
record data. However, this is a time consuming and error-prone process. Recent human 
action recognition databases such as the Hollywood database Laptev et al. [2008 have 
been collected from movies. The Hollywood database has provided a new platform to 
researchers and has contributed to the progress in the held of automatic human ac-
tion recognition in real-world settings. Inspired by this approach, movies can also be 
used for developing facial expression databases. A simple approach for using movies 
for collecting data is manual parsing. However, manual segmentation of movies is time 
consuming and automated methods need to be formulated.

The second objective of this thesis is to propose a HPN method, which can be used 
for real-world images. Generally, HPN methods are based on fiducial points, which 
can induce noise during HPN, when there is an error in hducial points detection. HPN 
methods also require head pose information, which itself is an open problem. Therefore, 
a method, which does not require head pose information and is not dependent on hducial 
points, is proposed.

The third objective of this thesis is to model the expression (mood)1 of a group of 
people in an image. Current, FER methods arc based on single subject per sample only. 
The research question here is what is the effect of social features (e.g. where people 
are standing in a group, with whom are they standing etc.) on the perception of the 
mood of a group. How can social features be integrated in a model for inferring the 
mood of a group of people? Interesting ideas can be taken from the latest work in age 
and gender inference in group photographs Gallagher and Chen [2009]. In their work, 
a group information based prior is used for inferring the age and gender of subjects of 
a group. Similar group related information can be used for inferring the contribution

'in  this thesis the terms ‘expression’ and ‘mood’ are being used interchangeably when referring to 
a group of people in an image.
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of each subject of a group towards the perception of mood of that group in an image.
The fourth objective of this thesis is to devise methods based on structural similarity 

for finding similar facial expressions. It would be interesting to find out if shape alone 
can be used for finding similar facial expressions in controlled settings. This further can 
be applied to practical applications such as facial expressions based automatic album 
creation.

1.3 C ontributions

In the following, a list of the novel contributions of this thesis is presented -

1. A novel semi-automatic method is proposed for collecting a temporal facial ex-
pressions database (Acted Facial Expressions In The Wild (AFEW) Dhall et al. 
[2012a]) representing real-world conditions. This attempts to solve the problem 
of how to speed up the process of database creation and labelling. Moreover, 
the approach also proposes a solution for collecting temporal facial expressions 
database representing real-world scenarios. The method recommends short video 
clips and labels to the labeller based on the presence of emotion related keywords 
in the closed caption subtitles. Further, based on the AFEW database, an image 
based facial expression database (Static Facial Expressions In The Wild (SFEW) 
Dhall et al. [201 lcj) is proposed. Strict experimental protocols based on the pres-
ence or absence of the same subjects in the train and the test set are proposed 
for both AFEW and SFEW to facilitate the comparison of results by different 
researchers.

2. A discriminative response map based HPN method is proposed. Traditional HPN 
methods are based on fiducial points as input. However, fiducial points detection 
is an open-problem for real-world images. Therefore, the proposed HPN method is 
based on texture (sparse response maps) normalisation. An extension is proposed 
to make the HPN method invariant to head pose information.

3. A method is proposed for finding similar facial expressions based on structural 
similarity comparison Dhall et al. [2011a]. An automatic image album creation 
method Dhall et al. [2010] is proposed on the basis of finding similar facial expres-
sions. The proposed method is further applied for finding similar facial expres-
sions for creating training sets for learning a facial performance transfer model.

4. Group mood inference model is proposed based on social context. The method 
takes into consideration both global and local factors for deciding the contribution 
of each subject towards the perception of mood of the group an image. A new
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database (HAPpy PEople Images (HAPPEI) Dhall et al. [2012b]) is proposed 
based on Flickr search.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The background study of facial expression analysis system is presented in Chapter 
2. A typical FER flow is presented in Figure 2.1. Various stages of a FER methods 
and various state-of-art FER methods are discussed. FER methods are divided into 
different categories based on different criteria like image or video signal, geometric or 
appearance feature descriptor. A literature survey is presented describing these various 
FER methods.

Chapter 3 - Facial Expressions In The W ild Database: The chapter proposes 
a semi-automatic technique for collecting a temporal facial expressions database which 
mimics the real-world conditions. The details of the data extraction and labelling pro-
cess are discussed. The proposed database AFEW is an audio-video dataset collected 
from movies. An image based facial expression database SFEW is manually extracted 
from AFEW. Experimental protocol is proposed for AFEW and SFEW. AFEW fur-
ther forms the base of the Emotion Recognition In The Wild (EmotiW) grand challenge 
Dhall et al. [2013] and its details are presented.

Chapter 4 - Head Pose Normalisation: This chapter proposes a HPN method 
based on the Mixture of Pictorial Structures (MoPS) Zhu and Ramanan [2012] ap-
proach. Rather than using fiducial points for HPN, the proposed HPN method is based 
on the part-detector’s confidence maps, which are used for generating the virtual frontal 
head pose. The proposed method and its implementation details are discussed in de-
tail. The technique is experimented on real-world data and outperforms the state-of-art 
HPN algorithms.

Chapter 5 - Similar Facial Expressions and Applications: This chapter pro-
poses a novel structural similarity based approach for finding similar facial expressions. 
The proposed technique is applied to the problems of ‘facial expressions based auto-
matic album creation’, ‘album by similar facial expression’ and for finding similar facial 
expression images for learning models for facial performance transfer. The details of 
the proposed method, its application and experiments are discussed in detail in the 
chapter.

Chapter 6 - Analysis of the M ood of a Group of People: In this chapter, a 
novel framework for inferring the mood of a group of people in an image is proposed. 
A graphical model based on social contextual features is proposed. A new database 
HAPPEI is collected from Flickr. The details of the mood inferring model, social 
features are discussed in detail. The group mood analysis is applied to two applications 
of ‘event summarisation’ and ‘candid photo shot selection’.
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion and Future Work: The chapter summarises the con-
tribution and important learnings from the work done in the thesis. The possible future 
directions based on the work presented in the thesis are thoroughly discussed.
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C hapter 2

B ackground

This chapter discusses the current state-of-the-art in facial expression analysis. The 
structure of this chapter is as follows: the chapter introduces typical facial expression 
analysis method’s flowchart in Section 2.1. Various face and fiducial points detection 
techniques are discussed in Section 2.2. Facial descriptors are discussed in Section 
2.3. Classification techniques used in FER literature are discussed in Section 2.4. The 
literature review for facial expression databases (Chapter 3) is discussed in Section 2.5. 
The literature review for HPN (Chapter 4) is discussed in Section 2.G. The literature 
review for group mood analysis (Chapter G) is presented in Section 2.7. Some of the 
prominent FER applications are discussed in Section 2.8.

2.1 Facial Expression A nalysis P ipeline

A detailed survey of FER methods is presented in Fasel and Luettin [2003], Cohen 
et al. [2003] , Pantic and Rothkrantz [2004] and Zeng et al. [2009]. A typical facial 
expression analysis system has the following main components: face and fiducial points 
detection, feature extraction, and classification. Figure 2.1 displays the main blocks of 
a typical FER system. Onee the image has been captured, face detector such as the 
popular Viola-Jones (VJ) detector Viola and Jones [2001] is used to locate the face. 
Further, facial parts location (fiducial points) are inferred using parametric models such 
as the Active Appearance Models (AAM) Cootes et al. [1998], which have gained a lot 
of popularity in the recent years. Once the location of the facial parts such as eyes, 
mouth are known, facial features are computed. Features can be extracted either on 
a holistic level or on individual parts of the face. The individual features computed 
in the latter case are concatenated to construct the filial feature vector. Further, 
dimensionality reduction methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can 
be applied to the feature vector. This gives a compact, discriminating and less noisy 
feature representation. The classifier then classifies a face’s state into either fixed
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Figure 2.1: A typical FER system Dhall et al. [2011c].

emotion classes or in the the FACS Ekman and Friesen [1978] format. The components 
of a FER are system are discussed in detail in the following sections.

2.2 Face and Fiducial Points D etection

Given an image the face detection algorithm computes the location of the face in the 
image. Early methods based on skin colour segmentation, edge detection and other 
heuristics have been discussed in Hjelmas and Low [2001]. A recent survey on face 
detection literature can be found in Zhang and Zhang [2010].

One of the classic and most used face detector is the VJ Viola and .Jones [2001] 
face detector. It is based on a cascade based boosting framework Freund and Schapire 
[1995] in which haar-like features are extracted quickly using an integral image. The use 
of integral image leads to near real-time execution of the face detection method. The 
cascade classifier scans an image using a sub-window at different scales and localises 
the patches which are labelled as faces by the classifier. The Adaboost algorithm is 
also applied for selecting discriminative haar-features during the training phase of the 
classifier. The cascade classifier consists of various weak classifiers which together act as 
a strong classifier. The use of weak classifiers early on helps in fast rejection of patches 
which do not resemble to faces at all. The open source OpenCV computer vision 
library contains an implementation of the VJ object detector. For multi-view face 
detection, multiple models are learnt for different head pose Jones and Viola [2003]. 
The VJ detector has long training time, Wu et al. [2008] propose a greedy feature 
selection approach. They select features using forward feature selection before training 
the cascade classifier.

There are several other face detection methods such as based on energy-based mod-
els which infers the face location and head pose simultaneously Osadchy et al. [2007] 
and vector boosting based methods where a tree representation is proposed for dividing 
the face space into smaller subspaces Huang et al. [2005].

Once the location of the face is known for finding the facial parts location non- 
rigid deformable models have been proposed (Cootes et al. [1995], Cootcs et al. [1998], 
Saragih et al. [2009] etc.). The power of the non-rigid deformable models stems from
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Figure 2.2: Visualisation of top three modes of shape variation Asthana [2013] generated 
using the DeMoLib library Saragih and Goecke [2007].

their low-dimensional representation of the shape and texture of a face. One of the 
earliest deformable model method is the Active Contour Model proposed by Kass et al. 
[1088]. The Active Shape Model (ASM) algorithm Cootes et al. [1995] models the shape 
of an object and has been used extensively in face tracking. During the training process, 
the landmark points of all the input samples are aligned into a common co-ordinate 
frame by Procrustes analysis. Post this the model is computet by applying PCA over 
the shapes. The shape of the model can be controlled/changed via parameters of 
deformation. Then fitting of the model can be performed on a new image using an 
iterative method which calculates the best match for the model boundary and hence 
decides the new location for the model points.

2.2.1 A ctive  A ppearance M odel

The Active Appearance Models (AAM) are an extension of the ASM, they not only 
model the shape but also consider the grey-level appearance. During the training 
process the grey-level appearance is modeled by warping each training sample image 
using a triangulation algorithm which aligns it to the mean shape. The grey level 
information is then sampled and PCA is applied to the samples. Hence, this model can 
then be fitted to a new image using an optimisation approach which uses the difference 
between intensities of the learnt model and the reference image.

For constructing a shape model, each training image is represented by a 2n-dimensional
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Figure 2.3: Visualisation of top three modes of shape variation Asthana [2013] generated 
using the DeMoLib library Saragih and Goecke [2007].

shape vector:

s =  [xi; ijD xn; y„\T (2.1)

where n is the number of landmark points describing the shape of the face. Next, 
PCA is applied to the aligned shapes. This shows various modes representing the 
variation in the training data. Figure 2.2 shows the top three modes of variation. The 
top row (Mode 0) represents the variation in shape introduced by pose change across the 
yaw direction. The middle row (Mode 1) represents the variation in shape introduced 
by pose change across the pitch direction. The bottom row (Mode 3) represents the 
shape variation around the mouth area. These modes are data-dependent and can be 
different for different sets of training data.

Next, piecewise affine warp is applied to the texture of all the the training samples 
in order to warp the texture to a canonical frame. This produces shape normalised 
texture. The texture of a training sample can be represented as:

t = [?"l i 9l > 1̂ > • • • > ^mi fjmi r̂n] (2.2)

where t is a three-dimensional vector and m is the number of pixels in a texture. 
Figure 2.3 describes the top three modes of texture variation.

There arc a number of AAM fitting algorithms and they can be broadly classi-
fied into two classes: generative and discriminative fitting. In generative fitting class
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of methods (Fixed Jacobian Cootes et al. [1998], Project Out Inverse Compositional 
Baker and Matthews [2001], Simultaneous Inverse Compositional Baker et al. [2003]), 
minimisation/maximisation of some measure of fitness between the model’s texture and 
warped image region. In discriminative fitting class of methods (Iterative Error Bound 
Minimisation Saragili and Göcke [200G], Haar-like Feature Based Iterative Discrimi-
native Method Saragih and Göcke [2007]) a relationship is learnt between the features 
and the parameters updates, by using the features extracted from parameters settings 
which are perturbed from their optimal setting in each image.

The disadvantage of AAM is their limitation in generalization to unseen subjects. 
AAM models can be classified as subject-dependent or subject-independent. Subject- 
dependent AAM is for the scenario when the train and test images have the same 
subjects. Subject-independent is for scenarios where the subjects in the train and test 
set are different. Subject-independent performance is important for face analysis on 
the web. Constrained Local Models (CLM) Saragih et al. [2009] are an extension of the 
AAM algorithms. The texture is divided into blocks. This helps in generalisation and 
better subject-independent performance. Subject-dependent, AAM methods perform 
better than subject-independent CLM Chew et al. [2012]. However, the current state- 
of-art descriptors compensate for small errors introduced by subject-independent CLM 
Chew et al. [2012].

Another limitation of AAM/CLM is their requirement of large amount of labelled 
data representing different scenarios such as illumination, pose and expression during 
training. Labelling fiducial points is a manually laborious and erroneous task. Recent 
work by Astliana et al. [2009a] proposes a database augmentation by generating syn-
thetic data representing different pose and expressions. Asthana et al. [2009a] learn 
regression models (over fiducial points and texture parameters) for eg. from frontal view 
to a non-frontal view and generate new samples during test inference. More recently, 
Sagonas et al. [2013] have used AAM for semi-automatically labelling fiducial points 
in databases. They infer fiducial points on test images and manually select accurately 
inferred hducial point face samples. The AAM is then re-trained using the existing 
data and the new correctly localised fiducial points. This active learning approach is 
repeated till all faces in the test set are labelled.

2.2.2 Pictorial Structure

In the Pictorial Structure (PS) framework Felzenszwalb and Huttenlochcr [2003], an 
object is represented as a graph with n vertices V — {iq,..., vn} for the parts and a 
set of edges E, where each (v ^Vj ) G E  pair encodes the spatial relationship between 
parts i and j. For a given image /, PS learns two models. The first one learns the 
evidence of each part as an appearance model, where each part is parameterised by 
its location (.r,?y), orientation 0, scale s, and foreshortening. All of these parameters
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(together referred to as V) are learned from exemplars and produce a likelihood model 
for /. The second model learns the kinematic constraints between each pair of parts in 
a prior configuration model. L is the parts configuration. Given the two models, the 
posterior distribution over the whole set of part locations is

p(C\L. V) oc p(I\C, V)p(C\V) (2.3)

where p{l\C, V) measures the likelihood of representing I in a particular configuration 
and p(C\T>) is the kinematic prior configuration. A major problem of this framework 
is the low contribution of the occluded parts, resulting in either erroneous or missing 
detections of these parts, leading to an inaccurate pose estimation. Everingham et al. 
[2006] proposed a PS based hducial point detector, which is initialised using VJ face 
detector. Recently, Zhu and Ramanan [2012] proposed an extension to the PS frame-
work by adding mixtures representing different face poses. Zhu and Ramanan [2012] 
performs face and fiducial point detection and head pose inference in one framework. 
The face detector performs better than the VJ face detector. The disadvantage of PS 
based method like Everingham et al. [2006] is that it requires initialisation from a face 
detector like VJ. Zhu and Ramanan [2012] overcomes this limitation by using multiple 
pose as mixture detectors (The method is discussed in detail in Section 4.2).

Selecting the appropriate face and hducial point detector is problem driven. For 
example in tlie case of affect analysis problems such as depression analysis, it is de-
sirable that the system should generalise over subjects. Joslii et al. [2012] use PS of 
Everingham et al. [2006] for hducial points detection. Even though the MoPS frame-
work performs better than PS of Everingham et al. [2006], Joslii et al. [2012] prefer 
the use of Everingham et al. [2006]. They argue that the inference time for MoPS is 
way longer than Everingham et al. [2006], which matters for analysing long duration 
depression video clips. Furthermore, they use spatio-temporal descriptors (LBP-TOP 
Zhao and Pietikainen [2007]) that compensate for errors generated by PS of Evering-
ham et al. [2006]. On the other hand, application such as facial performance transfer 
Asthana et al. [2012], require accurate hducial points. Asthana et al. [2012] use subject 
dependent AAM models as they are more accurate as compared to CLM and subject- 
independent AAM.

A very recent approach Asthana et al. [2013b], computes response maps from patch 
experts. These response maps are generated by discriminative patch experts. The AAM 
fitting is performed on top of these response maps. Asthana et al. [2013b] found that this 
gave better results as compared to the state-of-the-art methods Saragih and Goeckc 
[2000], Zhu and Ramanan [2012]. In another new work Zhou et al. [2013], a graph 
matching based approach is proposed. Interest points arc generated using R.ANSAC and 
an affine-invariant shape constraint is learnt online using similar exemplars. Fiducial
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point detection is thus computed by solving a graph matching problem.

2.3 Facial D escriptors

Once the face and facial parts location is identified, feature descriptors are computed 
on the aligned face for extracting information for learning classifiers. FER techniques 
can be segregated on the basis of type of descriptors used. Generally, facial descriptors 
can be broadly classified as geometric and appearance. Geometric features Pantic and 
Rothkrantz [2000], Dhall et al. [2010], Zhang ct al. [2011] correspond to facial points 
and to the location of different facial parts. Appearance features generally correspond 
to the face texture information Zhao and Pietikainen [2007], Dhall et al. [2011b], Tariq 
et al. [2012], Sikka et al. [2012], Almaev and Valstar [2015].

Popular geometric feature are based on Facial Animation Parameters' (FAP). FAP 
are defined in the MPEG-4 video coding standard. Lavagetto and Pockaj [1999] presents 
method for synthesizing facial animations using FAP and Facial Definition Parameters“ 
(FDP).

Valstar et al. [2005], Valstar and Pantic [2000] extracted geometric features based 
on analysis of tracked facial points. They compute: a) euclidian distance between the 
points of a face between two consecutive frames; b) euclidian distance based on the 
increase in the distance between two points in a frame with respect to the distance 
between the same points in frame 1 ; c) vertical distance between the same point in 
frame 1 and frame n; and d) vertical distance between the same point in frame 1 and 
frame n.

Sebe et al. [2007] use Piecewise Beizier Volume Deformation (PBVD) tracker for 
tracking the facial parts. The motion information between two consecutive frames is 
measured using template matching. Further, various classifiers are compared. Asthana 
et al. [2009b] compute geometric features by fitting A AM models on input faces. They 
compared various AAM fitting techniques and experimented on CK+ database. One 
of the limitations of this work is that it required manual initialisation of facial parts.

In Dhall et al. [2010], a geometric descriptor called Emotion Image (El) is proposed 
(For details see Section 5.2.2). This feature constructs a visual map based on an 
undirected map based on input from a facial points detector. Els of two faces (images) 
is compared using Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) Wang et al. [2004b] (For 
details see Section 5.2.3) for computing their similarity and is applied to the problem 
expression based album creation. Figure 2.4 shows El for two face samples. The 
discriminative ability of El is dependent on fiducial point detection quality, this may 
introduce some errors when the fiducial points detection is not very accurate.

1 l i t ,  tp://www. dsp.dist.unige.it/~pok/RESEARCH/MPEG/fapspec.htm
2 http://www.dsp.dist.unige.it/~pok/RESEARCH/MPEG/fdpspec.htrn
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(c) Input (d) El

Figure 2.4: (a) and (c) are the input faces with red lines representing the landmark 
points, which are static with respect to local facial moment and donot contribute to 
the expression, (b) and (d) are the corresponding Expression Images (El), which are 
compared for their structural similarity.

Valstar et al. [2005], Valstar and Pantic [2006] show that the performance of geo-
metric features is similar to that of the appearance features. However, the limitation 
of geometric feature comes from their dependence on accurate facial parts location in-
formation. Facial parts detection is relatively accurate on lab-controlled scenario data, 
however, it is still an open problem for images in real-world conditions. If there is an 
error in the facial parts detection, the error generally propagates in the geometric fea-
ture representation. Appearance features deal better with mis-alignment. Chew et al. 
[2012] argue that appearance descriptors are able to compensate error produced by 
facial parts detectors upto some extent. Popular appearance descriptors are described 
below:

Local Binary Patterns (LBP): The LBP family of descriptors has been exten-
sively used in computer vision for texture and face analysis Ojala et al. [2002], Zhao 
and Pietikaincn [2007], Ojansivu and Heikkilä [2008]. The LBP descriptor assigns bi-
nary labels to pixels by thresholding the neighbourhood pixels with the central value.
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(a) Input (b) HOG glyph (c) Inverse HOG

Figure 2.5: (a) &: (b) are input frames from SFEW database Dhall et al. [201 le] de-
scribing happy and neutral expressions respectively, (b) Hi (e) are the HOG gylph 
representations of (a) Hi (b). (c) Hi (f) are the Inverse HOG Vondrick et al. [2013] 
visualisations for (a) Hi (b) respectively, (c) Hi (f) show what the classifiers learn.

Therefore for a centre pixel p of an image /  and its neighbouring pixels Nt, a decimal 
value d is assigned to it.

k
d = Y . r - 1I(p,N,) (2.4)

i= 1

f 1 if c < N i where lip. Ni) — <
0 otherwise

Further, histogram is created using the binary value d for the image.
Local Phase Q uantisation (LPQ): In the literature, local phase quantisation 

(LPQ), an extension of LBP has been shown to perform better Ojansivu and Heikkilä 
[2008] than LBP and found to be invariant to blur and illumination to some extent. 
LPQ is based on computing the Short-Term Fourier transform (STFT) on a local image 
window. At each pixel, the local Fourier coefficients are computed for four frequency 
points. Then, the signs of the real and the imaginary part of the each coefficient is 
quantised using a binary scalar quantiser, for calculating the phase information. The 
resultant 8-bit binary coefficients are then represented as integers using binary coding. 
Further, the histogram is calculated in a similar manner to LBP. LPQ is computed 
block-wise and the block specific LPQ is concatenated to create a single vector.

Pyram id of H istogram  of G radients (PHOG): The histogram of oriented 
gradients (HOG) descriptor Dalai and Triggs [2005a] counts occurrences of gradient
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orientation in localised portions of an image and has been used extensively in computer 
vision. For computing HOG, Canny edge detector is applied to the region of interest. 
Then the face is divided into spatial grids at all pyramid levels. After this a 3 x 3 Sobel 
mask is applied to the edge contours for calculating the orientation gradients. Then the 
gradients of each grid are joined together at each pyramid level. There is an option for 
two orientation ranges: [0-180] and [0-360]. In LI et al. [2009], [0-360] orientation range 
perform better then [0-180]. Figure 2.5 describes the information captured by the HOG 
descriptor. The glyph based and inverse HOG Vondrick et al. [2013] representation are 
shown for frames corresponding to happy and neutral expressions, respectively. HOG is 
clearly able to extract discriminative information for FER . The pyramid of histogram 
of oriented gradients descriptor Bosch et al. [2007] is an extension of HOG, which has 
shown good performance in object recognition Bosch et al. [2007],

Local Binary Pattern-Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP): Local Binary 
Pattern - Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) Zhao and Pietikainen [2007] is a pop-
ular descriptor in computer vision. It considers patterns in three orthogonal planes: 
XY, XT and YT, and concatenates the pattern co-occurrences in these three direc-
tions. The local binary pattern (LBP-TOP) descriptor assigns binary labels to pixels 
by thresholding the neighborhood pixels with the central value. Therefore for a centre 
pixel Op of an orthogonal plane O and its neighboring pixels Nj. a decimal value d is 
assigned to it:

x y ,x t ,y t  k

d =  X  X X 2" 17«9» '^ )  (2-5)
O  P i = 1

More recently, in .Jiang et al. [2011], authors extended LBP-TOP by replacing LBP 
by LPQ Ojansivu and Heikkilä [2008] and achieved better results then LBP-TOP. Fur-
ther, Almaev and Valstar [2013] extended Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) Zhang 
et al. [2005b] in the TOP format to create Local Gabor Binary Pattern - Three Or-
thogonal Planes (LGBP-TOP). LGBP introduced for face recognition is constructed 
by applying Gabor filters to an input face at various orientations and scales. LBP 
is applied to the filter output and the LBPs obtained from different Gabor filters are 
concatenated to create a single vector. Almaev and Valstar [2013] show that the perfor-
mance of LGBP-TOP is superior to that of LPQ-TOP and LBP-TOP for AU detection. 
However, features based on TOP format perform well when the location of the apex 
of an expression is known in a video clip. In real-world data Dhall et al. [201 Id] it is 
difficult to find the apex. Moreover it cannot be assumed that the sample videos in an 
experiment will exhibit similar facial expression stages (onset, apex, offset).

Bag-of-Words (BoW): BoW based representations come from the domain of 
document processing. A BoW feature represents a document (image/video) as an 
unordered set of frequencies of words (In the context of this thesis words can be local
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features like LBP, HOG etc computed on patches.). LI et al. [2009] were the first to 
use a BoW for FER, they fused PHOG and BoW based histogram constructed from 
dictionary based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Xu and Mordohai [2010] 
learn BoW dictionary from motion features computed from optical flow. Sikka et al. 
[2012] present a detailed analysis of different dictionary creation and word assignment 
strategies and their effect on FER performance. As the frames/patches are handled 
in an unordered manner in a BoW visual dictionary, the BoW framework is able to 
overcome the limitation of TOP class of features (i.e. dependency on information of 
apex of an expression). Even though BoW based vector can represent the frequency of 
presence of different stages of an expression, the temporal sequencing information is still 
missing. To overcome this, recently a data-driven technique Bettadapura et al. [2013] 
is proposed to explicitly encode the temporal information using n-grams. Bettadapura 
et al. [2013] perform experiments on human action recognition and activity analysis and 
show that adding temporal sequencing information based on their method increases the 
accuracy of the BoW based techniques.

2.4 Facial Expression Classification

Over the time various machine learning techniques for eg. SVM Valstar et al. [2005], 
Asthana et al. [2009b], Dliall et al. [2011b], Meng et al. [2011], Bayes Network Cohen 
et al. [2003], Boosted decision trees Day [2013], Hidden Markov Model Sebe et al. 
[2000], Meng and Bianchi-Berthouze [2011], Nearest Neighbour Dhall et al. [2011b], 
voting based classification Hayat et al. [2013] and deep neural networks Ebrahimi et al. 
[2013] etc. The choice of classifier can be based on the number of frames in a sample. 
Face expression analysis methods can be classified into another two broad classes: image 
based and video based. Below FER methods from both the categories are discussed 
with the type of classifier chosen.

Image based methods Shan et al. [2005], Pantic and Rothkrantz [2004] deal with 
single images which are usually the apex images. Whitehill et al. [2009] evaluate the 
existing descriptors and classification methods for smile detection in static images. 
They collected a large dataset GENKI consisting of 6300 images from the internet. For 
descriptors they evaluated gabor filters, box filters, edge orientation histograms and 
LBP. They also experimented the effect of manual marking vs automatic system based 
eye landmark marking on smile detection. For classification they used GentleBoost and 
SVM.

Tian et al. [2001] propose an automatic facial expression analysis system which 
classifies the expression based on the FACS coding. In Wang et al. [2004a], authors 
classify expressions into seven classes via boosting haar feature based Look-Up-Table 
types week classifier. They use VJ face detector to locate the face in the image and
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then compute haar features over the face. The experiments were conducted on the 
JAFFE database Lyons et al. [1998]. In Sohail and Bhattacharya [2007], authors use 
k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to classify expressions into categories. Distance 
features are extracted from the normalised landmark point positions of the face. Like 
Wang et al. [2004a], they also used the JAFFE facial expressions database.

LI et al. [2009], divided the face into four parts. SIFT descriptor is computed on 
interest points in the parts. Further BOW based vector quantization is applied to the 
calculated SIFT features. This decreases the dimension of the system. To encode the 
shape information authors computed PHOG Bosch et al. [2007] over the facial parts. 
They apply PCA for dimensionality reduction on both the features individually and 
then use SVM for classification. Later, decision fusion is calculated for generating the 
final result. They report robust performance on the Cohn-Kanade Kanade et al. [2000].

In real world, human facial expressions are dynamic in nature. They constitute an 
onset, one or more apex (peaks) and an offset. Studies Bassili [1979], Ambadar et al. 
[2005], have proven the effectiveness of video based facial expression analysis over the 
static analysis. In Bassili [1979], authors suggests that motions cues from a face image 
sequence are enough to recognise an expression even with minimal spatial information. 
Video based facial expression analysis in realistic environments is a challenging task. 
Several factors such as dynamic head movement, non-frontal pose, varied illumination, 
subtle facial actions and high variation in the temporal scale of facial actions contribute 
to its complexity.

In one of the early pioneering works by Yacoob and Davis [1994], facial parts are 
tracked and optical flow is calculated at high gradient values of the image sequence. 
Here the head were static. The direction of the flow is quantised to eight levels in order 
to have a mid-level representation for high level facial expression classification.

Black et al. [1998] use parametric models to extract parameters from facial features 
and use nearest neighbor classifier for FER. Different parametric models are used to 
differentiate between facial features relative to the head. It assumes that facial feature 
points are given beforehand. The rigid motion between two consecutive frames is 
calculated using a planar model. Here eyes, mouth and brows are excluded. Later the 
same process is repeated for facial features. Unlike Yacoob and Davis [1994], the mid- 
level representation is calculated by deducting the motion parameter estimation with a 
threshold value, this reduces the minute motions due to head pose. The classification 
accuracy for 70 image sequences from 40 speakers is 92%. Rosenblum et al. [1996] use 
the feature extraction and optical flow calculation similar to Black et al. [1998] but 
apply radial basis function neural network to classify facial expressions.

In another work, Kaiser and Wclirlc [1992] tracked facial dots in image sequences 
for FER. But as the points move due to deformity in the face parts, it becomes difficult 
to track the points and hence, effects the accuracy. In Otsuka and Oliya [1996] Hidden
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Markov Model(HMM) were used. In the first step, wavelet transform is applied to the 
image sequence. For expression recognition HMM are used on the feature vector. The 
main disadvantage of the method is that it cannot be used on a continuous sequence 
since the HMM are trained on image sequences starting with a neutral expression face. 
Secondly, it is designed for a single subject. Therefore in Otsuka and Ohya [1997], they 
propose the use of Fourier transform over the velocity vectors of image sequence as the 
feature vector for HMM and detect apex of an expression using squared sum of the 
feature vector as a parameter. Further in Lien [1998], three methods are suggested for 
AU detection using HMM.

In Bartlett et al. [2004] authors compared various machine learning classification 
techniques for real time FER from video sequences. They experimented with SVM 
and boosting methods on the CK dataset Kanade et al. [2000]. They experimented 
different SVM kernels and combination of features using boosting followed by classi-
fication using SVM. They also observed that feature selection using AdaBoost gave 
better performance then feature selection using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
and PCA.

Pantic et al. [2002] propose an automatic AU detection method for profile face image 
sequences. Face tracking is dealt with as a segmentation problem where the profile face 
is the foreground. It finds largest connected component in HSV color space and then 
use the watershed segmentation algorithm to finally segment the face. Using contour 
based method, 20 points are extracted which are then used to identify AU using a rule 
based method.

Pantic et al. [2005a] propose two methods: first, for automatic recognition of AU in 
video sequences and second for classifying AU coded expressions into learned emotion 
categories. The method is suitable for analysing temporal sequence pattern. Post 
face registration, temporal template called Motion History Image (MHI) Bobick and 
Davis [2001] are constructed from the image sequence. Then temporal rules are used to 
identify AUs in the CK Kanade et al. [2000] and the MMI Valstar et al. [2005] databases. 
The method achieves 90% recognition rate when detecting 27 AUs. Further the work 
is extended in Valstar and Pantic [2000], a wavelet based Gentleboost template is used 
to track 20 fiducial points, which further are used to construct spatio-temporal features. 
A subset of features is selected using AdaBoost and SVM is used for checking presence 
of AUs.

Yang et, al. [2008] propose the computation of similarity features based on kernel 
methods. K-Means clustering is applied on the apex images and the cluster centres 
are used as reference for computing a L2 distance based similarity score. Further haar 
features based dynamic patterns arc used to model the sequence dynamics. Further, 
Adaboost learning is performed on the temporal pattern for classification on the CK 
database. The system performs well on the dataset but has a prerequisite of knowledge
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of apex frames for computing the similarity features.
Yang et al. [2008] extended their work in Yang et al. [2009] and compute rankboost 

for expression classification and expression intensity estimation. Here the intensity es-
timation problem is converted into a ranking problem. For making Rankboost more 
robust LI regularisation is integrated in the Rankboost algorithm. Further Yang et al. 
[2010] divide the face into local patches which roughly correspond to FACS AU loca-
tions. Haar features are calculated on the local patches and feature vector is computed 
via minimising error based on optimisation. This is integrated in a boosted framework 
for classification.

In their challenge entry Dhall et al. [2011b] in the First Emotion Recognition k  
Analysis (FERA) 2011 challenge Valstar et al. [2012], Dhall et al. [2011b] proposed 
a frame selection based FER method. Fiducial points are extracted using CLM and 
clustering is performed on the normalised shape points of all the frames of a video clip. 
The cluster centres are then chosen as the key-frames on which texture descriptors are 
computed. On analysing visually, the cluster centres corresponded to various stages of 
an expression i.e. onset-apex-offset. Two classifiers: SVM and Largest Margin Nearest 
Neighbour (LMNN) Weinberger and Saul [2009] are compared. The method performed 
well on the both task (subject independent and dependent emotion classification) in 
the FER A 2011 challenge.

The GEMEP—FER A database contains spont aneous data recorded in lab controlled 
conditions. State-of-the-art methods such as Yang et al. [2010], Dhall et al. [2011b], 
Sikka et al. [2012], Almaev and Valstar [2018] have been experimented on either posed 
or spontaneous facial expressions databases recorded in lab-controlled setting. Only 
recently, methods have been proposed for FER in real-world conditions. Liu et al. 
[2012], proposed a transfer learning based method, where unlabelled facial expression 
data is used along with the SFEW database. Various methods for emotion recognition 
on AFEW database are proposed in the EmotiW challenge Dhall et al. [2013]. The 
methods are discussed in Section 3.8.2.

2.4.1 E xpression  L abelling

The classification method chosen also depends on the type of expression labelling. Clas-
sic FER methods majorally divide facial expressions into a set of defined classes. These 
method follow the early work of Darwin Darwin [1998] and further proposed by Ek- 
man [1993]. In Ekman [1993], facial expressions have been divided into six universal 
categories (joy, surprise, anger, sadness, fear and disgust). In real scenarios these 
basic expressions occur relatively infrequently. Facial expression change is displayed 
by humans by subtle movements in one or more parts of the face. The Facial Action 
Coding System (FACS) Ekman and Friesen [1978] is an expression coding standard 
developed by behavioral scientists. It decomposes the human faces into 46 component
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movements, which are referred to as Action Unit (AU). It has been used extensively 
in both automatic and manual facial expression analysis research. Recent databases 
McKeown et al. [2010] use continuous labelling in the Valence, Arousal and Dominance 
scales. Detailed survey discussing continuous emotion labelling can be found in Gunes 
and Pantic [2010] and Gunes et al. [2011]. It is argued that using a continuous represen-
tation it is possible to represent complicated expression and emotions. However, it is 
non-trivial to label frames as it is a frame by frame labelling. For labelling Dominance, 
the context is very important, for example: screaming can be both due to pain or plea-
sure. With a database representing real-world conditions, labelling becomes trickier. 
In this thesis the discrete expression labels are used for FER in challenging conditions, 
for their simplicity.

2.5 Facial E xpression  D a tab ase s

Over the past decade, many databases have been published. One of the earliest is the 
widely used Cohn-Kanade database Kanade et al. [2000]. It contains 97 subjects, who 
posed in a lab controlled condition for the six universal expressions and the neutral 
expression. Its extension, CK+ Lucey et al. [2010], contains 123 subjects but the 
new videos were shot in a similar environment. The CMU Multi-PIE Gross et al. 
[2008a] data corpus is a new facial expression database which contains 337 subjects 
imaged under 15 view points and in 19 illumination conditions. In total, it has around 
375.000+ images with 6 different facial expressions. The method of construction of 
these databases is purely manual where the subjects posed sequentially. The MMI 
Pantic et al. [2005b] database is a searchable temporal database with 75 subjects. All 
of these are posed lab-controlled environment databases. The subjects display various 
acted (not spontaneous) expressions. The recording environment is nowhere close to 
real-world conditions and the data collection and labelling process is manually.

The RU-FACS database Bartlett et al. [2006] collected at the Rutgers university is 
a FACS-coded temporal database exhibiting spontaneous facial expressions, but it is 
proprietary and unavailable to other researchers. The Belfast database Douglas-Cowie 
et al. [2000] consists of a combination of studio recordings and TV programme grabs 
labelled with particular expressions. The number of TV clips in this database is small.

The JAFFE database Lyons et al. [1998] is one of the earliest static facial expression 
datasets. It contains 219 images of 10 Japanese females. However, it has a limited 
number of samples, subjects arid has been created in a lab controlled environment. 
In one of the first experiments on close-to-rcal data, Paleari et al. [2010] proposed 
a bimodal, audio-video features based system. The database has been constructed 
from TV programs. However, the size of database is fairly small, with 107 clips only. 
Recently, Richter et al. [2012], proposed an image based FER dataset based on Google
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A F E W  Dhall et al. [2012a] S-A CTR 1-70 CTN Yes 330 Yes Yes Yes
B e lfa s t  Douglas-Cowie et al. [2000] M C T R /L ab ? C Yes 100 No No No
C K  Lucey et al. [2010] M Lab 18-50 C No 97 No No No
C K +  Lucey et al. [2010] M Lab 18-50 C No 123 No No No
F .T U M  Wallhoff [2000] M Lab ? C No 18 No No No
G E M E P  Bänziger and Scherer [2010] M Lab ? C Yes 10 No No No
G E N K I W hitohill et al [2009] S-A CTR ? CTR Yes 10 No No No
H A P P E I  Dhall el al. [2012b] S-A CTR ? C Yes NA Yes No Yes
M -P IE  Gross et al. [2008a] M Lab 27.9 C Yes 337 No No No
M M I Pant.ic et al [2005b] M Lab 19-02 C Yes 29 Yes No No
P a le a r i Palcari et al. [2010] M CTR - CTN Yes - No No No
P IE  Sim et al. [2008] M Lab ? C Yes 08 No No No
R U -F A C S  Bartlett et, al. [2000] M Lab 18-80 C Yes 100 No No No
S e m a in e  McKeown et al. [2010] M Lab ? C Yes 75 Yes No No
U S T C -N V I E  Wang el al. [2010b] M Lab 17-31 C Yes 215 No No No
U T -D a lla s  O'Toole et al. [2005] M Lab 18-25 C Yes 284 No No No
U V a -N e m o  Dibeklioglu et al. [2012] M Lab 8-70 C Yes 400 No No No
V A M  Grimm et al. [2008] M CTR ? C Yes 20 No No No
W eb  Im a g e  Yu et al. [2018] S-A CTR 7 C Yes NA No No No

Table 2.1: Comparison of facial expression databases. C = Controlled, CTN = Close 
To Natural and CTR = Close To real. M = Manual and S-A = Semi-automatic

Image search. They manually filter from a set of 80,000 images and labelled 4761 
images.

The Semaine database McKeown et al. [2010] has been collected while subject con-
verse with an artificial listener. The authors have done multiple emotion labelling 
types: discrete and continuous. It has spontaneous emotions in lab-controlled scenar-
ios. Compared to the manual method used to construct and annotate these databases 
Kanade et al. [2000], Lucey et al. [2010], Bartlett et al. [2006], Douglas-Cowie et al. 
[2000], McKeown et al. [2010], a semi-automatic process based on movie subtitles has 
been used in the construction process of the Acted Facial Expressions In The Wild 
(AFEW) Dhall et al. [2012a] (Please refer to the details in Section 3.2). A meta-data 
schema based on XML is developed, this makes the database easily searchable and ac-
cessible from a variety of languages and platforms. In contrast, CK, CK+, Multi-PIE, 
RU-FACS and Belfast need to be searched manually. The MMI and Semaine databases 
have a searchable web interface and annotation.

AFEW database is similar in spirit to the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) 
database Huang et al. [2007] and the Hollywood Human Actions (HOHA) dataset 
Laptev et al. [2008]. These contain varied pose, illumination, age, gender and occlu-
sion. However, LFW is a static face recognition database created from single face
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images found on the WWW specifically for face recognition and HOHA is an action 
recognition database created from movies.

Recently, Yu et al. [2015] proposed an image based facial expressions dataset col-
lected from Google Images using keywords related to facial expressions labels ( ‘anger’, 
‘disgust’, ‘fear’, ‘happy’, ‘neutral’, ‘sad’ and ‘surprise’). A face detector is applied on 
the downloaded images and images with no faces are rejected. Further, a SVM based 
FER classifier is learnt on a small set of labelled images. The classifier returns the class 
probabilities and images with least probability are chosen to be manually labelled. The 
newly manually labelled images are added to the already existing labelled images set 
and the FER based SVM classifier is retrained. This active learning method assists 
in fast labelling of the images. As a face detector is used to filter out the downloaded 
images which may not have a face, images with faces with non-frontal head pose can 
be easily missed. This way challenging real-world data depicting non-frontal faces is 
difficult to collect.

Table 2.1 shows a detailed comparison of facial expression databases. The compar-
ison is based on the following properties: ‘Construction Process’ - Semi-automatic or 
Manual; ‘Environment’ - ‘Close to Real’ or ‘lab’; ‘Age Range’; ‘Illumination’ - ‘Con-
trolled’ or ‘Close to Natural’; ‘Occlusion’; ‘Subjects’; ‘Searchable’; ‘Subject Details’; 
‘Multiple Subjects’;

2.6  H ead  P o se  N o r m a lisa tio n

During conversation human beings tend to move their head which causes head motion. 
Handling pose is a classical problem in facial analysis. Traditionally, pose-affected 
face analysis problems (recognition, expression analysis, etc.) can be broadly divided 
into two categories: a) top-down and b) bottom-up. In the former, the head pose is 
estimated first and then pose-specific classification models are used for inference Hu 
et al. [2008], Moore and Bowden [2011]. In the latter, the head pose is normalised first 
and then a frontal pose-specific classification model is used Rudovic et al. [2010a,b], 
Astliana et al. [2011].

In one of the first works, Blanz and Vetter [1999] proposed 3D Morphable Models 
for constructing 3D facial points from a single image. Asthana et al. [2011] proposed 
a 3D HPN method using view-based AAM Cootes et al. [2002] and 3D model warping. 
The biggest drawback of these approaches is that the 3D models are computationally 
very expensive. 2D deformable model based approaches Cootes et al. [2002] overcome 
the computational problem. Facial landmark points are extracted using a 2D AAM 
and frontal pose points are computed using a linear regression model. However, such 
approaches only deal with expressionless faces.

Asthana et al. [2009a] proposed a regression-based method for generating faces at
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various poses. This method generates faces at different poses by learning a mapping 
from frontal to non-frontal facial landmark points, leading to an augmented labeled face 
dataset for further learning AAMs. Rudovic et al. [2010b] proposed a Gaussian Pro-
cess Regression (GPR) Rasmussen [2006] based multi-view facial expression recogniser. 
Given a non-frontal pose and facial landmark points, the authors compared various 
regression methods for HPN. The pose normalised landmark points were further used 
to train a SVM based PER model.

In an interesting work. Rudovic and Pantic [2011] extended their earlier work 
Rudovic et al. [2010b] to propose a Shape Constrained Gaussian Process (SC-GP) 
regression based HPN method. The authors argue that without any explicit face shape 
constraints, the normalised points may not adhere to the face shape. An explicit shape 
constraint is added by learning an ASM. However, ASM have limitations in the case of 
subject independent experiments. ASM require accurate initialisation, which is non-
trivial for non-frontal faces.

A top-down approach was proposed by Hu et al. [2008], which learns view-specific 
facial expression recognition (FER) models. During the inference, a head pose estimator 
is used to select the view-specific FER model. Moore and Bowden [2011] presented an 
extensive comparison of texture descriptors for multi-view FER and experimented on 
the BU-3DFE Yin et al. [2006] and CMU Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008b] databases. 
The experiments in Hu et al. [2008] Moore and Bowden [2011] Rudovic et al. [2010b] 
Rudovic and Pantic [2011] are performed on lab-controlled databases.

A drawback of approaches such as Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [20101)] is 
that they either are A AM-based or require manual labels during inference. As Asthana 
et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b] are based on points based regression, they require 
accurate facial landmark points for normalisation. This is in contrast to our parts- 
based approach, which does not require facial landmark points. Moore and Bowden 
Moore and Bowden [2011] require head pose information for selecting a pose-specific 
FER model. These approaches assume accurate results from the face detection and head 
pose estimation steps, which are both non-trivial tasks in real-world images. To remove 
the prerequisite of head pose estimation, Hu et al. [2008] proposed to learn separate 
FER models for each pose. However, this complicates the problem as increasing the 
number of non-frontal poses would increase the number of models to be learnt.

Another limitation of prior work Rudovic et al. [2010a,b] is that they use fewer 
landmark points (39 in Rudovic et al. [2010a,b]). This can be a problem, for example, 
in FACS-based facial action unit recognition such as AU20 (with no chin information). 
In contrast, our method generates a detailed 68-point annotation.
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2 .7  A n a ly s is  o f  G rou p  o f  P e o p le

The analysis of a group of people in an image or a video has recently received a lot of 
attention in the domain of computer vision. Methods can be broadly divided into two 
categories: a) bottom -up methods: when the subject’s attributes are used to infer 
information at the group level Ge et al. [2012], Hernandez et al. [2012], Dliall et al. 
[2012a]; b) top-down methods: when the group/sub-group information is used as a 
prior for inference of subject level attributes.

2.7.1 Bottom -up Techniques

Tracking groups of people in a crowded has been of particular interest lately Ge et al. 
[2012]. Based on trajectories constructed from the movement of people, Ge et al. 
[2012] propose a hierarchical clustering algorithm which detects sub-groups in crowd 
video clips. In an interesting experiment, Hernandez et al. [2012] installed cameras at 
four locations on the MIT campus and tried to estimate the mood of people looking into 
the camera and compute a mood map for the campus. They used the Shore framework 
Kiiblbeek and Ernst [2000] for face analysis. The Shore framework detects multiple 
faces in a scene in real-time. The framework also generates attributes such as age, 
gender and pose. In Hernandez et al. [2012], the scene level happiness is an averaging 
of an individual person’s smile. However, in reality group mood is not an averaging 
model Kelly and Barsade [2001]. There axe attributes which affect the perception of a 
group’s mood and the mood of the group itself.

In another interesting bottom-up method, Murillo et al. [2012] proposed group 
classification for recognising urban tribes (a group of people part of a common activ-
ity). They used low-level features such as color histogram and high-level features as 
attributes such as age, gender, hair and hat etc (using Face.com API) to learn BoW 
based classifier. To add the group context, a histogram describing the distance between 
two faces and number of overlapping bounding boxes is computed. Fourteen classes 
depicting various groups such as ‘informal club’, ‘beach party’ and ‘hipsters’ etc. are 
used. The experiments show that a combination of attributes can be used to describe 
a type of group.

2.7.2 Top-down Techniques

As an interesting top-down approach, Gallagher and Chen [2009] proposed contextual 
features based on the group structure for computing the age and gender of individuals. 
The global attributes described in chapter 5 arc similar to Gallagher and Chen [2009]’s 
contextual features of social context. However, the problem which Gallagher and Chen 
[2009] are trying to solve is inverse to the problem of inferring the mood of a group 
of people in an image, which is discussed in this thesis later (Chapter 6). Gallagher
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and Chen [2000] compute contextual features based on the structure of the group for 
better age and gender recognition. Their experiments on images obtained from the 
web. show an impressive increase in performance when the group context is used. In 
another top-down approach. Wang et al. [2010a] model the social relationship between 
people standing together in a group for aiding recognition. The social relationships is 
inferred in unseen images by learning them from weakly labelled images. They learn a 
graphical model based on social-relationships such as 'father-child,', 'mother-child' etc 
and social-relationship features such as relative height, height difference and face ratio 
etc. In another interesting work, Lee and Grauman [2011] propose a face discovery 
method based on exploring social features such as on social event images.

In object detection and recognition work by Torralba and Sinha [2001] context 
information of the scene and its relationship with the objects is described. Moreover, 
works such that by Parikh et al. [2008] acknowledge the benefit of using global spatial 
constraint for scene analysis. In face recognition Stone et al. [2008], social context 
is being employed to model relationship between people such as between friends on 
Facebook. The relationship between connected people is modelled using a Conditional 
Random Field (CRF) Manyam et al. [2011].

Recently, Fiss et al. [2011] proposed a framework for selecting candid images from 
a video of a single person. They conducted a physiological study, 150 subjects were 
shown images of a person. They were asked to rate the attractiveness of the images 
and mention attributes which influenced their decision. They also asked professional 
photographers to label the images. Further, a regression model was learnt based on 
various attributes such as eye blink, clarity of face, face pose etc. The limitation of this 
approach is that the samples contain a single subject only.

Zhang et al. [2009] proposed an affect based movie/video clip browsing system. They 
learnt two regression models, which predict the valence and arousal values, describing 
the affect of movies. The regression models learnt on ensemble of audio-video features 
such as motion, shot switch rate, frame brightness, pitch, bandwidth, roll off, spectral 
flux etc. However, they did not use the expression information for individual or groups 
in scenes.

For analysing a single subject’s happiness/smile detection there is not a lot of work 
in literature. One prominent work is by Whitehill et al. [2009], they proposed a new 
image based database labelled for smiling and non-smiling images and evaluated sev-
eral state of the art methods for smile detection. But in all these works the faces are 
considered independent of each other. For computing the contribution of each subject. 
There arc several factors which effect group level mood analysis. Local factors (individ-
ual subject level): age, gender, face visibility, face pose, eye blink etc. Global: where 
people are standing, with whom people are standing. In Chapter G, the focus is on 
face visibility, smile intensity and relative face size and relative face distance. Further,
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labelled data of image containing groups of people is required which is collected from 
Flickr.

2.8 A pplications of Facial Expression R ecognition

FER has been applied to various problems, some are discussed below:

1. Depression analysis: Facial dynamic analysis inspired from FER method Zhao 
and Pietikainen [2007] is used for analysis facial activity in depressed subjects 
Joshi et al. [2012]. LBP-TOP is computed on aligned faces in a piece-wise manner 
and a BoW based dictionary is learnt. This method was found to be discriminative 
for depressed vs healthy controls. .Joshi et al. [2012] confirmed the hypothesis 
of Ellgring [2008] that during severe depressive episode psycho-motor activity 
decreases i.e. the intensity and occurrence of facial expression are dampened.

2. Pain classification: Facial expression analysis in the form of AU detection has 
been used for pain classification on the McMasters pain dataset Lucey et al. [2011]. 
Subject dependent AAM are used to localise the fiducial points and AU detec-
tion is performed. Pain classification is done based on presence of AUs. Sikka 
et al. [2013a] proposed a pain classification method based on video clip segmen-
tation. BoW based feature are computed on each sub-sequence. Classification is 
performed using Multiple Instance Learning Zhang et al. [2005a] algorithm.

3. Movie affect classification: Jolio et al. [2011] observed subjects watching 
movies clips. PBVD based tracker Sebe et al. [2007] is used to compute motion 
features. The affect induced in subjects is used for generating video highlights.

4. Similar Facial Expressions: Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [2010] proposed a 
method for finding similar facial expressions. LBP is computed on aligned faces 
and Chi-Square distance metric is used to find the most similar facial expression 
from a dictionary of faces.

5. Hum an Robot Interface: For better human robot interaction, it is important
for the robot to understand the user’s state of mind. There have been several 
attempts at adding facial expression analysis in robots Wimmer et al. [2008].

G. Assessing affect of advertisem ents: Recent startups like Affeetiva, Emotient, 
Realeyes are offering solution for analysing the affect induced in users, while 
watching advertisements. Users watch an advertisement over the web on their 
computers and a webcam records their facial dynamics. Data analytic is later 
performed on the recorded data and FER is used to infer the affect of the adver-
tisement on large demographics. This is a major example of FER application in 
a real world problem.
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7. Im age m anagem ent and viewing: Dhall et al. [2010] propose the use of facial 
expression analysis for creating expression based image albums. This process is 
detailed in Chapter 5. This enable easy summarisation of events. Dhall et al. 
[2012b], use the mood of group to perform event summarisation, the details are 
in Section 6.10.5. Moreover, a group’s mood is used to recommend candid photo 
from a set of images captured in burst shot mode (Section 6.10.6).



Chapter 3

Facial E xpressions In  T he  W ild  
D atabase

Image analysis is inherently data-driven. In the domain of automatic human face 
analysis, realistic data plays a very important role. Much progress has been made 
in the fields of face recognition Huang et al. [2007] and human activity recognition 
Laptev et al. [2008] in the past years due to the availability of realistic databases as 
well as robust representation and classification techniques. However, in the case of 
human facial expression analysis, there is a lack of databases representing real-world 
scenarios. Even though there are a number of popular facial expression databases 
(Lyons et al. [1998], Pantic et al. [2005b] and Lucey et al. [2010]), the majority of these 
have been recorded in tightly controlled laboratory environments, where the subjects 
were asked to ‘act’ certain expressions. These ‘lab scenarios’ are in no way a (close to) 
true representation of the real world. Ideally, a dataset1 should represent spontaneous 
facial expressions in challenging real-world environments. However, as anyone in the 
face analysis community will attest to, such datasets are extremely difficult to obtain.

Generally, the traditional datasets are constructed by recording subjects while they 
pose for a particular expression Lucey et al. [2010] or perform a task (for example 
filling a form Hoque and Picard [2011]). This construction process is time consuming 
and error prone. The task of dataset construction becomes even more difficult when 
trying to capture different scenarios (out of the lab) representing real-world scenarios 
(as illustrated in Figure 1.1). As an important stepping stone on this path for solving 
these two challenges (time-consuming construction process and need for capturing real- 
world scenarios), a semi-automatic method is proposed for collecting data representing 
close-to-real-world scenarios. Movies represent real-world conditions and are chosen as 
the data source for constructing the database in this chapter. A video clip recoinmender 
system based on subtitle parsing is proposed. The labellers do not have to scan the

' The word database and dataset are used interchangeably through out the chapter.
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full movie manually but use the recommender system, which suggests only those video 
clips, which have a high probability of a subject showing a meaningful expression. 
This method helps in collecting and annotating large amounts of data quickly. Based 
on the availability of detailed information regarding the movies and their contents on 
the WWW, the labellers annotate the video clips with dense information about the 
subjects. The work presented in this chapter has been published in Dhall et al. [2011c], 
Dhall et al. [2012a] and Dhall et al. [2013].

The proposed dataset is called Acted Facial Expressions In The Wild (AFEW ) 
Dhall et al. [2012a]. From AFEW, a static dataset called Static Facial Expressions In 
The Wild (SFEW ) Dhall et al. [2011c] is extracted. The remainder of this chapter 
is structured as follows. AFEW and SFEW are compared with earlier databases in 
Section 2.5. Section 3.1 discusses the contributions of the proposed databases. The 
subtitle extraction process is described in Section 3.2.1. The recommender system is 
detailed in Section 3.2.2. The meta-data annotations are discussed in Section 3.2.3. 
Section 3.3 defines the SFEW database. The experimental protocols and database 
versions are discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Section 3.6 discusses the quantitative 
comparison of AFEW and SFEW with existing databases. AFEW and SFEW baselines 
are presented in Section 3.7. The EmotiW challenge and its baselines are described in 
Section 3.8. The chapter findings are concluded in Section 3.9.

3.1 C o n tr ib u tio n s  o f th e  d a ta b a se

The databases AFEW and SFEW have the following novelties:

• AFEW is the largest temporal facial expression data corpus available to the re-
search community, consisting of short video clips of facial expressions in close to 
real-world environments.

• The subjects have a wide age range (l-70yr), which makes the databases very 
generic in terms of age, unlike other facial expression databases (See Section 2.5 
for detailed comparison). The databases have a large number of clips depicting 
children and teenagers, which can be used to study facial expressions in younger 
subjects. The datasets can also be used for both static and temporal facial age 
research.

• AFEW is currently the only facial expression database, which has multiple la-
belled subjects in the same frame. This enables an interesting study on the 
‘theme/group' expression of a scene with multiple subjects, which may or may 
not have the same expression individually at a given time.

• The database exhibits ‘close-to-real’ illumination conditions. The clips stem from 
scenes with indoor, night-time and outdoor natural illumination. While it is clear
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that movie studios use controlled illumination conditions even in outdoor settings, 
it is intuitive that these are closer to natural conditions than lab-controlled con-
ditions and, therefore, valuable for facial expression research. The diverse nature 
of the illumination conditions in the dataset makes it useful for not just facial 
expression analysis but potentially also for face recognition, face alignment, age 
analysis and action recognition.

• The movies in AFEW, have been chosen to cover a large set of actors. Many 
actors appear in multiple movies in the dataset, which will enable to study how 
their expressions have evolved over time, whether they differ for different genres 
and characters, etc.

• The design of the database schema is based on XML. This enables further infor-
mation about the data and its subjects to be added easily at any stage without 
changing the video clips. This means that detailed annotations with attributes 
about the subjects and. the scene are possible and can be extended in the future.

• The database download website: http://cs.anu.edu.au/few contains information 
regarding the experiment protocols and train and test splits for both temporal 
and static FER experiments.

3.2  D a ta b a se  C rea tio n

In this section, the details of the database construction are discussed. A semi-automatic 
approach is followed during the creation of the database. The process is divided into 
two parts. In the first step, the subtitles are extracted and parsed in the recommender 
system. In the second step, the labeler annotates the recommended clips based on 
the information available on the internet. Figure 3.1, describes the steps of database 
creation.

3.2.1 Subtitle Extraction

In its current form, seventy-four movie DVDs have been analysed for AFEW. Sub-
titles for Deaf and Hearing impaired (SDH) and Closed Caption (CC) subtitles are 
extracted from the DVDs, these types of subtitles contain information about the audio 
and non-audio context such as emotions, information about the actors and scene, e.g. 
‘[CHEERING]’, ‘[SHOUTS]’, ‘[SURPRISED]’, etc. The subtitles are extracted from 
the movies using the VSRip tool . For the movies where VSRip can not extract sub-
titles, SDH subtitles are downloaded from the web2 3 4. The extracted subtitle images

2See Appendix A for the list of movies in AFEW.
3 http://www.videohelp.com/tools/VSRip
4http://subscene.com/ and http://www.opensubtitles.org/
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Figure 3.1: From the left, a subtitle is extracted from the DVD and then parsed by 
the recommender system. In the example here, when the subtitle contains the keyword 
‘LAUGH’, the corresponding clip is played by the tool. The human labelers can chose 
or reject the recommended video clip. The human labeler then annotates the subjects 
in the scene, using a GUI tool, based on the information about the subjects in the clip 
available on the WWW. The resulting annotation is stored in the XML schema shown 
at the bottom of the diagram. Note the structure of the information about a movie 
scene containing multiple subjects. The frame in the figure is from the movie ‘The 
Hangover’.

are parsed using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and converted into .srt subtitle 
format using the Subtitle edit tool The .srt format contains the start time, end time 
and text content with milliseconds accuracy.

3.2.2 V ideo  R ecom m ender S ystem

Once the subtitles are extracted, the subtitles are parsed and searched for expres-
sion related keywords (for example: [HAPPY], [SAD], [SURPRISED], [SHOUTS], 
[CRIES], [GROANS], [CHEERS], [LAUGHS], [SOBS], [SILENCE], [ANGRY], [WEEP-
ING], [SORROW], [DISAPPOINT], [AMAZED] etc.). If found, the system recom-
mends video clips to the labeler. The start and end time of the clip is extracted from 
the subtitle information. The system plays the video clips sequentially and the labeller 
enters information about the clip and its characters /  actors from the WWW. In the 
case of clips with multiple actors, the sequence of labeling is based on two criteria. For 
actors appearing in the same frame, the order of annotation is left to right. If the actors 
appear at different time stamps, then it is in the order of appearance. The dominating 
expression in the video is labeled as the ‘theme’ expression. The labeling is then stored 
in an XML metadata schema. Finally, the labeler enters the age of the character or, 
where this information was unavailable, estimated the age.

5 www.nikse.dk/se
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For AFEW 2.0 Dliall et al. [2012a], in total fifty-four DVDs (the various AFEW 
versions are discussed in Section 3.5) contain 77666 individual subtitles. Out of these, 
10327 clips corresponding to subtitles containing expressive keywords are suggested by 
the recommender system. The labelers chose 1426 clips from these on the basis of 
criteria such as the visible presence of subjects, at least some part of the face being 
visible, and the display of meaningful expressions. Subtitles are manually created by 
humans and can contain errors. This may lead to a situation where the recommender 
system may suggest an erroneous clip. However, such a recommendation can be re-
jected by the labelers. The labellers annotated the clips based on the video, audio and 
subtitle information, so that they could make a more informed decision. The proposed 
recommender system can be used to easily add more clips to the database and scale it 
up to web scale.

3.2.3 Database A nnotations

The database contains metadata about the video clips in an XML-based schema, which 
enables efficient data handling and updating. The human labelers densely annotated 
the subjects in the clips.

• Expression - This specifies the theme expression conveyed by the scene. The 
expressions were divided into six expression classes (angry, disgust, fear, happy, 
neutral, sad and surprise) plus neutral. The default value is based on the search 
keyword found in the subtitle text, for example for ‘smile’ and ‘cheer" it is Happi-
ness. The human observer can change it based on their observation of the audio 
and scene of the clip.

• StartTime - This denotes the start timestamp of the clip in the movie DVD and 
is in the hh:mm:ss,zzz format.

• Length - Duration of the clip in milliseconds.

• Person - This contains various attributes describing the actor /  character in the 
scene.

•— Pose - This denotes the head pose based on the labeler’s observation. In the 
current version, the head pose is classified manually as frontal or non-frontal.

— AgeOfCharacter - Where the age of the character is available from the 
WWW, this information is used. Frequently, this is only the case for the 
characters of the lead actors. Otherwise, the labeller estimates the age based 
on his/her perception.

— NameOjActor - Real name of the actor.
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Attribute Description
L en g th  of sequences 300-5400 m s
No. of sequences 1832 (A F E W  3.0) 

E m o tiW : 1088
No. of a n n o ta to rs 2
E xpression  classes A ngry, D isgust, Fear. H appy, 

N eu tra l, S ad  an d  S urp rise
T o ta l No. of expressions
(som e sequences have m u ltip le  su b je c ts

2153 (A F E W  3.0) 
E m o tiW : 1088

V ideo  fo rm at AVI
A udio  fo rm at WAV

Table 3.1: Attributes of the AFEW database Dhall et al. [2013].

-  AgeOfActor - Real age of the actor. The labeler extracted the information 
from www.imdb.com. In a very few cases, the age information is missing, in 
this case the labeller estimates it, based on his/her perception.

-  ExpressionOfPerson - This denotes the expression class of the character as 
labelled by the human observer. This may be different from the ‘Expres-
sion" tag as there may be multiple people in the frame showing different 
expressions with respect to each other and the scene/theme.

-  Gender - Gender of the actor.

This XML-based metadata schema has three advantages. First, this information 
can be used to introduce context, for example, it is interesting to see the effect of 
attributes such as age and gender on FER systems. Secondly, it is easy to use and 
search using any standard programming language on any platform that supports XML. 
Secondly, the structure makes it simple to add new attributes about the video clips, 
such as pose of the person in degrees and scene information, in the future, while keeping 
the existing data and ensuring that the already existing tools can take advantage of 
this information with minimal changes. Details of the database are in the Table 3.1.

3.3 S ta tic  Facial E xpressions in th e  W ild

Static facial expression analysis databases such as Multi-PIE and JAFFE Lyons ot al. 
[1998] are lab-recorded databases in tightly controlled environments. For creating a 
static image database that represents the real world more closely, frames were extracted 
from AFEW. This static database was named Static Facial Expressions in the Wild 
(SFEW). The Strictly Person Independent version of SFEW is described in Dhall et al. 
[2011c] and is posted as a challenge on the BEFIT website (http://hpa.cs.kit.edu/511.php). 
The three versions of SFEW, which arc based on the level of subject dependency for 
evaluating facial expression recognition performance of systems in different scenarios 
arc described in Section 3.4.
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P r o t o c o l A F E W /S F E W  (T r a in -T e s t  s e t s  c o n ta in : )

S tr ic tly  P erso n  Specific (S P S ) sam e single su b je c t
P a rtia l P erso n  In dependen t (P P I) a m ix  of com m on an d  d ifferen t su b je c ts
S tr ic tly  P erso n  In dependen t (S P I) differen t su b je c ts  D hall e t al. [2011c]

Table 3.2: Experimentation protocol scenarios for SFEW and AFEW.

3.4 Experim ental P rotocol

Over the years, many FER methods have been proposed based on experiments on 
various databases following different protocols, making it difficult to compare the results 
fairly. Therefore, a strict experimentation protocol is defined for the database. The 
different protocols are based on the level of person dependency present in the sets. 
AFEW and SFEW data is divided into two partitions: Setl and Set2. The two sets are 
used alternatively for train and test. Experiments on AFEW and SFEW are divided 
into three categories:

1. SPS - Strictly Person Specific,

2. PPI - Partial Person Independent, and

3. SP1 - Strictly Person Independent.

SPS describes scenario when there is a same single subject in the two sets. This 
protocol finds importance for FER methods which are intended to be person specific. 
PPI defines scenario where some subjects appear in both the sets. In SPI protocol, 
both the sets have mutually exclusive subjects. SPI protocol represents the data on 
the web, where the chances are less that the subject in the train will ever appear in the 
test set. Table 3.2 explains the three protocols for both the databases. The protocols 
represent different practical scenarios.

3.5 D atabase Versions

The first version of AFEW contained 079 video clips. Later, the number of video clips 
was increased based on the process defined in Section 3.2. AFEW 2.Ü Dhall et al. 
[2012a], contains 1426 video clips. AFEW 3.0 forms the base of the first Emotion 
Recognition in the Wild (EmotiW) grand challenge at the ACM International Con-
ference on MultiModal Interaction (ICMI) 2013. AFEW 3.0 has been extracted from 
seventy-four movies and contains 1832 video clips in total. EmotiW is a multimodal 
emotion recognition challenge where researchers arc competing by testing their state- 
of-art method on the AFEW 3.0 database. Audio information is extracted along with 
the video clip using the XML based meta-data created during the AFEW construction
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Figure 3.2: Row 1 shows frames from the AFEW database and Row 2 shows frames 
from the CK+.

process (Section 3.2). The multimodal baseline details for EmotiW is discussed in Sec-
tion 3.8. SFEW contains a total of 700 images. SFEW_SPS contains 76 images of the 
actor Daniel Radcliffe for five expression classes (anger, fear, happiness, neutral and 
surprise). SFEW_PPI contains 700 images and SFEW_SPI contains 700 images in two 
sets. The images are chosen which clearly show the facial expression and the face in 
the frame is detectable.

3 .6  Q u a n tita tiv e  C o m p a riso n  o f  D a ta b a se s

Experimentally. AFEW is compared to the CK+ database, which was introduced by 
Lucey et al. [2010] as an extension of the CK database. A basic facial expression 
comprises of various temporal dynamic stages: onset, apex and offset stage. In CK+, 
all videos follow the temporal dynamic sequence: neutral —> onset -» apex, which is not 
a true reflection of how expressions are displayed in real-world situations as the data 
about the offset phase is missing. Earlier systems trained on existing databases such as 
CK+, have learnt on the above mentioned stages. It is intuitive that the complete data 
containing all the temporal stages may not be always available in real-world settings. 
For example, a person entering a scene may already be happy and close to the highest 
intensity of happiness (onset). In AFEW. this is not fixed due to its close-to-natural 
settings. For extracting the face, the VJ face detector is used over the CK+ sequences. 
For the comparison, six common classes from both the AFEW and CK+ databases: 
(anger, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness and surprise) are used.

SFEW is compared with the JAFFE and Multi-PIE databases in two experiments: 
(1) a comparison of SFEW. JAFFE and Multi-PIE on the basis of four common expres-
sion classes (disgust, neutral, happiness and surprise) and (2) a comparison of SFEW 
and JAFFE on all seven expression classes. Various descriptors arc computed for the 
comparison.
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Methods

LBP P H O G  LPQ L B P - T O P

Figure 3.3: The graph shows the performance of LBP, PHOG. LPQ and LBP-TOP oil 
the CK+ and AFEW databases.

The cropped faces detected using the V.J face detector are divided into 4 x 4  blocks 
for computing LBP Huang et al. [2011], LPQ Huang et al. [2011] and PHOG Bosch 
et al. [2007]. For LBP and LPQ, the neighbourhood size is set to 8. For PHOG the 
parameters are: bin length = 8, pyramid levels L=2 and angle range = [0,300]. PC A is 
applied on the extracted features and 98% of the variance is kept. For classification, a 
SVM model based on RBF kernel is trained. A five-fold cross validation is performed 
for selecting the parameters. For AFEW, the static descriptors are concatenated. LBP- 
TOP performs best out of all the methods. For all the methods, the overall expression 
classification accuracy is much higher for CK+ (see Figure 3.3).

For SFEW;s four expression class experiment, the classification accuracy on the 
Multi-PIE subset is 86.3% for LPQ and 88.3% for PHOG, respectively. For JAFFE, 
it is 83.3% for LPQ and 90.8% for PHOG. For SFEW, it is 53.1% for LPQ and 57.2% 
PHOG. Figure 3.4 shows the classification accuracy comparison for LPQ and PHOG 
on SFEW. JAFFE and Multi-PIE. For the seven expression class experiment, the 
classification accuracy for JAFFE is 69.0% for LPQ and 86.4% for PHOG. For SFEW, 
it is 43.7% for LPQ and 46.3% for PHOG. LPQ and PHOG achieve high classification 
accuracy on JAFFE and Multi-PIE, but have significantly lower classification accuracy 
on SFEW.

It is evident from the graph (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) that the descriptors perform 
better on CK+ as compared to AFEW. This gives an insight into the performance of 
the current state-of-the-art descriptors when applied to close to real-world scenarios. 
Figure 3.2 compares frames from AFEW and CK+. From the results in the Figure 3.2,
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SFEW Multi-PIE JAFFE

Figure 3.4: Four expression class accuracy comparison of SFEW, JAFFE and Multi- 
PIE based on LPQ and PHOG descriptors, and SVM classification.

it is evident that out of lab scenario make the problem of FER challenging. It can be 
argued that expression analysis in (close to) real-world situations is a non-trivial task 
and requires more sophisticated methods at all stages of the approach, such as robust 
face localisation/tracking, illumination and pose invariance. Further, experiments in 
Section 3.8 show that using robust face localisation/tracking method improves the 
performance of the system.

3.7 Baselines

LBP-TOP performs the best out of the four descriptors (Figure 3.3) for AFEW. This is 
due to the fact that LBP-TOP encodes the temporal information as well. It is chosen 
for creating baseline for the three AFEW protocols. The system performs better for 
PPI protocol as compared to SPI. This is similar to the performance of methods in 
the FERA challenge Valstar <4 al. [2011]. The features should ideally discard identity 
specific information and only capture the facial dynamics. However, as LBP-TOP is 
a texture descriptor, it does encode identity information up to some extent. For all 
the protocols for SFEW, the baselines based on the method defined in Dliall et al. 
[2011c] are computed. PHOG Bosch et al. [2007] and LPQ Huang et al. [2011] features 
are computed on the cropped face. The features are concatenated together to form a 
feature vector. For dimensionality reduction, PCA is computed and 98% of the variance 
is kept. Further, a non-linear SVM is used to learn and classify expressions. Parameter 
selection is performed using five-fold cross validation. Table 3.3 describes the expression
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A v g .
A F E W _ P P I 32.5 12.3 14.1 44.2 33.8 25.2 21.8 26.3
A F E W _ S P I 40.1 7.9 14.5 37.0 40.1 23.5 8.9 24.5
A F E W _ S P S - - 0.0 50.0 0.0 - 50.0 25.0
S F E W -P P I 29.5 43.5 48.5 35.5 33.0 12.0 35.0 33.8
S F E W _ S P I 23.0 13.0 13.9 29.0 23.0 17.0 13.5 18.9
S F E W _ S P S 35 - 45.8 0.0 7.1 - 0.0 17.5

Table 3.3: Average classification accuracies (in %) of different protocols on AFEW 2.0 
and SFEW the three protocols (Section 3.4)

class-wise and overall classification accuracy for the three protocols for both AFEW 
and SFEW.

3.8 Em otion R ecognition  In The W ild

Emotion recognition traditionally has been been based on databases where the subjects 
posed for a particular emotion Lucey et al. [2010], Pantic et al. [2005b]. With recent 
advancements in emotion recognition various spontaneous databases have been intro-
duced Valstar et al. [2011], McKeown et al. [2010]. For providing a common platform 
for emotion recognition researchers, challenges such as the Facial Expression Recog-
nition &; Analysis (FERA) Valstar et al. [2011] and Audio Video Emotion Challenges 
2011 Schuller et al. [2011], 2012 Schuller et al. [2012] have been organised. These are 
based on spontaneous emotion databases Valstar et al. [2011], McKeown et al. [2010].

Emotion recognition methods can be categorised on the type of environment: lab- 
controlled and ‘in the wild:. Traditional databases and methods proposed on them are 
based in a lab-controlled environment. This generally means uncluttered (and gener-
ally static) backgrounds, controlled illumination and minimal subject head movement. 
This is not a correct representation of real-world scenarios. Databases and methods 
which represent close-to-real-world environments (such as indoor, outdoor, different 
color backgrounds, occlusion and background clutter) have been recently introduced.

For moving emotion recognition systems from labs to the real-world, it is important 
to define a platform, where researchers can verify their methods on data representing 
close-to-real-world scenarios. The EmotiW(> Dliall et al. [2013] challenge aims to provide 
a platform for researchers to create, extend and verify their methods on real-world data.

‘’http://cs.anu.edu.au/few
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A F E W  O hall e t al. [2012a] E m o tiW S p o n tan eo u s
(P a rtia l)

D isc re te W ild Single k  
M u ltip le

Sem i-
A u to m a tic

C K +  Lucey et al. [2010] - Posed D iscre te L ab Single M anual
G E M E P -
F E R A  V a ls ta r et al. [2011]

F E R A S p o n tan eo u s D iscre te L ab Single M an u al

M M I P a n tie  et al. [2005b] - Posed D iscre te L ab Single M an u al
Sem aine  Pan l ie et al. [2005b] A V EC S p o n tan eo u s C o n tin o u s L ab Single M an u al

Table 3.4: Comparison of AFEW database which forms the basis of the EmotiW 2013 
challenge Dhall et al. [2013].

AFEW also forms the bases of the EmotiW challenge being organised as part of The 
ACM International Conference of MultiModal Interaction ICMI 2013. The challenge 
seeks participation from researchers working on emotion recognition intend to create, 
extend and validate their methods on data in real-world conditions. There are no 
separate video-only, audio-only, or audio-video challenges. Participants arc free to use 
either modality or both. Results for all methods will be combined into one set in the 
end. Participants are allowed to use their own features and classification methods. 
Table 3.4 compared EmotiW with other emotion recognition challenges.

The challenge data is divided into three sets: 1 Train', l VaV and ‘T e s t T r a i n , 
Val and Test set contain 380, 396 and 312 clips respectively. The data is subject 
independent and the sets contain clips from different movies. The motivation behind 
partitioning the data in this manner is to test methods for unseen scenario data, which 
is common on the web. For the participants in the challenge, the labels of the testing 
set are unknown. The subject distribution among the various sets is described in Table 
3.5.

3.8.1 A udio Features

In this challenge, a set of audio features similar to the features employed in Audio 
Video Emotion Recognition Challenge 2011 Schuller et al. [2011] motivated from the

Set N um ber of  
S ubjects

M ax.
A ge

A vg.
A ge

M in.
A ge

M ales Fem ales

Train 99 76y 32.8y lOy 60 39
Val 126 70y 34.3y 10y 71 55
Test 90 70y 30.7y 8y 50 40

Table 3.5: Subject description of the three sets.
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(a) S et o f  fu n ction a ls  ap p lied  to  Low L evel 
D escr ip to rs (L L D ).

Functionals
Arithmetic Mean
standard deviation
skewness, kurtosis
quartiles. quartile ranges
percentile 1%, 99%
percentile range
Position max./min
up-level time 75/90
linear regression coeff.
linear regression error(quadratic/absolute)

(b) A u d io  fea tu re  set - 38 (34  +  4) low -level d escr ip to rs

LLD

Energy/Spectral LLD

PCM Loudness 
MFCC [0-14]
log Mel Frequency Band [0-7]
Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) frequency [0-7] 
F0
F0 Envelope

Voicing related LLD

Voicing Prob.
Jitter Local
Jitter consecutive frame pairs 
Shimmer Local

Table 3.6: Audio descriptors in the EtuotiW baseline.

INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic challenge (1582 features) Schuller et al. [2010] are 
used. The features are extracted using the open-source Emotion and Affect Recognition 
(openEAR) Eyben et al. [2009] toolkit backend openSMILE Eyben et al. [2010].

The feature set consists of 34 energy &: spectral related low-level descriptors (LLD) 
x 21 functionals, 4 voicing related LLD x 19 functionals, 34 delta coefficients of energy 
& spectral LLD x 21 functionals, 4 delta coefficients of the voicing related LLD x 19 
functionals and 2 voiced/unvoiced durational features. Table 3.6 describe the details 
of LLD features and functionals.

3.8 .2  E m otiW  E xperim ents

For computing the baseline results, openly available libraries are used. Pre-trained face 
models (Face_pl46_small, Faee_p99 and MultiPIE_1050) available with the MoPS Zliu 
and Ramanan [2012] are applied for face and fiducial points detection. The models are 
applied in hierarchy. With the MoPS framework, face and fiducial points are detected 
in a single framework. It is the current state-of-the-art face and facial parts detector 
(along with Asthana et al. [2013a], Xiong and De la Torre [2013], however these two 
require accurate face localisation) and hence is preferred over VJ which is used for
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initial experiments on AFEW (Section 3.6). The fiducial points generated by MoPS is 
used for aligning the face and the face size is set to 96 x 96. Post aligning LBP-TOP 
features are extracted from non-overlapping spatial 4x4 blocks. The LBP-TOP feature 
from each block are concatenated to create one feature vector. Non-linear RBF kernel 
based SVM is learnt for emotion classification. The video only baseline system achieves 
27.2% classification accuracy. The audio baseline is computed by extracting features 
using the OpenSmile toolkit. A linear SVM classifier is trained. The audio only based 
system gives 19.5% classification accuracy. Further, a feature level fusion is performed, 
where the audio and video features are concatenated and a non-linear SVM is learnt. 
The performance drops here and the classification accuracy is 22.2%. On the test set 
which contains 312 video clips, audio only gives 22.4%, video only gives 22.7% and 
feature fusion gives 27.5%.

Figure 3.5, compares the performance of various participating teams with the base-
lines. Ebrahimi et al. [2013], proposed a deep learning based emotion recognition 
method and their system performed the best (41.02%) out of all others. The second 
best performance is from the team of Sikka et al. [2013b], who proposed a multiple 
kernel learning based approach where different modalities are fused as multiple kernels. 
The second runner up is from the team of Liu et al. [2013], who proposed a method 
based on partial least square regression on Grassmannian manifolds and early noisy 
aligned face removal using PCA. Almaev et al. [2013] proposed a distribution based 
pairwise SVM based classification method. They used a variant of LBP-TOP called

45
40
35

o' 30 
2 95

Fusion baseline

8 20 
<  15 1

Single Modality 
baseline

10
5
0

Figure 3.5: Comparison of the results on the EmotiW data of participating teams. The 
red line represents the late fusion EmotiW baseline. The green line represents the single 
modality EmotiW baseline.
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A v e r a g e

V alaud io 42.37 12.00 25.93 20.97 12.73 14.06 9.62 19.95
T esta u d io 44.44 20.41 27.27 16.00 27.08 9.30 5.71 22.44

V a lv id eo 44.00 2.00 14.81 43.55 34.55 20.31 9.62 27.27

T estv id e o 50.00 12.24 0.00 48.00 18.75 6.97 5.71 22.75

V a laucii0. video 44.07 0.00 5 . 5G 25.81 63.64 7.81 5.77 22.22

T e s t au<iio-video G G . G 7 0.00 G . 0G 1G .00 81.25 0.00 2.86 27.56

Tabic 3.7: Classification accuracy for Val and Test sets for audio, video and audio-
video modalities.

Local Gabor Binary Pattern in Three Orthogonal Planes (LGBP-TOP) Almaev and 
Valstar [2013], which is more robust to alignment errors. Meudt et al. [2013] proposed 
an audio feature selection based method which uses SVM for classification. Day [2013] 
proposed a boosted decision trees based audio only classifier for their entry in EmotiW. 
Krishna et al. [2013] proposed an audio visual approach by fusing various audio and 
video features and classification using SVM.

Tabic 3.7, describes the classification accuracy for the Val and Test for audio, video 
and audio-video systems. For the Test set the feature fusion increases the performance 
of the system. However, the same is not true for the Val set. In Appendix A, Table 
A.l, describes three tables displaying the confusion matrix for V a l aud i0 , V a l v id eo , 

V a l aud io-v ideo- Table A.2, describes three tables displaying the confusion matrix for 
T e s t a u d io , T e s t v id eo , T e s t audio -v ideo-

3.9 Sum mary

The central hypothesis of this chapter is that movie data can be used for constructing 
facial expression databases representing challenging real-world conditions in a semi-
automatic framework. Collecting databases in computer vision is one of the most time 
consuming and laborious task. For the problem of facial expression analysis, databases 
have been recorded in lab-conditions. For the advancement of the field, database rep-
resenting the real-world scenarios are required. Moreover capturing spontaneous ex-
pressions in close-to-real-world scenarios is a non-trivial problem. To overcome this, 
short video clips from movies arc used for creating a new facial expressions database 
representing real-world settings. To expedite the data collection and labelling process a 
semi-automatic method for database creation and labelling is proposed. A clear exper-
imental protocol is defined in Section 3.4. The database is compared to a classic facial 
expressions database CK+. The results in Section 3.6 (Figure 3.2, 3.3) show that the
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current state-of-the-art methods do not perform well on ‘in the wild’ data. A challenge 
is being organised based on AFEW. Its details and baseline is discussed in Section 3.8.

A future direction for this research is to use state-of-the-art face detectors for dis-
carding video clips where the actors are not facing the camera. Further, online learning 
based subject re-identification can be incorporated into the recommendation system. 
This will save time in labelling the identity of the subjects.

In this chapter, the MoPS framework performs fairly well 3.8.2 for face and fiducial 
points detection. The next step for a FER method is head pose normalisation, for 
computing feature descriptors in a canonical frame. In the next Chapter 4, a head pose 
normalisation technique is discussed based on MoPS framework.



C h a p te r  4

H ead Pose N orm alisa tion

In everyday situations and natural conversations, humans generally tend to move their 
head while expressing themselves. This leads to several challenges, such as out-of-
plane head rotations, (self-) occlusion and illumination variations (Figure 1.1). Facial 
landmark localisation and head pose handling play a vital role as pre-processing steps 
for facial analysis in research areas such as HCI, biometrics, and affective computing, 
and have been an active fields of research (e.g. Coot es et ah [1995], Zhu and Ramanan 
[2012]). Particularly for face recognition and spontaneous facial expression analysis 
in real-world conditions, the head pose needs to be normalised to the frontal pose for 
robust inference. For dealing with non-frontal faces, due to out-of-plane rotations, 
a face needs to be registered accurately. In Section 3.8.2, MoPS is used for detecting 
facial parts for the EmotiW challenge data’s baseline (Section 3.8). Post robust fiducial 
points detection the next step is to normalise the head pose, originally for the EmotiW 
challenge, the non-frontal pose is only partially handled by applying an affine warp. 
However, this does not handles strictly non-frontal head poses well. This chapter 
proposes a view-invariant Head Pose Normalisation (HPN) framework based on the 
MoPS framework. Given a non-frontal face image, the proposed framework normalises 
the head pose and reconstructs the facial points for the input face in its frontal pose 
(referred to as virtual pose). An example is shown in Figure 4.1. The contents of this 
chapter have been published in Dliall et al. [2014].

A PS Felzens/walb and Huttenlocher [2005] based framework is proposed for gen-
erating shape-constrained virtual frontal face points from a non-frontal face image. In 
particular, the proposed HPN method builds upon the MoPS framework Zhu and Ra-
manan [2012], where the deformation of a part is learnt with respect to its mother part 
as a mixture. MoPS framework jointly infers the location of the face, facial parts and 
the head pose. In contrast, the proposed HPN method normalises a non-frontal head 
pose within the MoPS inference framework.

The proposed approach employs the response maps generated from discriminatively
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Figure 4.1: Autom atic Head Pose Normalisation (HPN): Given a non-frontal face 
Dhall et al. [2011c], the proposed framework reconstructs the input face’s corresponding 
facial points in the virtual frontal pose. Image source: SFEW

trained facial part detectors. These confidence score maps are then normalised from 
non-frontal to frontal head pose using block-wise structure regression. A shape model 
is further applied on the virtual pose normalised confidence score maps to generate the 
virtual frontal landmark points. The entire framework is embedded within the MoPS 
framework Zhu and Rarnanan [2012] for achieving robust performance on real-world 
images.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: The key contributions of the chapter 
are discussed in Section 4.1. The MoPS framework is described in Section 4.2. Points 
based HPN methods are detailed in Section 4.3. The point wise and all points based 
HPN methods are explained in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. Twin-GPR and 
Rudovic and Pantic [2011] are discussed in Section 4.4. The proposed HPN method 
based on confidence maps is discussed in Section 4.5. HPN method when the head 
pose is known is described in Section 4.5.1. An extension for invariance from head pose 
information is described in Section 4.5.2. The experiments on Multi-PIE Gross et al. 
[2008a] and SFEW Dhall et al. [2011c] databases are described in Section 4.6. The 
chapter is concluded in Section 4.7.

4.1 C ontributions o f the Chapter

The contributions of the chapter are as follows:

1. Previous methods Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic et al. [2010a,b] require 
facial landmark points as a prerequisite for HPN. However, robust facial landmark 
detection itself is still an active, open field of research, particularly when dealing 
with real-world images, leading to errors in the results. In contrast, the confidence 
maps based HPN methods use response maps generated by parts based detectors,
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thereby not requiring any inputs from facial point detectors, resulting in more 
robust and accurate HPN.

2. The virtual frontal points returned by the proposed HPN methods are generated 
with a shape constraint. This overcomes the problem of standard regression based 
methods Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic et al. [2010b,a] where there is no 
implicit constraint on the shape of the object among the input and output data.

3. Previous methods Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic and Pantic [2011], Rudovic 
et al. [2010a,b] require head pose information for selecting a pose-specific regres-
sion model, which is certainly error-prone on real-world images. In contrast, the 
proposed method is head pose invariant.

4. Many researchers have pointed out that texture contains a strong signal for face 
analysis problems such as face tracking Cootes et al. [2002], identity Asthana 
et al. [2011], and expression recognition Moore and Bowden [2011]. Many studies 
such as Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic and Pantic [2011], Rudovic et al. 
[2010a,b] perform regression on facial points directly and, thus, lack texture infor-
mation. The frontal normalised confidence maps being generated by the proposed 
HPN method can also be used directly as texture descriptors (e.g. Gabor filter 
response).

4.2 M ixture of P ictorial Structures

The M ixture of P ictorial S tructure  framework Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 
[2005] represents the parts of an object as a graph with n vertices V = {iq,...  ,un} 
and a set of edges E. Here, each edge ( V i , V j ) £  E  pair encodes the spatial relationship 
between parts i and j.  A face is represented as a tree graph here. Formally speak-
ing, for a given image /, the MoPS framework computes a score for the configuration 
L — {U : i £ P ) of parts based on two models: an appearance model and a spatial 
prior model. These two models will be discussed now using the tree-based pictorial 
structures formulation similar to Zhu and Ramanan Yang and Ramanan [2011], Zhu 
and Ramanan [2012]. In particular, the formulation of Zhu and Ramanan [2012] is 
followed.

The Appearance Model scores the confidence of a part-specific template wp ap-
plied to a location lj. Here, p is a view-specific mixture corresponding to a particular 
head pose. <j>(I,li) is the histogram of oriented gradient descriptor Dalai and Triggs 
[2005b] extracted from a location lj. Thus, the appearance model calculates a score for
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configuration L and image /  as:

Appp(T, L) = ^ 2  m v 4 { L k )  (4.1)
i(zVp

The advantage of the part templates (detectors) in the appearance model is that 
less amount of data is required for training for each part detector. The response maps 
generated by these discriminative part detectors are sparse, which makes their recon-
struction in frontal view (for HPN) simpler.

The Shape Model learns the kinematic constraints between each pair of parts. 
The shape model (as in Zhu and Ramanan [2012]) is defined as:

Shapcp(L) = 22  tfjdx2 + tfjdx + tfjdy2 + dPjdy (4.2)
ij&Ep

Here, dx and dy represent the spatial distance between two parts. The parameters 
a, 6, c and d correspond to the location and rigidity of a spring, respectively. From 
Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, the scoring function S is:

Score(I, L,p) = Appp{I, L) + Shapep(L) (4-3)

During the inference stage, the task is to maximise Eq. 4.3 over the configuration L 
and mixture p (which represents a pose). Therefore, if the pose of the face is known, 
then the inference is equivalent to finding the configuration L*, which maximises the 
score for a given pose pl :

L* = raax(Score(I. L,p)) (4-4)

When the pose is unknown, all models learnt for different values of p are applied (Eq. 
4.4) and the configuration specific to the highest scoring mixture is chosen as the 
facial parts locations. The use of a graph structure allows the application of dynamic 
programming and a distance transform, while finding the part location on the parts 
based model’s scores.

4.3 P o in ts  B ased  H ead  Pose N o rm alisa tio n

The points based HPN methods being discussed now are based on the idea of applying 
regression Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010a,b] over non-frontal points to 
obtain frontal points. For an image I  containing a non-frontal face, the fiducial points 
locations are computed using the parts based model discussed in the previous section. 
For HPN, a mapping function (regressor) F : L'p —> Llj  is learnt that maps point

'i t  is assumed here that the head pose is known.
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locations in the non-frontal view to locations in the frontal view. Llp and L'j are the 
2D coordinates of part i in non-frontal and frontal pose, respectively. It should be 
highlighted that Rudovic et al. [2010b] also learnt a similar mapping; however, during 
the test phase, manually defined landmark points were used as input. In contrast, in 
the proposed approach (Section 4.5), the part locations are computed automatically. 
Therefore, the results (Section 4.6) are closer to a real-world scenario and account for 
error due to face detection and facial parts localisation. Two different variants of Points 
based HPN methods used in the experiments section (Section 4.6) are discussed below.

4.3.1 Part W ise Points (P W P ) Based Norm alisation

In PWP based HPN methods, frontal points are generated by regressing one point 
at a time using a point specific regression model. Based on univariate regression, 
n models corresponding to each part (2D location) are trained for each non-frontal 
pose. Thus, the total number of models learnt is n * P, where P is the number of 
non-frontal poses in the training data. The mapping function is then the regression 
function IZi : Lp —> Llj, i.e. the frontal location L'j of each part is learnt from its 
corresponding non-frontal locations Lp. The major limitation with this method is that 
the outputs from different regression models are treated individually. As pointed out 
by Rudovic and Pantic [2011], in such a case, there is no guarantee that the regressed 
part locations will adhere to the anatomical shape constraint of the face. The next 
model (4.3.2) addresses this limitation.

4.3.2 All Parts Points (A P P ) Based Norm alisation

The limitation of PWP is overcome by learning a multi-variate regression model. In 
APP based HPN frontal points are generated by learning a single regression model. 
In other words, a function 1Zi : Lp —» Lf that maps all parts in the non-frontal pose 
to all parts in the frontal pose is learnt. In the classic GPR framework Rasmussen 
[2006], a multi-variate regression model is generally computed by mapping independent 
input points to single output dimension models. There is no explicit constraint, which 
models the relationship between the output dimensions. Thus, the model is made more 
robust by posing the APP based normalisation as a structured regression problem and 
using the Twin Gaussian process regression (Twin-GPR) Bo and Sminchisescu [2010] 
framework. In the next section Twin-GPR and its limitation when used for HPN are 
discussed.
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4.4 T w in -G P R

The Twin-GPR framework models the relationship between the input and output vari-
ables. It uses Gaussian proeess priors on both covariances and responses, both mul-
tivariate. The Kullback-Lciblcr divergence between the input and output data distri-
butions, modelled as a Gaussian process, is minimised for capturing the correlation 
between the output dimensions. Bo and Sminchiscscu [2010] proposed this method for 
regressing 2D human pose, which is a structured regression problem, where the output 
dimensions are correlated by the human body kinematics. Similar to their problem, 
the intent in this chapter is to reconstruct the facial points, where the points adhere 
to the anatomical face shape-constraint. See Bo and Sminchisescu [2010] for details of 
the method.

Twin-GPR assumes that the input and output distributions are Gaussian. For 
images in real-world conditions, this assumption may not be satisfied due to the error 
induced during the face alignment step Rudovic and Pantic [2011]. This drawback is 
addressed in Rudovic and Pantic [2011] by learning shape models based on ASM Cootes 
et al. [1995]. Shape parameters are applied during the GPR inference to maintain 
the face shape constraint. To calculate the shape parameters, facial points in the 
frontal view are required. To synthesise the constrained shape in the frontal view, the 
shape parameters are required, which creates a chicken-and-egg problem. Two methods 
are proposed here to overcome this situation: (1) Shape parameters are estimated 
from frontal view points synthesised using a normal GPR regression. These shape 
parameters are then used in Shape Constrained Gaussian Process (SC-GP) regression. 
(2) GPR regression is used to synthesise frontal view shape points and shape parameters 
together. The regressed shape parameters are then used to reconstruct the shape. Next, 
a parameter search is performed, which reduces the error between the SC-GP output 
and the shape reconstructed using the parameters.

A limitation of deformable models, such as ASM, is that they perform very well for 
subject-dependent, data (i.e. the subject in the training and test images is the same), 
but their performance on subject-independent data is not robust. Ideally, for a face 
analysis problem such as FER, the face alignment method should be invariant to the 
subject’s identity for making it work in real-world conditions Chew et al. [2012]. ASM 
is also sensitive to initialisation and requires accurate face detection. To overcome this 
limitation, a Confidence map based HPN (CM-HPN) that exploits the advantage 
of parts based detectors and performs HPN on the parts detector response is proposed. 
Facial landmark points are not required for HPN when it is performed within the PS 
inference framework. This is the main benefit of the proposed method CM-HPN over 
the prior work Astkana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010a,b]. In the experiments 
(Section 4.6), the performance of two CM-HPN methods (discussed below in Sections
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4.5) is compared with the points based methods Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al.
[2010b].

4.5 Confidence M ap Based H P N

The primary idea in this work is to learn a mapping from the raw outputs of parts based 
detectors (confidence maps) for non-frontal faces to their frontal counterpart. This step 
would normalize the head-pose. A Confidence map is a 2D matrix whose each element’s 
value is the detector’s inference score describing the probability of presence of a part. 
Further, a shape constraint by exploiting properties of parts based models is applied. 
The mathematical formulation for cases with known pose is discussed in Section 4.5.1 
and later extended to unknown poses (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Pose Specific Confidence M ap Based H PN

Recall that Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 are the appearance and shape components of the overall 
score (Eq. 4.3) optimized by the PS model. Given a non-frontal face image for pose 
p. part-specific filters are applied via Eq. 4.1. This produces part-specific response 
maps (denoted by Appp). For simplicity, the response of the appearance model for a 
particular part i is denoted as a function 0, which is defined as:

Cf = 0(/,i,p) (4.5)

The response Cf will be a matrix of the size of the image /. Component (x, y) of this 
matrix represents the probability of part i being present at location (x, y) in the image. 
The task is to reconstruct the response map at the frontal pose for part i, referred 
to as C/, from its response map Cf at pose p. This is achieved using a structured 
regression model (Twin-GPR, Section 4.4) as discussed below. Cj can be considered 
as a (synthesised) virtual frontal view response map for a part i. The motivation of 
using Twin-GPR is to maintain the relationship between neighbouring points being 
inferred in the frontal view response map.

The response maps Cf is divided into blocks and a block-by-block Twin-GPR regres-
sion is learnt. This idea is motivated by the work of Biederman and Kaloesais [1997], 
who discuss the importance of maintaining location information for facial parts when 
dealing with faces in a holistic manner. Thus, each response map Cf is first divided 
into k equal sized non-overlapping blocks B = {B^B%....Bp} as shown in Figure 4.2 and 
a separate regression function is learnt for mapping each block. Thus, the big problem 
of mapping an entire confidence map is transformed into many smaller problems of 
mapping individual blocks with the aim of maintaining a structure. Non-overlapping 
blocks are preferred over scanning window or overlapping blocks for their computa-
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Face blob

Block by block

Virtual Frontal Shape

Figure 4.2: Confidence Map Based HPN: Steps for normalising the head pose of an 
input image via parts based models, structured regression and confidence maps.
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A lgorithm  1: Frontal virtual points reconstruction using pose-specific confidence 
map regression 

Input: Image /  and pose p 
O utput: Score' and L*j
for part ii E V do

Compute part wise confidence maps, Cf — 6(1, i,p) (Eq. 4.5) ; 
Divide Cf  into k blocks B 
B =
for a = 1 : k do

Reconstruct Bl  <— Bf  using corresponding model from 1Zj
end
Rejoin reconstructed blocks Cf { B f , B{...B[}  ;

1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9 end

10  FCeZitvCl;

11 Compute frontal Shapef(L) (Eq. 4.2) and maximise Score' (Eq. 4.8)
12 L*j = maXL(Score'(I, L,p)

tional simplicity. Mathematically, during training a set of models is trained for each 
part i , denoted by 7Z j .  Each set 7?, comprises of a regression model that maps 
block Bf  to its frontal counterpart written as B j . For each pose, the models are learnt 
independently. The training models can be represented as:

TZ = {lZi\i € (1,2,3,..., n)} (4.6)

Ki = { n { \ j e  (1,2,3,- , k ) }  (4.7)

On a big picture level, the process of reconstructing frontal maps for each block 
and concatenating them produces virtual frontal view response maps for each part i. 
Virtual response maps for all parts together shall be referred to as Virtp. Virtp is 
generated from Appv and is referred to as set of initial response maps at pose p.

Shape Constraint: Further the shape constraint is applied on the virtual frontal 
pose maps Virtp to generate the virtual frontal shape as shown in Figure 4.2. This is 
accomplished by jointly maximising a modified score function where Virtp is used as 
appearance response and the shape model (denoted as Shapef) corresponding to the 
frontal pose is fixed:

Score (I, L,p) = Virtp(I , L) + Shapef(L) (4-8)

The intuition behind fixing the shape model to the frontal pose is to constrain the 
framework to output (virtual) fiducial point locations in the frontal pose only. The 
point locations arc then obtained by solving the above optimisation problem using
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dynamic programming.
Since the head pose is known a priori, this method is referred to as the pose-specific 

Conhdence Map based HPN (CM -HPNps). Algorithm 1 describes the reconstruction 
process in detail. CM-HPNps is limited in that as it requires head pose information 
(similar to Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b,a], Asthana et al. [2011]) and, 
hence, in the next section (4.5.2), a technique to extend CM -H PN ps for unknown 
head poses is presented.

4.5 .2  P ose  Invariant C onfidence M ap B ased  H P N

As discussed in Section 4.5.1, when the head pose is unknown, the conßguration L* 
of the highest scoring mixture p is chosen as the best facial parts location. Based 
on this model, CM-HPNps can be computed in a pose-invariant manner by simply 
enumerating over the Score'(I, L,p) of each pose. Substituting Score' (from Eq. 4.8) 
into Eq. 4.4 and maximising over all poses in the training data, the CM -HPNp/ based 
Virtp based inference maximises:

L*r = maxhnax(Score'{I, L,p))\ (4-9)
J p  L

Here, L*j is the highest scoring ‘virtual’ frontal head pose configuration. Basically, 
Algorithm 1 is computed for all poses p in the training set and L is the ‘virtual’ frontal 
head pose configuration generated with a regression model specific to a pose p.

4 .6  E x p er im e n ts

The CMU Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008b] is a static facial expression database. The 
dataset for the experiments in this chapter is based on the protocol used by Rudovic 
et al. [2010b]. The experiment dataset contains images from four pan angles (0°, —15°, 
—30°, -45°), with 200 images per pose. There are a total of 74 subjects. A five-
fold cross validation over the samples is performed. To compare the points regression 
based HPN methods Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b], the methods are 
implemented. PWP and APP (Section 4.3) are based on Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic 
et al. [2010b], with the difference that during inference, the facial points are located 
using the MoPS framework. Using MoPS (for PWP and APP) gives an edge to the 
methods (PWP and APP) in terms of their performance due to good initialisation 
as compared to initialisation methods used in Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. 
[2010b]. It is shown that the performance of Twin-GPR is better than both GPR and 
SVM Rudovic et al. [2010b]. Therefore, for learning PWP and APP, Twin-GPR is used. 
However for PWP, the output dimension is a single variate only (separate models are 
trained for x and y positions).
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Gr i d 2 x 2 3 x 3 4 x 4 5 x 5
NMSE .08Ü .007 ,076±.006 .061 ±.006 ,059±0.0002

Table 4.1: NMSE comparison for 4 grid configurations for CM-HPN/55. 5 x 5  has the 
smallest NMSE and, hence, performs the best.

Im plem entation details: The face area is located using the VJ face detector Vi-
ola and Jones [2001]. The faces are not aligned as a pre-processing step before the 
HPN step, as face alignment is a non-trivial problem for real-world images. Next, the 
detected face areas are rescaled to 320 x 240 pixels for consistency. The parameters for 
Twin-GPR are tuned empirically. The range of parameters experimented for the RBF 
kernel size is [0.1 — 2] and for lambda is [1.0e_1 — l.Oe-5]. The MoPS framework from 
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] is used and all experiments are based on independent models. 
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] reports that the performance difference of independent and 
parts sharing models is not high. However, independent MoPS models arc more accu-
rate. Moreover, the models are learnt at three different pyramid scales for achieving 
scale invariance. For the training details of the MoPS, see the original paper Zhu and 
Ramanan [2012].

The performance of the points (PWP, APP) and confidence maps based HPN meth-
ods (CM-IIPNps’, CM-lIPNp/) is compared on the Multi-PIE database Gross et al. 
[2008b] using the error in the location of the reconstructed landmark points w.r.t. the 
frontal landmark points in the ground truth. Zhu and Ramanan Zhu and Ramanan 
[2012] normalised the landmark location using the inter-occular distance and the aver-
age of height and width of faces. Similar to Zhu and Ramanan [2012], Normalised Mean 
Square Error (NMSE), which describes the landmark localisation error (the L2 dis-
tance between the virtual frontal points and the ground truth) normalised by the face 
size is used. This facilitates a fair comparison of the proposed methods (CM-HPNps, 
CM-HPNp/) with others in the future.

As discussed in Section 4.5, both CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/ (Section 4.5) are 
computed block-by-block in a grid, whose configuration is chosen empirically. Different 
grid structures for non-overlapping blocks: [2 x 2,3 x 3,4 x 4,5 x 5] are compared. 
Table 4.1 summarises the performance comparison in terms of NMSE. The models 
with 25 blocks performed the best with the lowest NMSE. This supports the method’s 
hypothesis that dividing maps into blocks reduces the complexity of the learnt model 
and maintains a spatial constraint. Similar results have been described in Lazebnik 
et al. [2000] w.r.t. natural image analysis and the bag-of-words framework. I11 this case, 
as the number of blocks increases, the performance also increases until it saturates. For 
further comparison of the confidence maps based methods with the point-based ones, 
the highest performing grid configuration 5 x 5  blocks is used. Table 4.2 shows the
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Pose 15° co o o 45° Avg.
PW P A sthana et al. [2009a]
Rudovic et al. [2010b]

0.098
±0.002

0.089
±0.001

0.100
±0.007

0.095
±0.05

A PP Rudovic and Pantic [2011] 0.062
±0.001

0.087
±0.003

0.100
±0.005

0.084
±0.02

CM -HPNps 0.059
±0.001

0.058
±0.003

0.059
±0.002

0.059
±0.0002

CM -HPNp/ 0.076
±0.009

0.082
±0.005

0.088
±0.005

0.082
±0.006

Table 4.2: NMSE comparison for the four HPN methods: PWP Aslliana et al. [2009a], 
Rudovic et al. [2010b], APP Rudovic and Pantic [2011], CM-HPNps, CM-HPNp/.

NMSE based performance for PWP, APP, CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/. The 5 x 5  
blocks (i.e. 25 blocks in total in a conhdence map) grid configuration was chosen for 
CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/. CM-HPNps has the smallest NMSE, performing the 
best. APP and CM-HPNp/ perform on par with each other (even though no prior 
head pose information is used in CM-HPNp/). For the pose angle 45°, the NMSE is 
high for both points based methods. This is due to the fact that as the head pose 
deviates more from the frontal view, computing the facial points on the non-visible 
side is error prone. The reconstruction error is highest for PWP. This is primarily due 
to the lack of a relationship between the output of the different regressions models.

Ideally, the performance of CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/ should be similar. How-
ever, CM-HPNp/ has higher NMSE when the maximum score is achieved by an incor-
rect pose. For example: if for a face with original head pose 45°, CM-HPNp/ will apply 
HPN with all models in K  (for example: 45° —► 0°, 30° —> 0°). If HPN with 30° model 
scores higher than the 45° model’s score, than the method will assume that the face has 
default head pose of 30° and will choose the corresponding incorrect reconstruction.

Expression wise NMSE is shown in Figure 4.3. For Surprise expression, the error is 
large for all methods but CM-HPNp^. CM-HPNp^ performs consistently best across 
all expressions. The biggest variation is for the points based methods PWP and APP, 
which are based on Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic and Pantic [2011]. SFEW: To test 
the performance of the methods (CM-HPNp^ and CM-HPNp/) on ‘in the wild data’, 
the SFEW database Dhall et al. [2011c], which contains a set of video frames depicting 
facial expressions from movies is used. Qualitative, visual comparison is performed as 
there is no frontal ground truth for SFEW unlike for Multi-PIE. Images where the pose 
is roughly similar to the Multi-PIE training set’s pose range are chosen manually. Here, 
the performance of the HPN method is tested for: a) images ‘in the wild’, b) unseen 
pose, and c) unseen expressions.

Figure 4.4 shows the performance of the proposed methods on SFEW images. Re-
sults of point based regression methods arc shown in columns 3 and 4, while those for
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■ ■ P W P  
□  APP 
□ZU CM-HPNpc 
■BCM -HPNß

Disgust Neutra! SurpriseSmileExpressions

Figure 4.3: Comparison of the performance of Point Wise Point (PWP) Asthana et al. 
[2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b], All Part Point (APP) Rudovic and Pantic [2011], 
Pose Specific Confidence Map based Head Pose Normalisation (CM-HPNps) and Pose 
Invariant Confidence Map based Head Pose Nor malisation (CM-HPNpj) by facial ex-
pression.

the confidence maps based regression methods are shown in columns 5 and 6 of Figure 
4.4. It is evident from these images that the reconstruction of the overall shape for 
method PWP is not as accurate as the other methods and that APP is not able to 
reconstruct the mouth correctly in some cases. Among all four methods, CM-HPNps 
generally performed the best, but is unable to reconstruct eyes clearly in some cases. 
This can be addressed by employing denser grids. The reader should note that the 
initialisation for the confidence score based methods is done by the VJ face detector. If 
a more accurate face detector such as MoPS itself is used, the reconstruction quality is 
expected to improve. It is also interesting to note that the jaw line of the reconstructed 
faces for the outputs of CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/ shows a high similarity to the jaw 
line shape of the subjects in the corresponding non-frontal images as compared to the 
output of APP, where the jaw line seems to be ‘averaged out’.

It is worth noting that Ast hana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b], Rudovic and 
Pantic [2011] either use manually defined points or AAM. In contrast the performance 
of APP can be attributed to robust landmarks detection by the MoPS framework. As 
discussed earlier (Section 4.4), Rudovic and Pantic [2011] proposed SC-GP to apply a 
shape-constraint and to overcome the problems, which may arise due to inaccurate facial 
landmarks detection while regressing using Twin-GPR. Therefore, the performance of 
parts based methods can benefit by using a MoPS model.

In the last row of Figure 4.4, the reconstruction of the CM-HPNp/ method is not
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Figure 4.4: Performance on selected SPEW images of the points and confidence maps based 
methods: PWP Asthana et al. [2009a], Rudovic et al. [2010b], APP Rudovic and Pantic [2011], 
CM-HPNps, CM-HPNpi regression. The left most column is the input image, second column 
is the face area found by VJ face detector. Columns 3-6 show the reconstructed landmark 
points for the face. Please note that for SFEW, only qualitative experiments are possible as 
there is no ground truth for frontal facial landmark points.
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accurate for the eyebrows. On further investigation, it is found that these errors are due 
to the error induced by the regression method, when the score of a non-frontal model’s 
frontal reconstruction is higher than the original non-frontal model’s reconstruction 
score. This could be corrected by applying efficient normalisation (for example: setting 
the mean to 0 and variance to 1) to data before regression. Twin-GPR is a generic 
structured regression model, the performance of the framework can be improved by 
using the class of structured SVM regression algorithms, which are problem specific. 
Further, based on the part sharing formulation, the method can be easily extended 
to continuous pose norm alisation by sharing regression models among parts in 
neighbouring poses. As continuous pose normalisation is not the focus of this chapter, 
it is only briefly described as an algorithm in A ppendix B, to show that it is feasible.

A user survey is performed on SFEW, where 15 subjects were asked to rate the 
expression preserving ability of HPN for the 4 methods (PWP, APP, CM-HPNps 
and CM-HPNp/) on a scale of 1 (poor) - 5 (excellent). CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/ 
achieved mean values of 3.2 and 2.7 and standard deviation of 1.2 and 1.1, respectively. 
This is better than the ratings of PWP and APP, whose mean values are 1.9 and 2.5 
and standard deviation values are = 1.1 and 1.2), respectively. Performing an ANOVA 
confirms that the result is statistically significant with p < 0.0001.

4.7 C onclusions an d  F u tu re  W ork

In this chapter, a new HPN method called Confidence Map based HPN is proposed. 
The method is embedded in the pictorial structure inference step and has no explicit 
dependency on facial parts location. This makes the method especially suitable for 
images in real-world conditions as facial parts detection in real-world images is an open 
problem. The use of a shape prior on reconstructed maps by applying a facial shape 
constraint is further proposed. Moreover, enumerating over different poses allows the 
proposed algorithm to work without any prior head pose information.

The results on the Multi-PIE database show the effectiveness of the methods in com-
parison to other state-of-the-art points based methods. The generalization capability of 
the methods is demonstrated on an ‘in the wild’ database: SFEW, by using pre-trained 
models from the Multi-PIE database in qualitative experiments. It is important to note 
that the images in SFEW are taken in different environments as compared to Multi-PIE 
which was recorded in controlled laboratory settings.

The points based approaches only provides geometric features, which are not ap-
propriate for problems such as micro-expression and facial action unit analysis. The 
proposed methods provide both geometric and texture information. Therefore, as part 
of future work, the texture descriptors obtained as part of HPN will be extended and 
experimented with. Further, robust regression methods such as the structured support
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vector regression will be used for confidence map normalisation such that the error 
induced by generic Twin-GPR can be reduced.

To summarise till now, in Chapter 3, the focus is on how to construct facial ex-
pression databases representing different challenging real-world conditions. From the 
learning in Chapter 3 that MoPS framework is the current state-of-the-art face and 
fiducial points detector on AFEW, a HPN method based on MoPS framework is pro-
posed in Chapter 4. In the next chapter, based on fiducial points a geometric descriptor 
is proposed. The descriptor of two face is compared for their structural similarity for 
finding similar facial expressions. The problem solution is based on fiducial points 
and is applied to the problems of: (a) facial expressions based album creation; (b) 
creating album by facial expression search and (c) finding image candidates for facial 
performance transfer.



C h a p te r  5

Sim ilar Facial E xpressions and  
A pplications

Facial expression analysis has many applications in HCI systems. Gaming insight into 
the state of the user’s mind via facial expression analysis can provide valuable informa-
tion for affective sensing systems. There has been a considerable amount of research 
exploring various methods for facial expression analysis, which mainly revolves around 
classification of query images into classes either via supervised or unsupervised al-
gorithms. As discussed in 2.4.1, that the classic universal expressions are not always 
observed in daily life and are some times ambiguous, hence in this thesis discrete classes 
are chosen. Discrete expression classes are not complicated to label as compared to con-
tinuous labelling. The focus in this thesis is analysing facial expression in challenging 
real-world conditions only without having to worry about the continuous labelling com-
plexity. There are also many multimedia applications such as facial expression transfer, 
image search, ranking by expression, browsing and album creation, which require find-
ing the most relevant facial expression image. In these cases, the system requirement 
is to find the most similar facial expression image. The work presented in this chapter 
has been published in Dhall et al. [2010], Dhall et al. [2011b] and Asthana et al. [2012], 

This chapter proposes a novel method for finding the most similar facial expression. 
Instead of the regular L2 norm distance, the use of the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) 
Wang et al. [2004b] metric for similarity comparison as a distance metric in a nearest 
neighbour unsupervised algorithm is investigated. The feature vectors are generated 
using AAM. The contributions are described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents the 
proposed approach in detail. The proposed geometric descriptor Expression Image (El) 
is discussed in Section 5.2.2. SSIM is described in Section 5.2.3. The proposed technique 
is applied to facial expression analysis based album creation (Section 5.3) and album by 
similar facial expression (Section 5.4). Moreover, the technique is extended and used 
for finding corresponding facial expression images across two or more subjects, which
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is useful in applications such as facial animation and automatic expression transfer 
(Section 5.5). Person-independent facial expression performance results are shown on 
the Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008a], FEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] and AVOZES Goecke 
[2004] databases. The performance of the SSIM metric versus other distance metrics 
in a nearest neighbour search for finding the most similar facial expression to a given 
image is discussed. Finally, Section 5.6 provides the conclusions and future work.

5.1 C ontribution

The contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:

• A novel method of facial expression analysis using SSIM is proposed. SSIM is used 
as the distance metric for NN classification after an efficient expression feature 
vector is created from fitting a person-independent AAM to the face image.

• The proposed approach is compared with various distance metrics in an unsu-
pervised algorithm and experiments are performed on the Multi-PIE Gross et al. 
[2008a] and FEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] facial data corpora.

• It is described on how the proposed technique can be extended and used for 
locating corresponding facial expression images across two or more subjects for 
the task of facial animation and automatic facial expression transfer. The results 
are experimentally tested on the AVOZES Goecke and Millar [2004] data corpus.

In Soliail and Bliattacharya [2007], the performance of A:NN and weighted fcNN for 
facial expression recognition using the L2 norm distance is discussed.

There has been some work on finding the similarity among two images. The SSIM 
Wang et al. [2004b] is one such method. Recently, the SSIM has been used for applica-
tions such as face recognition, image quality matching, face range matching etc. (e.g. 
Khwaja et al. [2010]). Nearest neighbour (NN) classification is one of the oldest ma-
chine learning techniques but is still used extensively for its simplicity and performance. 
The majority of the new work on nearest neighbour is based on learning the distance 
metric such as Largest Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) Weinberger and Saul [2009] 
and Nearest Component Analysis (NCA)Goldberger et al. [2004].

5.2 Approach

The facial expression analysis system starts with extracting the AAM shape vector after 
AAM fitting. The shape vector is then used to construct an intermediate representation 
El. Then, the system classifies examples using SSIM as a distance metric in fcNN. From 
here on. the technique is referred to as SSIM-NN. All steps arc explained in detail 
below.
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Figure 5.1: First and third are the input images. Second and fourth images show the 
normalization Euclidean distances taken, the vertical and horizontal red bars represent 
the vertical and horizontal distances.

5.2.1 Face Localisation and Fitting.

The first step is to locate the face. The VJ Viola and Jones [2001] face detector is 
applied, which gives the location of the face. This is used as an initialisation seed point 
for AAM Cootes et al. [1998] fitting. In this work, the AAM fitting method described 
in Saragih and Goecke [2009] is used for its speed and accuracy. The fitting process 
produces the shape vector s, which is then used to construct the feature vector for 
facial expression analysis in the system.

5.2.2 Expression Image

The El is a visual descriptor map, which depicts the facial expression of the face 
in a normalised manner. In this chapter the suitability of SSIM is explored for facial 
expression analysis. SSIM operates on images and hence El is proposed, which describes 
the facial expression. AAM fitting results in a row vector P containing location of each 
of the n landmark points.

P  =  [x\',y\  • • -xn\yn] ( 5 - 1)

P is then normalised by taking the horizontal Euclidean distance between the outer 
eye corners on the left and right side. The vertical distance is the Euclidean distance 
between the tip of the nose and the midpoint between the eyebrows. Normalisation is 
required here to project the faces/points into a canonical frame for comparison. The 
choice for this normalisation is driven by the static nature of these points with respect 
to facial expressions. Figure 5.1 depicts the normalisation step for two sample face 
images. Please note that the landmark points chosen for calculating the Euclidean 
distances do not contribute to the motion within the face, their position is static with 
respect to expression change. Further, an undirected graph G is defined as

G = (V,E) (5.2)

The graph observes the following properties: V is a finite, non-empty set and V
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Figure 5.2: Row 1 and Row 2 depict the steps for El formation for two images (FEED- 
TUM Wallhoff [2006]) of the same subject with different expressions: Happy and Sad, 
respectively. From left to right are the input image with AAM tracked landmark points 
(landmark points used for El have been marked in red), the El and the El overlaid onto 
the original image.

represents the vertices of G. It describes m (m < n) landmark points, which are used 
for defining the EI. E  is a finite set of sets and is called edges of G. Each element of 
E  is a set that is comprised of exactly two vertices (landmark points). From Equation 
5.1 and 5.2, an undirected graph Gp can be defined as

Gp = {Vp , E p) (5.3)

V p is a finite, non-empty set. The vertices V p are the physical location (x,y) 
derived from P corresponding to the V of G. E p is a finite set of edges derived from 
E  of G. E l  is then defined as a binary visual map derived from Gp by drawing the 
graph as an image. The edges of the graph are similar to distance vectors.

Graph G is prepared offline. The choice of specific landmark points and the cor-
responding distance vector image is derived from two motivations. Firstly, if the El 
were to also include the landmark points on the face contour (chin), this would lead 
to a bias towards a grouping of images that have the same subject (due to similar face 
shape). The aim here is different. It is to find similar facial expressions rather than im-
ages of the same person. Hence, a balanced number of landmark points, which contain
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sufficient information for representing the facial expression, are chosen. The landmark 
points for constructing El are chosen empirically, based on how person-independent the 
SSIM comparison could become using EL Secondly, SSIM works on images, hence, El 
are created from the chosen landmark points. Figure 5.2 describes the process of El 
formation for two sample images of the same subject with different expressions. Row 
1 shows a Happy and Row 2 is a Sad expression. Please note that the El descriptor 
images formed on the right hand side depict the facial expressions only and have lost 
any subject identity information, which may bias the classifier towards similar faces, 
rather than similar expressions. The landmark points highlighted in red colour have 
been used for El formation. The El is not a vector of landmark positions; it is a high- 
level visual representation of the facial expression, which is constructed from chosen 
landmark points and their distance vectors.

5.2.3 SSIM

Once the El are formed for all images, the next task is to compare them for their 
similarity. The SSIM Wang et al. [2004b] is used as the distance measure for expression 
grouping. It is a technique of calculating similarity among two images. The SSIM 
performs three different similarity measurements of luminance, contrast and structure, 
and thereafter combines them to obtain a single number. It calculates luminance and 
contrast first and isolates structure from these two factors. Please refer to Wang et al. 
[2004b] for further detail. The SSIM metric between two windows w\ and ie2 on the 
same size N x N is given by:

S S I M ( w \,W2)
fiu,2 T c\)(2g wiW2 + C2) (5.4)(pWl2 + pw 2 + ci)(awi2 -f aw 2 + c2)

where pwi and pW2 are the average of w\ and u’2 respectively. crw 2 and aW2 2 are the 
variance of w\ and ie2 respectively. oWlW2 is the covariance between w\ and u;2. Here, 
ci = {k\L)2 and c2 = (/c2L)2 are the variables to stabilize the division with a weak 
denominator. Here k\ «  1 and fc2 << 2. L is the dynamic range of the pixel values.

The SSIM is symmetric ie2) = 5(u>2,uq)), bounded (—1 ^ S(w\,W2 ) ^  1)
and has a maximum (S(u>i,ie2) = 1 iff w\ — ie2). This value decreases as the images 
start to differ up to a minimum value of -1. Despite its simplicity, the SSIM index 
performs remarkably well across a wide variety of image and distortion types Wang 
et al. [2004b]. It has shown to perform better than traditional distance metrics such as 
L2 norm Wang et al. [2004b], The disadvantage of SSIM is its computational complexity 
and sensitivity to translation and rotation.

SSIM is used as a way of comparing two Els, which simply visualise the expression 
vectors. If the El structures of normalised mouth and eye regions are similar, then 
the SSIM gives a higher value. The default implementation of SSIM uses a Gaussian
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window for matching. Empirically, it is found that the disk shaped convolution window 
performed better than other shapes, including the Gaussian window.

5.2.4 SSIM vs CW -SSIM

Wang and Simoncelli [2005] also presented the Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity 
Index (CW-SSIM), which is more robust to translation and rotation than the SSIM 
metric. It uses a complex version of a steerable pyramid transform for decomposing 
the image, which results in the translation and rotation invariant wavelet. In this work 
SSIM is preferred over CW-SSIM because the El is already global translation, rotation 
and scaling invariant. Therefore using CW-SSIM would only increase the computational 
complexity of the proposed system. In Kakadiaris et al. [2006], invariance to facial 
muscle movement changes is mentioned as the reason for using CW-SSIM. It makes the 
face recognition more robust toward local changes due to the facial expression change. 
In contrast, the local translation due to muscle movements, which constitute a facial 
expression change is required for the problem tackled in this chapter.

5.2.5 Nearest Neighbour Search

The Nearest Neighbour classification algorithm is one of the oldest non-parametric 
instance based algorithm for classification. For every input I, the algorithm finds k 
most similar examples from the labelled training set and assigns the class, which is 
most represented by the resultant nearest neighbours. As discussed in Boiman et al. 
[2008], the primary reason why non-parametric classification methods, such as the NN, 
perform inferior in comparison to the parametric classifiers is due to the quantisation of 
the image descriptors, which leads to a larger error in the case of highly discriminative 
descriptors. The parametric classifiers compensate for this during the training phase 
but this leads to poor performance in non-parametric classifiers. The SSIM metric 
is used as the similarity distance metric between two El, as it capitalises well on the 
structural information of the face. Furthermore, the high-level descriptor El captures 
the highly discriminative aspects of the shape of the expression (the mouth and the 
eyes) well. This leads to comparable performance when the proposed technique is 
benchmarked against some of the state-of-the-art methods (see Sec. 5.2.6).

5.2.6 Experim ental Validation

In the experiments for validating SSIM-NN, the Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008a] and 
FEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] databases are used. In the first data set, 260 images of 
125 different speakers comprising of 81 males and 44 female subjects are chosen ran-
domly from the Multi-PIE database. For the training set, 160 images of 63 speakers 
constituting 47 male and 16 female subjects are labelled for four different expression
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Emotion Surprise Happy N eutral Sad
Surprise 78.2% 8.9% 8.6% 4.3%
Happy 6.2% 75.0% 12.5% 6.3%
N eutral 0.0% 4.0% 92.0% 4.0%
Sad 0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 85.0%

Table 5.1: Classification accuracy of SSIM-NN on El generated from Multi-PIE images. 
Here the row is the true class and column is the assigned class.

categories viz. Surprised, Happy, Neutral and Sad. For the test set, 100 images of 62 
subjects containing 34 male and 28 female subjects are chosen. The subjects in the 
test and training data sets are mutually exclusive. The iterative-discriminative AAM 
model Saragih and Goecke [2009] is trained on the Multi-PIE dataset and the shape 
vector are extracted for the test and training images. Table 5.1 displays the confusion 
matrix for SSIM-NN performance on the Multi-PIE database. Figure 5.3 shows some 
output of SSIM-NN on Multi-PIE data corpus. Here, Row 1 is the input and Row 
2 is the corresponding most similar facial expression. For comparison, the Largest 
Margin Nearest Neighbour (LMNN) algorithm Weinberger and Saul [2009] is compared 
with SSIM-NN. LMNN learns a Mahalanobis distance metric over the labelled training 
set. Two different forms of input vectors are tested, the first one constitutes the land-
mark points chosen for building El (this is referred to as LMNN-1) and the second one 
constitutes of the distance vectors between these El points (LMNN-2). SSIM-NN is 
also compared with fcNN with L2 norm distance and the single Gaussian Naive Bayes 
(NB) classifier. Table 5.2 displays the comparison of classification accuracy of these 
approaches. The SSIM-NN classifier performs better than the others, as it compares 
the structure and the El retains the structural perceptive aspect of the local moments 
of the face, which result in facial expressions. The performance of any classification 
algorithm is highly affected by the type of descriptor. This can be stated a possible 
reason for average performance of LMNN.

As the SSIM distance metric calculation uses a set of convolutions, there is scope

Figure 5.3: Some outputs of the SSIM-NN technique for k= l on images from Multi-PIE 
data corpus. Row 1 are the input images and Row 2 are the corresponding most similar 
expression images.
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Algorithm SSIM -NN LMNN-1 LM NN-2 KNN-L2 NB
Performance 82.0% 54.0% 56.0% 50.0% 52.0%

Table 5.2: Classification accuracy comparison of the SSIM-NN, LMNN-1, LMNN-2,
KNN-L2 and NB classifiers.

of parallelisation via a GPU, which is becoming common in modern computers. SSIM 
based on the Jacket Jac [2009] Matlab plug-in is tested on a NVIDIA GT230M chipset. 
This gives a 10-12x computational performance gain compared to an Intel Core2Duo 
@ 2.53GHz. Without GPU, SSIM takes 3.46 seconds on average. With parallelisation 
it takes on average 317 milliseconds.

5.3 Facial E x p ressio n  B ased  A lbum  C rea tio n

With the advancement in sensor technology, users are collecting millions of images. Due 
to this increase, searching, browsing and managing images in multi-media systems has 
become more complex. One solution to this problem is to divide images into albums for 
meaningful and effective browsing. A novel automated, expression driven image album 
creation for consumer image management systems based on SSIM is proposed. The 
system groups images with faces having similar expressions into albums. The method 
constitutes of four major steps, which are described in the following sub sections. Figure
5.4 depicts the flow of the system.

5.3.1 Sem i-unsupervised  A lbum  C reation

For image album formation, the K-Means algorithm is applied over the expression 
data. The K-means clustering algorithm splits a set of observations into subsets by 
minimizing the intra-cluster variation. The number of image albums k serves as the 
initial number of clusters for K-Means clustering algorithm where the distance metric 
is SSIM. Therefore, the clustering becomes:

Face
detection 
and AAM

Labeling 
using SSIM

Normalised 
shape vector

SSIM similarity 
measure

Normalised
Expression
Image

Kmeans clustering on the shape vector.

Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the facial expressions based album creation system Dhall 
et al. [2010],
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(a) Expression based album creation

(b) Album by similar expression

Figure 5.5: The figures (a) & (b) are snapshots of Matlab based prototypes for expres-
sion based album creation and album by similar expression Dliall et al. [2010].
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(a) Input

(c) Input

(b) Similar Expressions

(d) Similar Expressions

Figure 5.6: Album by similar expression example, (a) and (c) are the input images, (b) 
and (d) are the corresponding similar expressions.

k
arg s min ^  SSIM(xj,/Ui) (5-5)

i= l X j £ S,

where (x\ , X2 , • xn) are the Expression Images El and /q in Si is the mean El. The 
clustering is done on the normalise landmark points of the shape vector, which are used 
to construct the distance vectors of EL This is done to keep a low dimensionality during 
clustering. Though the distance comparison is calculated on El. The mean El repre-
senting each clusters are then compared using the SSIM distance metric with pre-stored 
labelled El. The pre-stored El are labelled into four expressions (Happy, Neutral, Sad, 
and Surprise). This leads to automatic labelling of the albums into the fundamental 
expression classes. Once a new image arrives it is added to the existing albums via 
comparing its closeness to the mean image representing the respective albums. Figure 
5.5(a) shows the Matlab based prototype of the clustering technique.

5.4 A lb u m  by sim ilar expression

A user may be interested in finding images, which have the expression similar to a 
specific facial expression. In this case, the user provides the system with one example 
image. The user also specifics the number of similar images, which decides the size 
of this album. The system extracts the El for the example and the group of images. 
The example El is then compared using SSIM with all other images in the group. The
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Album 1

Album 1

Album 2

Album 2

Figure 5.7: Sample result on images from the FEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] database 
after executing the proposed system (upper box) and the Fuzzy clustering algorithm 
(lower box) Bezdek [1981].

similarity distances are then sorted and the user desired number of similar images is 
selected as an album with respect to the relevance. Figure 5.5(b) shows the snapshot 
of a Matlab based prototype of the album by example system. Figure 5.6 depicts two 
examples of this function.

5.4.1 P ercep tu al E xperim ent and O utp u ts

Since different users may have different perception about an expression, analysing the 
correct clustering performance is a non-trivial task. To validate the performance a test 
set of sixty images from the FEEDTUM Wallhoff [2006] and LFW Huang ct al. [2007] 
databases is created. A total of fifteen users arc asked to judge the album creation 
performance by finding the the images, which seem to have a different expression (as 
compared to their cluster) and do not belong to the album created. The average 
total error classification rate (based on images for which the users perceived the facial
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expression different from the common facial expression of the cluster, to which the 
image belonged) came out to be 13.7%.

The Figure 5.5(a) displays the experimental GUI of the system. In 5.5(a) the images 
are from the FEEDTUM database Wallhoff [2006]. The three sub windows in the figure 
are the albums created after SSIM based clustering. Please note that the system groups 
faces of similar facial expressions into one set.

Figure 5.5(b) depicts album by similar expression example. The user inputs an 
image, which contains an example expression. The user also specifies the number of 
similar images desired in the album. This input serves as the number of similar images 
to be presented. The larger ellipse shows the searched similar images and the upper 
one is the user input image.

Figure 5.6, shows the results of a similar experiment on images from the LFW 
database Huang et al. [2007]. Figure 5.6(a) is the user example input with a happy 
expression. Figure 5.6(b) depicts the album of top matching expressions with decreasing 
relevance from left to right. Similarly, Figure 5.6(c) shows a face with smiling expression 
and Figure 5.6(d) are the similar expressions.

The proposed album creation method is also compared with the fuzzy clustering 
algorithm. Figure 5.7 shows the outputs of the systems.

5.5  L o ca te  C o rresp o n d in g  F acia l E x p ress io n  Im ages

In this section, the application of SSIM-NN to solve the problem of finding correspond-
ing facial expression images for the application of facial expression transfer is described. 
The issue of transferring facial expressions from one person’s face to another one’s has 
been an area of interest for the movie industry and the computer graphics commu-
nity for quite some time. The goal is to enable meaningful facial expression transfer. 
‘Meaningful’ here means taking the personal characteristics into account. For example, 
if the source subject exhibits large facial movements while the target subject normally 
shows little, it would look unrealistic if the source’s large movements were transferred 
directly 1-1 to the target face. Various approaches, such as Blanz et al. [2003], Chang 
and Ezzat [2005], Noli and Neumann [2001], Song et al. [2006], Zhang et al. [2006], have 
been proposed for facial expression transfer/cloning. Generally, all these approaches 
require a set of corresponding facial expression images across both source and target 
subject to create a model that can be used for automatic expression transfer.

The aim is to find the set of closest corresponding expression images between the 
source and target subject, taking into the account certain personal characteristics and 
mannerisms. For example, it is possible for two people to exhibit a different amount 
of lip movement (for example Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c), while saying the same 
word. The intent is to capture this difference while extracting the corresponding El, so
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(a) Normalised distance (b) (c)

Figure 5.8: (a) depicts the extracted distance features, (b) and (c)are the manually 
selected source and target reference images.

that the model trained on this set of images exhibits a high degree of realism. This can 
be done by using methods, such as Sumner and Popovic [2004], that allow establishing 
a correspondence between the meshes of any two arbitrary objects. Since this method 
is designed for general meshes, it needs manual intervention and is quite tedious Song 
et al. [2006]. The problem of finding the correspondence between the faces of two 
different subjects is simpler owing to the structural similarity between human faces 
and the constrained nature of the face models Song et al. [2006]. A simple extension 
of the SSIM-based approach in Section 5.2 efficiently finds the closest correspondence 
images with minimal manual intervention and can be used directly for collecting the 
training data for facial expression transfer systems such as Blanz et al. [2005]. Chang 
and Ezzat [2005], Xoh and Neumann [2001], Song et al. [2006], Zhang et al. [2006] is 
presented.

The landmark points of the shape vector obtained from AAM fitting are used to 
construct the distance feature (Figure 5.8(a). The distance features are extracted from 
the facial features, such as the mouth and eye regions, since they are the region of 
interest for the experiments presented in this section. However, this method could 
be extended to cover other facial features such as eyebrows and forehead etc., as the 
landmark position of these facial features is available in the AAM fitted shape vector.

Step 1 - Selecting reference images: Reference images are required for taking 
base distances for normalisation. A reference image, exhibiting the same expression, 
for the region of interest of the source and target subjects is manually selected. In 
the experiments presented below (Section 5.5.1), an images that exhibits open mouth 
expression with both tongue and teeth visible is selected as a reference image. Figures 
5.8(b) and 5.8(c) show the reference images for the source and target subjects. Before 
extracting the distance feature from the reference images, both of these reference im-
ages are similarity normalised, assuming the eye corners as the reference points. The 
reference distance feature is represented as — {d\{. . . . ,  d,^} where n = 6 (see Figure 
5.8(a)).
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Figure* 5.9: [(a):(b)], [(c):(d)], [(e):(f)] and [(g):(h)] are the input images and the corre-
sponding normalised El images, drawn from the normalised distance vectors.

Step 2 - Extracting features from training sequences: As a preprocessing 
step, shapes of all the frames are aligned into a common coordinate frame with respect 
to the reference images via similarity normalisation, as done in the previous step. The 
normalised distance features vector is extracted from all the frames in the training 
sequences that will be used for finding the correspondence images

m = l . . .  M (5.6)

where V  is the normalised distance features vector, M  is the total number of frames 
extracted from the training sequences and d™ is the n th distance feature extracted 
from the m th frame. Step 3 - Finding candidate correspondence images: From 
the training sequences, a set of candidate correspondence images of the target subject 
for every frame of the source subject using the normalised distance features vector is 
computed. Let f)^onrce be the normalised distance feature vectors for the pth source 
frame and be the normalised distance feature vectors for the qth target frame

^ S o u rc e  _
U P ' f i i • ?

j

(5.7)

^ T a r g e t  _  
<7 '*!;■ • ? Ln

T
(5.8)

These vectors are used to construct the normalised El images described in the image 
(Figure 5.9). Next, the Els of the source and the target frame are compared using 
SSIM-NN. The resulting most similar image is the best correspondence image for the
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Figure 5.10: Example outputs of SSIM-NN for locating corresponding facial expression 
images on the AVOZES data corpus Goecke and Millar [2004]. Column one images 
are of the source subject and columns two - five are the four most similar images of 
the target subject as calculated by the SSIM-NN. The most relevant output which is 
manually selected out of the four results is marked with a green circle.

source frame in consideration. Hence, for every source frame p = 1 ... P, where P is 
the total number of source frames in the training sequences, candidate correspondence 
images are selected target frames with the maximum similar result from the SSIM-NN. 
In the experiments, the value of k is set as k= 4 for SSIM-NN.

Step 4 - M anually selecting the candidate set: In the previous step, the 
candidate correspondence images are selected considering only the shape of the face. 
The texture of the oral cavity is ignored. This can result in erroneous candidate corre-
sponding images. This is particularly a difficult problem because different people have 
different amounts of oral cavity and teeth/tongue visible, while otherwise exhibiting 
similar expressions (Figure 5.8(b) and 5.8(c)). The candidate set for a source frame 
in consideration and the visually best correspondence image from the candidate corre-
spondence images are selected manually.

5.5.1 E xp erim en ts and C om parison

Figure 5.ID shows the experimental results of the process described above. Column one 
are the source image frames and columns two-five arc the four most similar expressions
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Figure 5.11: Column One are the input images and Column two and three are the cor-
responding expressions outputs from our algorithm and BJM Kemelmacher-Shlizerman 
et al. [2010]. The system performs similar to B.IM and in some cases better. For ex-
ample in Row 2,3 & 4 please observe the little difference in the lip shapes. Here k = 1 
for SSIM-NN.
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as calculated by SSIM-NN. The closest of the four is manually selected and has been 
marked with a green circle in the example. In row one, the source target has neutral 
expression and the found images have similar expressions. The most suitable is the 
third result located in the fourth column. In row three, the source exhibits large mouth 
opening and the corresponding images of the target speaker also have a large mouth 
opening. With manual selection out of the four results, we chose result number four 
located in column five. Note that as two people can say the same word differently, 
their maxima and minima of mouth movement will be different. In row four, the source 
subject closes eyes and the SSIM-NN returns similar expression and the closest match 
is found in its corresponding column three.

In Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [2010], the authors presented a system for con-
trolling a face of a subject using a gallery of images of the subject with an input face 
image. LBP Ojala et al. [2002] feature descriptor is extracted from faces. Further, 
X2 distance is computed between the input image and the images in the dictionary. 
This method Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [2010] is referred to as B.IM (Being John 
Malkovich) for further use. A system similar to BJM, for finding the corresponding 
expressions is implemented. Figure 5.11 compares the outputs from our system and 
BJM Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [2010]. Please note the subtle in the shape of the 
lips as detected in the corresponding images in Row 2, 3 and 4.

5.6  C o n clu s io n s

This chapter discusses the usefulness of facial expression analysis to three different 
applications: (a) facial expressions based album creation; (b) creating album by facial 
expression search and (c) finding image candidates for facial performance transfer. The 
applicability of facial structure for finding similar facial expressions is explored. Lab 
based databases Wallhoff [2006] are used, so as to analyse the performance of the 
proposed method without the effect of error in hducial points detection.

A novel method for finding similar facial expressions using SSIM is proposed. This 
work utilises the shape characteristics of the face and demonstrates the power of the NN 
classifier when an efficient discriminative image descriptor is used. The experiments 
are performed on the Multi-PIE and FEEDTUM databases. Furthermore, technique is 
described to find corresponding images, which is a central problem in applications such 
as the expression transfer, similar image search and clustering. Instead of commonly 
used machine learning techniques, the method capitalizes on the visual structure aspect 
of the expression.

It is interesting to note that structural information alone is useful for finding similar 
facial expressions. A major limitation of this work is dependence on accurate hducial 
points detection. Accurate hducial points detection on database such as AFEW (Chap-
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ter 3) can be error-prone, therefore similar facial expressions can be noisy on data from 
AFEW. Further for problems such as matching AUs, points alone can be insufficient. 
Texture information needs to be added to the current framework. Generally, in the 
problem of automatic album creation and for images collected from social events, there 
can be multiple subjects present in a scene. In the next chapter 6, a framework for 
analysis of expression of a group of people in an image is presented.

To summarise, in Chapter 3, the focus is on how to construct facial expressions 
database representing different challenging real-world conditions. From the learning 
in Chapter 3 that MoPS framework is the current state-of-the-art face and fiducial 
points detector on AFEW, a HPN method based on MoPS framework is proposed 
in Chapter 4. In the current chapter, the problem of structural similarity for finding 
similar facial expressions is evaluated. The problem solution is based on fiducial points. 
As discussed in the Section 1.1, along with lack of labelled data, presence of multiple 
subjects in a sample poses a significant challenge to FER in real-world conditions. In 
the next Chapter 6, a framework is proposed for handling the expression of multiple 
subjects in an image.



C hapter 6

A nalysis of th e  M ood of a  G roup  
of People

Automatic facial expression analysis has seen much research in recent times. However, 
little attention lias been given to the estimation of the overall expression theme con-
veyed by an image of a group of people. Analysing the theme expression conveyed 
by images of groups of people is an unexplored problem that has many real-world ap-
plications: image search, retrieval, representation and browsing; event summarisation 
and highlight creation; candid photo shot selection; expression apex detection in video; 
video thumbnail creation etc. In a recent 2012 Forbes article Caroll [2012] discusses the 
lack of ability based on use of context of the current image search engines. Information 
such as the mood of a group can be used to model the context. These problems where 
group mood information can be utilised are a motivation for exploring the various group 
mood models. One basic approach is to average the happiness intensities of all people 
in a group. However, perception of the mood of a group is defined by attributes such as 
where people stand, how much of their face is visible etc. These social attributes play 
an important role in defining the overall happiness1 an image conveys. The contents of 
this chapter have been published in Dhall et al. [2012b] and Dhall and Goecke [2012].

6.1 C ontribution of the Chapter

1. An automatic framework for mood analysis of a group of people in images based 
on the social context.

2. A weighted model is presented, which takes into consideration the global and 
local attributes, which affect the perception of the mood of a group.

lrThis chapter uses the terms ‘mood’, ‘expression’ and ‘happiness’ interchangeably for a group in an 
image.
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3. A labelled ‘in the wild’ database containing images of groups of people is collected 
and compared with the existing databases. A semi-automatic process was followed 
to create the database.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.7 discusses the 
prior work in visual analysis of focussing on various aspects of the analysis of a group 
of people. Section 6.2 describes the problems and challenges involved in automatic 
Group Mood Analysis (GMA). The details of a 149-user survey investigating attributes 
affecting the perception of mood is discussed in Section 6.3. An ‘in the wild’ database 
collection method is detailed in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 discusses a basic GMA model 
based on averaging. Global context based social features are discussed in Section 6.6. 
Local context based on occlusion intensity is described in Section 6.7. The global and 
local context are combined and applied to the averaging approach in Section 6.8. The 
manual attributes are combined with data-driven attributes in a supervised hierarchal 
Bayesian framework in Section 6.9. Section 6.10 discusses the results of the proposed 
frameworks, including both quantitative and qualitative experiments.

6.2 Challenges

The following subsections discuss the challenges in creating an automatic system for 
mood analysis.

6.2.1 A ttributes

Human perception of the mood of a group of people is very subjective. Kelly and 
Barsade [2001] argue that the mood of a group is composed by two broad categories of 
components: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down is the affective context, i.e. the effect 
induced by attributes such as group history, background, social event etc. Top-down 
has an effect on the group members. For example, a group of people laughing at a party 
displays happiness in a different way than a group of people in an office meeting room. 
From an image perspective, this means that the scene/background information can be 
used as affective context. Bottom-up component deals with the subject in the group. 
Attributes of individuals that affect the perception of group mood. The bottoms-up 
component defines the contribution of individuals to the overall group mood.

From now on, the top-down component is referred to as ‘global context’ and bottom- 
up component as ‘local context’. There can be various attributes, which define these 
two components. For example, global context contains but is not limited to scene 
information, social event information, who is standing with whom, where are people 
standing in an image and with respect to the camera etc. Local context ,i.e. individual 
specific attributes cover individual’s mood/emotion, face visibility, face size with respect
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to neighbours, age, gender, head pose and eye blink etc. To further understand these 
attributes, a perception user study is performed. The study and its results are detailed 
in Section 6.3.

6.2.2 D ata and Labelling

Data simulating ‘in the wild’ conditions is a major challenge for making emotion recog-
nition methods work in real-world conditions. Generally, emotion analysis databases 
are lab-recorded and contain a single subject in an image or video. It is easy to ask 
people to pose in labs. However, anyone working in emotion analysis will attest to 
the difficulty of collecting spontaneous data in real-world conditions. For learning and 
testing a mood analysis system, labelled data containing groups of people in different 
social scenarios is required. Once the data is available the next task is labelling. Ac-
cording to Forgas [1992], moods are low-intensity, diffuse feeling states that usually do 
not have a clear antecedent. Mood can be positive/pleasant and negative/unpleasant. 
A problem defines the types of labelling required: discrete or continuous. The database 
proposed in this paper: HAPPEI is labelled for neutral to pleasant mood with discrete 
levels.

6.2.3 V isual Analysis

Inferring the mood of a group involves classic computer vision tasks. As a pre-processing 
step, the first challenge is face and facial point detection. Ideally, for a facial dynamics 
analysis system, one will want a subject independent facial landmark detector Chew 
et al. [2012]. Further Chew et al. [2012], argue that a subject dependent facial parts 
method, such as AAM, performs better than subject dependent constrained local mod-
els Saragih et al. [2009]. However, if a proper descriptor is used on top of previously 
aligned faces from a subject independent detector, the error in alignment can be com-
pensated for. Moreover Zlm and Ramanan [2012], show the effectiveness of MoPS 
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] over CLM and AAM for facial landmark localisation when 
there is much head movement. Motivated by these arguments, the parts based model 
of Everingham et al. [2006]J is used in the experiments (Section 6.10). The images 
in the proposed database HAPPEI, have been downloaded from Flickr. This creates 
the challenge of real-world varied illumination scenarios and difference face resolution. 
To overcome this, LPQ and PHOG are used in this work. LPQ is robust to varied 
illumination and PHOG is robust to scale Dliall et al. [2011a].

2Zhu and Ramanan [2012] report that their method works better than Everingham et al. [2006], 
however due to its computational complexity Everingham et al. [2006] is used here.
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Please compare these two group pictures
* Required

Please enter your name *

Please enter your errail address (you- name and email will not be shared) *

Which of the two image is happier as a  whole? ’ A
P

Which of the two groif) of people are happier? *

Whs your choice motivated by: (nrmJtipie answers acceptable)*
□  face(s) being less occluded (dearly visible)

□  the large size offace(s) with smiles in the image

□  large smiles of people in the center of the group

□  large smiles of people in the center of the image

□  some attractive people in the image

□  age of some/a partic dar person in the image

□  large nunberof people smiing

□  None of the above

Is the reason fo ry o u rch o k e th e  pieasarrtscene (background/situation)? *

Arty other reason for your choice? *

Please point to any particular person(s)w hom youthinkhaveadorrinabng expression which affects your perception of 
the mood of the group, p lease  hover your mouse over the image and choose out of F lo r  F2 or... .) *

What is the attribute of the particular personfs) you answered in the question above, whic h makes their expression(s) 
dominating? *

[
Please define the scene In one word In Image A*
Like pleasant sad, bortog, interesting, happening, thrilling, neutral etc etc

Figure 6.1: Snapshot of the survey used for understanding the attributes, which affect 
the perception of the mood of a group.
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Attribute» effecting the choke:

face(s) being less occluded 
(clearly visible)

the large size of facc(s) with smiles 
in the image
large smiles of people in the center 
of the group

large smiles of people in the center of 
the image
some attractive people in the image

age of some/a particular person in the 
image
large number of people smiling 

None of the above

Number of people

Whkb of the two image is happier as a whole?

B(24%)

A (76%)

Which of the two group is happier?

NO (44%)

YES (56%)

Is the reason tor your choice the pleasant 
scene (barlcgmund/situation)?

(a) Case 1

Figure 6.2: Results of the analysis of a comparative case in the survey (Section 6.3).

6 .3  S u rvey

In order to understand the attributes (Section 6.2.1) which affect the perception of a 
mood of a group, a user study is conducted. Two sets of surveys are developed. In 
the first part (Figure 6.1), subjects are asked to compare two images for their apparent 
mood and rate the one with a higher positive mood. Further, they are asked various 
questions about the attibutes/reason, which made them choose a specific image/group 
out of the two images/groups. A total of 149 subjects participated in this survey (94 
males and 55 female subjects). There are a total of three cases in the first survey, 
Figure 6.1 shows one such case of questions. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 describe the analysis 
of two cases in the survey. On the left of the figures, the two images to be compared 
are displayed.

The images in the survey are chosen on basis of two criteria: a) to validate a 
hypothesis - for example: from the earlier experiments in Dhall et al. [2012b], it is 
noticed that adding the effect of occlusion attribute to the model decreased the error 
(user perception vs model output). Therefore, in one case, two images shot in succession 
are chosen, in which one of the subjects covered his face in the first capture (Figure 
6.3). It is interesting to note that a larger number of survey participants (69.0%) chose 
image B in Figure 6.3 as having a higher mood score (more positive mood on the 
scale of neutral towards thrilled) and out of these 69.0%, 51.1% chose ‘faces being less 
occluded’ as one of the reason. The other dominating attribute for their decision was 
the larger number of people smiling (54.6%). Both the attributes are correlated; it is 
easy to infer the expression of a person when the face is clearly visible.

In the other case (Figure 6.2), two random images were chosen. 76.0% participant
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A

Attributes effecting the choice:

face(s) being less occluded 
(clearly visible)

the large size of face(s) with smiles 
in the image
large smiles of people in the center 
of the group

large smiles of people in the center of 
the image
some attractive people in the image

age of some/a particular person in the 
image
large number of people smiling

None of the above

Number of people

B

Which of the two image is happier as a whole?

B

A
Which of the two group is happier?

N O
Y E S

Is the reason for your choice the pleasant 
scene (background/situation)?

(a) Case 2

Figure 6.3: Results of the analysis of a comparative case in the survey (Section 6.3).

ranked Image A higher than B. 46.0% of all participants chose ‘larger number of people 
smiling' as the most dominant attribute. There were 49.1% of the participants who 
selected Image A, ‘larger number of people smiling' and 37.1% of the participants who 
selected Image B, ‘larger number of people smiling’. 46.4% of participants who chose 
A, selected ‘large smiles of people in the center of the group’. Also, 56.0% of the 
people chose the presence of a pleasant background as the reason for their selection. 
In another question: ‘Any other reason for your choice?’, participants pointed to the 
party like scenario in Image A (Figure 6.2), which made them to consider group in 
Image A being more happy. Other considerable responses were: body pose, people 
closer to each other in the group and spontaneous expression (i.e. when subjects are 
not explicitly posing in front of the camera) etc. For the question: ‘Please define the 
scene in one word in Image A' and ‘Please define the scene in one word in Image 
B:, the majority of the participants defined the scene in context of mood such as 
‘relaxed’, ‘pleasant’, ‘interesting’, ‘happening’, ‘enjoyable’. Based on the user survey, 
in the following sections the attributes which are discussed are: relative location of 
members of a group, relative face size to estimate if a person is in the front or back, 
face clarity/occlusion and mood of a member.

6.4 D a ta b ase  C rea tio n  an d  L abelling

Popular facial expressions databases such as the CK+ Lucey ct al. [2010], FEEDTUM 
Wallhoff [2006], GEMEP Bänzigcr and Sclicrer [2010], MultiPIE Gross et al. [2008a], 
VAM Grimm (4 al. [2008] arc all ‘individual’ centric databases, i.e. contain a single 
subject only in any particular image or video. For the problem in this chapter, there
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Figure 6.4: The image shows collage of various images in the HAPPEI database Dliall 
et al. [2012b].

are various databases, which are partially relevant Whitehill et al. [2009], Dhall et al. 
[2012a]. In an interesting work Whitehill et al. [2009] proposed the GENKI database. It 
has been collected from Google images and is an uncontrolled database containing single 
subject per image smiling and non-smiling. However, it does not fullfill the requirement 
here as the intensity level of happiness is not labelled at both image and face level. As 
part of this PhD project an ‘in the wild’ database AFEW Dhall et al. [2012a] (Chapter 
3), which is a dynamic facial expressions database collected from movies is proposed. It 
contains both single and multiple subject videos. However, there is no intensity labels 
present and multiple subject video clips are few in number. Therefore, a new labelled 
database for learning and testing a group mood analysis system is required.

Databases such as GENKI and AFEW have been compiled using semi-automatic 
approaches. Whitehill et al. [2009] used Google images based on a keyword search for 
finding relevant images. Dhall et al. [2012a] used a recommender system based approach 
where a system suggested video clips to the labellers based on emotion related keywords 
in closed caption subtitles (Section 3.2). This makes the process of database creation 
and labelling easier and less time consuming. Inspired by Dhall (4, al. [2012a], Whitehill 
et al. [2009], a semi-automatic approach is followed. Web based photo sharing websites 
such as Flickr and Facebook contain billions of images. From a research perspective, 
not only are these a huge repository of images but also come with rich associated labels, 
which contain very useful information describing the scene in them. An ‘in the wild’ 
database from Flickr was collected. The database contains 4886 images. An automatic
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Matlab based program is used to search and download images which had keywords 
associated with group of people and events, was developed. A total of 40 keywords were 
used (eg. ‘party+people’, ‘group+photo’, ‘graduation+ceremony’, ‘marriage’, ‘bar’, 
‘reunion’, ‘function’, ‘convocation’ etc). After downloading the images, VJ object 
detector trained on different data (frontal and pose models in OpenCV) was executed 
on the images and only the images which contained more than one subjects were kept. 
Images with false detections were manually removed. This labelled image collection is 
called HAPpy PEople Images (HAPPEI). Figure 6.4 shows a collage of images in the 
database.

The labellers annotated all the images with the group level mood intensity (‘neu-
tral’ to ‘thrilled’). Moreover in 4886 images. 8500 faces were manually annotated for 
face level happiness intensity, occlusion intensity and pose by 4 human labelers, who 
annotated different images. For representing the mood, happiness intensity correspond-
ing to six stages of happiness: Neutral, Small Smile, Large Sinile, Small Laugh, Large 
Laugh and Thrilled. The LabelMe Russell et al. [2008] based Bonn annotation tool 
Korc and Schneider [2007] was used for labeling. It is interesting to note that ideally 
one would like to infer the mood of the group by the means of self rating along with 
the perception of the mood of the group. In this work, no self rating is conducted as 
the data is collected from the internet. In this database the labels are based on the 
perception of the labellers. One can see this work as a stepping stone to group mood 
analysis. The aim of the models (Section 6.5, 6.8 and 6.9.1 ) proposed in this chapter 
is to infer as close as possible to that of the human observers.

6 .5  G rou p  E x p ress io n  M o d e l

Given an image I containing a group of people Q of size s and their happiness intensity 
level In , a simple Group Expression Model (GEM) can be formulated as an average of 
the happiness intensities of all faces in the group

GEM = S '  l n l . (6.1)
s

In this simple formulation, both global information, e.g. the relative position of the 
people in the image, and local information, e.g. the level of occlusion of a face, are 
being ignored. In order to add the bottom-up and top-down components (Section 
6.2.1), it is proposed here to add these social context features as weights to the process 
of determining the happiness intensity of a group image. The experiments (Section 
6.16) on the HAPPEI confirm the positive effect due to the addition of the social 
feature weights to G E M . In the next section, the methods for computing the global 
context is discussed.
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Figure 6.5: Top Left: Image with mood intensity score=70. Top Right: Min-span 
tree depicting connection between faces. Bottom Left: Happiness intensity heat map 
generated using the GEM  model, here the mood intensity score=81. Bottom Right: 
Happiness intensity heat map witli social context, the contribution of the faces with 
respect to their neighbours (F2 and F4) towards the overall intensity of the group 
is weighted, here the mood intensity score=71.4. It can be observed that adding the 
global context feature reduces the error.

6.6 Global C ontext

For analysing the effect of the group on a subject the following technique is applied. 
The tip of the nose p; is considered as the position of a face / ? in the image. To map 
the global structure of the group, a fully connected graph G — {V,E) is constructed. 
Here, Vi € Q represents a face in the group and each edge represents the link between 
two faces (V̂ , Vm) £ E. The weight w(Vi,Vm) is the Euclidean distance between p, 
and p,n. Prim’s minimal spanning tree algorithm Prim [1957] is computed on £/, which 
provides the information about the relative position of people in the group with respect 
to their neighbours. In Figure 6.5, the min-span tree of the group graph is displayed.

Once, the location and minimally connected neighbours of a face arc known, the 
relative size of a face fi with respect to its neighbours is calculated. The size of a 
face is taken as the distance between the location of the eyes (intraocular distance),
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dj = 111 — r 11. The relative face size 9[ of fi  in region r is then given by

( 6 .2)

where the term is the mean face size in a region r around face /,, with r
containing a total of n faces including fi. Generally speaking, the faces which have a 
larger size in a group photo are of the people who are standing closer to the camera. 
Here, it is assumed that the expression intensity of the faces closer to the camera 
contributes more to the overall group mood intensity as compared to the faces of people 
standing in the back. Eichner and Ferrari Eichner and Ferrari [2010] made a similar 
assumption to find if a person is standing in the foreground or at the back in a multiple 
people pose detection scenario.

Based on the centre locations pi of all faces in a group Q, the centroid cg of Q is 
computed. The relative distance <5; of each face fi is described as

Sj is further normalised based on the mean relative distance. Faces closer to the centroid 
are given a higher weighting than the faces further away. Using Equations 6.2 and 6.3, 
a global weight is assigned to each face in the group

where a  and ß are the parameters, which control the effect of these weight factors 
on the global weight. Figure 6.6 demonstrates the effect of the global context on the 
overall output of GEM.

6.7 Local context

In the previous section, global context features, which compute weights on the basis of 
two factors: (1) where are people standing in a group and (2) how far are they away 
from the camera, arc defined. The local context is described in terms of an individual 
person’s level of face visibility and happiness intensity.

Occlusion Intensity Estim ate: Occlusion in faces, whether self-induced (e.g. 
sunglasses) or due to interaction between people in groups (e.g. one person standing 
partially in front of another and occluding the face), is a common problem. Lind and 
Tang Lin and Tang [20U7] introduced an automatic occlusion detection and rectification 
method for faces via GraphCut-based detection and confident sampling. They also 
proposed a face quality model based on global correlation and local patterns to derive 
occlusion detection and rectification.

-- I Pi Cg I (6.3)

v>i =  ||1 -a<5j|| * (6.4)
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(a)

Figure 6.6: Top Left: Image with happiness intensity score=70. Top Right: Min-span 
tree depicting connection between faces. Bottom Left: Happiness intensity heat map. 
Bottom Right: Happiness intensity heat map with social context, the contribution of the 
occluded faces (F2 and F4) towards the overall intensity of the group is penalised.

The presence of occlusion on a face reduces its visibility and, therefore, hampers 
the clear estimation of facial expressions. It also reduces the face’s contribution to the 
overall expression intensity of a group portrayed in an image. Based on this local face 
level phenomenon, the happiness intensity level Z^ of a face f; in a group is penalised 
if (at least partially) occluded. Thus, along with an automatic method for occlusion 
detection, an estimate of the level of occlusion is required. Unlike Lin and Tang [2007], 
it is proposed to learn a mapping model T  : X —> Y, where X arc the descriptors 
calculated on the faces and Y is the amount of occlusion.

The mapping function T  is learnt using the Kernel Partial Least Squares (KPLS) 
Rosipal [2011] regression framework. The PLS set of methods have recently become 
very popular in computer vision Guo and Mu [2011], Schwartz et al. [2009, 2010]. 
In Schwartz et al. [2010] and Schwartz ('1 al. [2009], PLS is used for dimensionality 
reduction as a prior step before classification. Guo and Mu [2011] use KPLS based 
regression for simultaneous dimensionality reduction and age estimation and show that 
KPLS works well for face analysis when the feature vector is high dimension. For the 
occlusion intensity estimation problem, the training set X is a set of input samples x? 
of dimension N . Y is the corresponding set of vectors yi of dimension M. Then, the
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PLS framework defines a decomposition of matrices X and Y as

X -  T P t  + E (6.5)

Y = UQ t  + E (6.6)

where T and U are the n x p score matrices of the p extracted latent projections. The 
N  x p matrix P and M  x p matrix Q denote the corresponding loading matrices and 
the n x N  matrix E and n x M  matrix F denote the residual matrices, that account 
for the error made by the projection. The classical NIPALS method Blalock [1975] is 
used to solve the optimisation criteria

[cor(t, u)]2 = [cou(Xw, Yc)]2

= ma.T|r|=|s|_1 [cov(Xr, Ys)]2 (6.7)

where cov(t;u ) = t Tu /n  represents the sample covariance between the score vectors 
t and u. The score vectors {t7}f=1 are good predictors of Y and the inner relation 
between the score vectors t and u is given by U = TA + H, where A is a p x p diagonal 
matrix and H is the residual matrix.

To perform classification, the regression matrix B is calculated as:

B = X t U (T7X X / U )_1T t Y . (6.8)

For a given test sample matrix Xtest, the estimated labels matrix Y  is given by:

Y = X,es,B (6.9)

For a detailed description, readers may refer to Rosipal [2011]. Now, for a non-linear 
mapping, the kernel trick can be applied to the PLS method. X is substituted with 
$  = [$(a:i),..., $(xn)]r , which maps input data to a higher-dimensional space. The 
kernel matrix is then defined by the Gram matrix K = , in which the kernel
function defines each element K ?J = k(xi,Xj). Therefore, Equations 6.8 and 6.9 can 
be rewritten as

Y = K testR  (6.10)

R  -  U (T7K 7U )-1T r Y (6.11)

where K test — ^test^*7 is the kernel matrix for test samples.

The input sample vector X{ is a normalised combination of Hue, Saturation and the 
PHOG Bosch ct al. [2007] for each face. In the training set, X contains both occluded 
and lion-occluded faces, Y contains the labels identifying the amount of occlusion
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(where 0 signifies no occlusion). The labels were manually created during the database 
creation process (Section G.4). The output label yj is used to compute the local weight 
A*, which will penalise for a face / ? in the presence of occlusion. It is defined as

— 111 — IVi 11 (6.12)

where 7 is the parameter, which controls the effect of the local weight.
Happiness Intensity Com putation: A regression based mapping function T  

is learnt using KPLS for regressing the happiness intensity of a subject's face. The 
input feature vector is the PHOG descriptor computed over aligned faces. As discussed 
earlier, the advantage of learning via KPLS is that it performs dimensionality reduction 
and prediction in one step. Moreover, KPLS based classification has been successfully 
applied to facial action units Gehrig and Ekenel [2011].

6.8 W eigh ted  G ro u p  E x p ressio n  M odel

The global and local contexts defined in Eq. 6.4 and Eq. 6.12 are used to formulate the 
relative weight for each face fi as

7Ti = A iipi (6.13)

This relative weight is applied to the X-p of each face in the group Q and based on Eq. 
6.1 and Eq. 6.13, the new weighted GEM is defined as

GEMW (6. 14)

This formulation takes into consideration the structure of the group and the local 
context of the faces in it. The contribution of each face f f  s Tm  towards the overall 
perception of the mood of the group is weighted relatively, here Xj h  is the happiness 
intensity of /;.

6.9 Social C o n tex t as A ttr ib u te s

The social features described above can also be viewed as manually defined attributes. 
From the survey (Section 6.3), it is evident that along with the social context features 
there are many other properties such as age, attractiveness, gender etc., which affect 
the perception of the mood of a group. The assumptions in GEMW do not hold true 
for some scenarios, for example: when a baby is in the lap of the mother. I11 this case 
the system will give higher weight to mother and lower to the baby assuming that the 
mother is in the front and the baby is in the background. I11 order to implicitly add 
the effect of other attributes, a feature augmentation approach is presented next.
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Small laugh: Yes
Face Visible: Ifesj
Thrilled: No
Small Smile: No
Relative Sire: 1.0
Relative Distance: 0.8

W ' \

Small laugh: No
Face Visible: No
Thrilled: No
Small Smile: Yes
Relative Size: 0.«
Relative Distance: 1.0

Small Taugh: 
Face Viable: 
Thrilled:
Small Smile: 

»Relative Size:
Relative Distance: 0.9

Figure 6.7: The picture shows some manually defined attributes for subjects in a group.

Lately, attributes have been very popular in the computer vision community (e.g. 
Parikh and Grauman [2011]). Attributes are defined as high-level semantically mean-
ingful representations. They have been, for example, successfully applied to object 
recognition Parikh and Grauman [2011], scene analysis Li and Perona [2005] and face 
analysis Jain et al. [2007].

Based on the regressed happiness intensities, the attributes are defined as Neutral, 
Small Smile, Large Smile, Small Laugh, Large Laugh, Thrilled, and for occlusion as 
Face Visible, Partial Occlusion and High Occlusion. These attributes are computed for 
each face in the group. Attributes based on global context are Relative Distance and 
Relative Size. Figure 6.7 describes the manual attributes for faces in a group.

Defining attributes manually is a subjective task, which can result in many impor-
tant discriminative attributes being ignored. Inspired by Tsai et al. [2011], low-level 
feature based attributes are computed. They propose the use of manually defined 
attributes along with data-driven attributes. Their experiments show a leap in perfor-
mance for human action recognition based on combination of manual and data-driven 
attributes. Weighted bag of visual words based on extracting low-level features are 
computed.

Furthermore, a topic models is learnt using Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) Blei 
et al. [2001]. The manually defined and weighted data-driven attributes are combined 
to form a single feature.
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6.9.1 A ugm ented  G roup E xpression  M odel

Topic models, though originally developed for document analysis domain, have found 
a lot of attention in computer vision problems. One very popular topic modelling 
technique is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Blei et al. [2001], a hierarchical Bayesian 
model, where topic proportions for a document are drawn from a Dirichlet distribution 
and words in the document are repeatedly sampled from a topic, which itself is drawn 
from those topic proportions.

Jain et al. [2007] introduced people-LDA, where topics were modelled around faces 
in images along with titles from news. Jain et al. [2007]’s work is considered different 
from the method proposed in this section. The single biggest difference is that Jain 
et al. [2007] propose to create topics around single people rather around group of people. 
The proposed group work creates topics around intensities of happiness for a group of 
people. For learning the topic model, a dictionary is learnt first.

W eighted Soft Assignment: K-means is applied to the image features for defin-
ing the visual words. For creating a histogram, each word of a document is assigned 
to one or more visual words. If the assignment is limited to one word, it is called hard 
assignment and if multiple words are considered, it is called soft assignment. The cons 
of hard assignment are that if a patch (face in a group Q) in an image is similar to more 
than one visual word, the multiple association information is lost. Therefore, Jiang 
et al. [2007] defined a soft-weighting assignment to weight the significance of each vi-
sual word towards a patch. For a visual vocabulary of K  visual words, a A"-dimensional 
vector T = [t\...tK~] with each component tk representing the weight of a visual word k 
in an group Q is defined as

N  M

tk = 2i=Ts*m(Ä k )> (615)
i 3

where Mj represents the number of face fj  whose ith nearest neighbour is the visual 
word k. The measure sim(j,k) represents the similarity between face fj and the visual 
word k. It is worth noting that the contribution of each word is dependent to its 
similarity to a visual word weighted by the factor ^rr-

Relatively weighted soft-assignment: Along with the contribution of each vi-
sual word to a group G, it is interesting to add the global attributes as weights here. 
It is intuitive to note that the weights effect the frequency component of words, (words 
here represent faces in a group). Therefore, it is similar to applying weights in GEMW 
and looking at the contribution based on neighbourhood analysis of a particular sub-
ject under consideration. As the final goal is to understand the contribution of each 
face fi towards the happiness intensity of its group Q, the relative weight formulated 
in Eq. 6.13 is used to define a ‘relatively weighted’ soft-assignment. Eq. 6.15 can then
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be modified as
N M .

tk = x m  TsimÜ, k) - (6.16)
i 3

Now, along with weights for each nearest visual word for a patch, another weight 
term is being induced, which represents the contribution of the patch to the group. 
These data-driven visual words are appended with the manual attributes. Note that 
the histogram computed here is influenced by the global attributes of the faces in the 
group.

The default LDA formulation is an unsupervised Bayesian method. In their recent 
work, Blei and McAuliffe [2007] proposed the Supervised LDA (SLDA) by adding a 
response variable for each document. It is shown to perform better for regression and 
classification task. Since, in HAPPEI the human annotated labels for the happiness 
intensities at the image level are present, using a supervised topic model is a natural 
choice. The document corpus is the set of groups Q. The word here represents each 
face in Q. Max Entropy Discriminant LDA (MedLDA) Zhu et al. [2009] is computed 
for topic model creation and test label inference. The LDA formulation for groups is 
called GEM i d a - In the results, section the average model GEM  is compared with the 
weighted average model GEMW and the feature augmented topic model GEM i d a -

6 .10  E x p e r im e n ts

6.10.1 Face P rocessing  P ip e lin e

Given an image, the VJ object detector Viola and Jones [2001] models trained on 
frontal and profile faces are applied on the images. For extracting the fiducial points, 
Everingham et al. [2006]’s part based point detector is applied. This gives nine points, 
which describe the location of the left and the right corners of both eyes, the centre 
point of the nose, left and right corners of the nostrils, and the left and right corners 
of the mouth. For aligning the faces, an affine transform is applied.

As the images have been collected from Flickr and contain different scenarios and 
complex backgrounds, classic face detectors, such as the VJ object detector, give a 
fairly high false positive rate (13.6%). To minimise this error, a non-linear binary 
SVM Chang and Lin [2001] is trained. The training set contains samples containing 
faces and lion-faces. For face samples, all the true positives from the output of VJ 
detector executed on 1300 images from the HAPPEI database arc selected. For 11011- 
faces, the samples are manually selected from the same VJ output 011 the HAPPEI 
database. To create a large number of false positives from real world data, an image 
set containing monuments, mountains and water scenes (but 110 persons facing the 
camera) is constructed. To learn the parameters for SVM, five-fold cross validation is
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KPLS
SVR

Number of Samples

(a) Happiness Intensity

SVR
KPLS

400  600
Number of Samples

(b) Occlusion Intensity

Figure 6.8: The two graphs describe the MAE. a) Happiness intensity comparison, b) 
Occlusion intensity comparison.

performed.

6.10.2 Im plem entation D etails

Given a test image I  containing group Q, the faces in the group are detected and 
aligned. The faces are cropped to 70 x 70 pixel size. For happiness intensity detection, 
PHOG features are extracted from the face. Here, pyramid level L — 3, angle range =  
[0 — 360] and bin count =  16. The number of latent variables are chosen as 18 after 
empirical validation. PHOG is scale invariant. The choice of using PHOG is motivated 
by Dhall et al. [2011b], where PHOG performed well for facial expression analysis.

The parameters for MedLDA are n — 0.1, k — 25, for SVM fold  = 5. 1500 
documents arc used for training and 500 for testing. The range of label is the group 
mood intensity range [0-100] with a step size of 10. For learning the dictionary, k the
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Figure 6.9: The graph describes the comparison of the group mood intensity as cal-
culated by the proposed methods with the results from the user study. The top row 
shows images with high intensity score and the bottom row shows images which are 
close to neutral. Please note that the images are from different events.

number of words is empirically set to 60. In Eq. 6.4 and Eq. 6.12, the parameters are 
set as follows: a  =  0.3, ß = 1.1 and 7 = 0.1. For a fair comparison between the three 
models (GEM, GEMW and GEM l d a ) both quantitative and qualitative experiments 
are performed. 2000 faces are used for training and 1000 for testing of the happiness 
and occlusion intensity regression models.

6.10.3  H um an Label C om parison

Mean Average Error (MAE) is used for comparing GEM, GEMW and G E M l d a ■ The 
performance of the occlusion intensity and happiness intensity estimators, which are 
based on KPLS are compared with Support Vector Regression (SVR) Chang and Lin 
[2001] based occlusion intensity and happiness intensity estimators. Figure 6.8 displays

M ethod GEM GEMW G E M l d a

MAE 0.455 0.434 0.379

Table 6.1: The table compares the Mean Average Error for the three group expression 
models: GEM, GEMW and GEM ld a ■
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the comparison based on the MAE scores. The MAE for occlusion intensity are 0.79 
for KPLS and 1.03 for SVR. The MAE for happiness intensity estimation for KPLS is 
0.798 and for SVR 0.965. Table 6.1 shows the MAE comparison of G EM , GEMW and 
GEM I da - As hypothesised, the effect of adding social features is evident in the lower 
MAE in GEMW and GEM i d a -

6.10.4 User Study

A two-part user survey is performed. A total of 15 subjects were asked to a) give 
happiness intensities to 40 images and b) rate the output of the three methods for 
their output of the top-5 happiest images from an event. Here, the users were asked to 
rate a score from the range 0 (not good at all) to 5 (good) for the three methods for 
three social events each. They did not know, which output belonged to which method. 
For part a), Figure 6.9 shows the output. Note that the happiness scores computed 
by the GEMW are close to the mean human score and are well within the range of 
the standard deviation of the human labellers' scores. For part b), ANOVA tests were 
performed with the hypothesis that adding social context to group mood analysis leads 
to an estimate closer to human perception. For GEM  and GEMW, p < 0.0006, which is 
statistically significant in the one-way ANOVA. For GEM  and G E M i d a , P < 0.0002, 
which is also statistically significant.

Figure 6.10: This figure shows a graduation ceremony. The top row (red background) 
are the images from a graduation ceremony organised by timestamps. The second row 
(white background) are the images ranked by their decrease in intensity of happiness 
(from left to right) by human annotators. The third row (blue) are the images ranked 
by their decrease in intensity of happiness (from left to right) by GEM^,. A higher 
resolution figure can be found in the Appendix C.
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Figure 6.11: Candid Group Shot Selection: Here, each row represents a series of pho-
tographs of the same people. The fourth column is the selected shot based on the 
highest score from GEM,,, (Eq. 6.14). Please refer to the Appendix C for more exper-
iments.

6.10.5  Im age R anking from  an E vent

For comparison of the proposed framework, volunteers were asked to rank a set of images 
containing a group of people from an event. Now the task is as follows: Given a social 
event with different or the same people present in the same or different photographs, 
the happiest moment of the event is to be found. Therefore, all the images are ranked 
on the basis of their decreasing amount of happiness intensity. Figure 6.10 is a snapshot 
for an event ranking experiment. In the first row, the images are arranged based on 
their timestamp, i.e. when they were shot. The second row shows the ranking by human 
labellers. The highest happiness intensity image is on the left and decreases from left to 
right. Now, the output of the GEM,,, is in row 3, where the proposed method ranked 
the images in order of their decreasing happiness intensity.

6.10.6  C andid G roup Shot S election

There are situations in social gatherings when multiple photographs are taken for the 
same subjects in a similar scene within a short span of time. Due to the dynamic 
nature of groups of people, it is a challenging task to get the most favourable expression 
together in a group of people. Here, the group mood analysis method is applied to shot 
selection after a number of pictures have been taken. In Figure 6.11, the rows arc 
the shots taken at short intervals. The GEM«, ranks the images containing the same 
subjects and the best image (highest happiness quotient) is displayed in the fourth
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column. More experiments and visual outputs can be found in the Appendix C.

6.11 Conclusion

Social gathering events generate many group shots. In this chapter a framework for 
estimating the mood of a group of an image, focussing on positive mood, is proposed. 
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first work for analysing mood of a group 
based on the structure of a group and local attributes such as occlusion. An ‘in the 
wild’ database called HAPpy PEople Images (HAPPEI) is collected from Flickr based 
on keyword search. It is labelled at both image and face level. From the perspective 
of social context, the global structure of the group is explored. Relative weights are 
assigned to the happiness intensities of individual faces in a group, so as to estimate 
their contribution to the group mood. The experiments show that assigning relative 
weights to intensities helps in better predication of the group mood. Further, feature 
augmented topic model based group mood analysis model performs better than the 
average and weighted group expressions model.

In the future, social context factors such as age, gender etc. will be explored and 
their effect on mood analysis of a group will be evaluated. As this work focuses on 
defining the framework and social constraint, standard detector algorithms and de-
scriptors have been used. Further extensions of the work can benefit immensely from 
robust face detection and alignment and the use of new, faster and more discriminative 
descriptors. In its current form, the proposed framework has a limitation w.r.t. extreme 
poses. In future, pose handling will be added and a system will be developed, which 
selects group photographs that can benefit immensely from pose information. Further, 
computer vision problems such as early event detection and abnormal event detection 
for multiple subjects can be dealt with this framework.

To summarise, in Chapter 3, the focus is on how to construct facial expressions 
database representing different challenging real-world conditions. From the learning 
in Chapter 3 that MoPS framework is the current state-of-the-art face and fiducial 
points detector on AFEW, a HPN method based on MoPS framework is proposed in 
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the problem of structural similarity for finding similar facial 
expressions is evaluated. The problem solution is based on fiducial points. As discussed 
in the Section 1.1, along with lack of labelled data, presence of multiple subjects in a 
sample poses a significant challenge to FER in real-world conditions. In the current 
Chapter 6, a framework is proposed for handling the expression of multiple subjects in 
an image based on social contextual features. The proposed group models are evaluated 
on the application of ‘candid group shot selection’ and ‘event summarisation’.
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Chapter 7

C onclusion an d  F u tu re  W ork

This thesis makes contributions towards the understanding of automatic facial expres-
sion analysis in real-world conditions and its applications to various problems.

7.1 Sum m ary of C ontributions

A summary of contributions of the work presented in this thesis is as follows -

1. C ollecting an ‘in the w ild ’ facial expression database

Standard facial expression databases such as the CK+ Lucey et al. [2010], Multi-PIE 
Gross et al. [2008a], MMI Valstar et al. [2005] etc. have been recorded in lab-controlled 
settings where subjects were asked to pose for specific facial expression. For moving 
facial expression analysis methods from labs to the real-world, a database representing 
real-world scenarios (AFEW Dhall et al. [2012a]) is presented. Capturing databases 
is a time consuming process and widely used databases such as the CK+ Lucey et al. 
[2010], Multi-PIE Gross et al. [2008a], MMI Valstar et al. [2005] etc. have been manually 
constructed. To overcome the time consuming data collection process and create a non- 
posed database representing real-world conditions, movie data is used.

A recommender system based on closed caption subtitles parsing is proposed. The 
system scans subtitles for presence of emotion related keywords. The labeller is pre-
sented with a short video clip and a potential expression label. This helps the labeller 
in easily selecting or discarding data which is relevant to the proposed database AFEW. 
The labeller can further change the proposed label (if incorrect) and use facial expres-
sion, audio, body expression, scene context and subtitle for proposing a new label. This 
way context is introduced in the labelling process. AFEW forms the platform for the 
EmotiW challenge Dhall et al. [2013]. Recent works (Ebrahimi et al. [2013], Sikka et al. 
[2013b] etc.) proposed by participants in the EmotiW challenge, show that for ‘in the 
wild’ emotion recognition, scene information, body expressions and audio play vital
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role.
The labeller also records information about the subject (s) in the video clips using 

knowledge from the internet movie database (http://imdb.com). A XML based schema 
has been carefully designed to store this meta-data.

Further, a novel static database (SFEW Dhall et al. [201 lc]) is proposed by manually 
selecting frames from the AFEW database. Strict experimental protocol is defined for 
both AFEW and SFEW. The performance of state-of-the-art FER methods is compared 
for AFEW with CK-(- and for SFEW with JAFFE and Multi-PIE databases. The 
comparison clearly shows the current status of the FER methods and their limitations 
when dealing with real-world data.

Both AFEW and SFEW have been downloaded more than 120 times since their 
release and have defined a platform for the new research problem of facial expression 
analysis ‘in the wild’.

2. H ead  P o se  N o rm a lisa tio n

In the EmotiW challenge (Section 3.8), the MoPS framework was used for face and fidu-
cial points detection. MoPS performs better in face detection specially for non-frontal 
poses as compared to the standard VJ face detector. However, even with MoPS fiducial 
points detection is not fully accurate on AFEW, although it was found to be better 
than state-of-the-art A AM and CLM fitting algorithms. Based on this motivation a 
HPX method is proposed based on the MoPS framework.

Traditional HPN methods Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic and Pantic [2011], 
Rudovic et al. [2010a,b] are based on fiducial points as input. However, given that fidu-
cial points detection is an open problem for real-world images, traditional HPN methods 
do not perform well for images containing ‘in the wild’ scenario. A parts-detector based 
approach is proposed (Section 4.5). The confidence score of part-detectors is normalised 
using Twin-GPR algorithm. This is integrated within the MoPS framework. Post con-
fidence maps normalisation, frontal shape model is applied. This applies a strict facial 
shape constraint on the virtual confidence map. Therefore, the proposed HPN method 
is shape constrained and has no explicit dependency on fiducial points.

Moreover, by following the mixture concept for faces of MoPS, HPN is performed 
for all non-frontal poses on an image and the highest scoring normalisation is chosen 
as the final result. This removes the dependency on head pose information. Similar to 
fiducial points detection, head pose inference is an open problem for real-world images. 
Therefore, the proposed HPN methods (Section 4.5) are shape-constrained, fiducial 
points free and head pose invariant.

The experiments are conducted on the Multi-PIE and the SFEW databases. The 
results show that the proposed HPN methods perform better than the traditional 
HPN methods Asthana et al. [2009a, 2011], Rudovic and Pantic [2011], Rudovic et al.
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[2010a,b],

3. Similar facial expression analysis

A fully automatic method for finding similar facial expressions is proposed. A novel 
geometric descriptor: Expression Image (El) is proposed. El is computed using nor-
malised fiducial points. El of two faces are compared using Structural Similarity Index 
Metric (SSIM) Wang et al. [2004b]. Experiments are performed on the Multi-PIE and 
AVOZES databases. Results show that SSIM performs better than L2 distance metric.

Further, the proposed method is applied to the problem of ‘facial expression based 
album creation' and ‘album by similar expression’. Results are computed on the FEED- 
TUM Wallhoff [2006] and the LFW Huang et al. [2007] databases. The proposed 
method is applied for finding candidate sets for learning facial performance transfer 
method.

4. Group M ood Analysis

Images collected in social events, generally contain multiple subjects. Current FER 
methods have been trained and tested on samples containing a single subject. There-
fore, an image based database containing multiple subjects per image is collected using 
Flickr search. The proposed database is called HAPPEI Dhall et al. [2012b]. A group 
expression model is proposed based on an averaging model. The mood intensity is 
inferred for all the subjects of an image and their contribution is evaluated. The con-
tribution of each subject is weighted by its social attributes. The social attributes 
comprise of global and local features.

A basic averaging model is first proposed. Further, a weighted group model is pro-
posed which overcomes the limitations of the averaging based model. Bag-of-words 
based feature augmentation is performed on the social attributes and a topic model is 
learnt. This topic model implicitly learns the relationship between words for them 
falling under a topic. The three proposed models are compared on the HAPPEI 
database. The group models are applied to the problem of ‘candid photo shot se-
lection’ and ‘group event synopsis’. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work 
where facial expression of a group of people in an image have been analysed for inferring 
the mood at group level.

7.2 Future Work

Based on the contributions of this thesis, various directions can be taken for the future 
work.
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1. Semi-automatic database collection and modelling

In Chapter 3, a semi-automatic method based on closed caption parsing is proposed 
for collecting temporal facial expression analysis database representing real-world con-
ditions. The labeller is recommended a possible label based on the keyword search. 
The labeller can select or ignore this label. Now the ground truth created with the 
temporal database can be used as coarse labels for creating an image based database 
in a semi-automatic method. Currently, the SFEW database is created by manually 
selecting the frames from the video. Two possible extensions for data collection are: 

Based on fiducial points location, a relative ranking can be performed, by computing 
distances (as in Figure 5.8) within the frames of a video clip in AFEW. The frames 
with the largest difference from a neutral can be proposed as frames which show the 
expression label same as that of the video clip.

Recently, Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) has been applied to the problem of pain 
classification Sikka et al. [2013a]. The pain database video clips do not have the infor-
mation of when the pain is displayed by the subjects during the inference. Correlating 
the problem of semi-automatic image based database creation from labelled video clip 
with MIL based pain classification, it is intuitive that pain localisation is similar to 
localising frames in a video clip which have the same label as the video clip. Therefore, 
MIL based classification can be performed on AFEW video clips and instances with 
high probability (frames) can be assigned the ground truth (facial expression) label as 
that of the video clip.

2. Context based facial expression recognition

The label of a video in AFEW is influenced not only by the facial expression but 
by the audio, body expression, subtitle and scene information. Therefore, inference 
model should take into consideration the body expression. Furthermore, given that 
fiducial points detection is an open problem, fusing it with body parts detection can 
give estimate on the rough location of the face. Cues can be take from the work of 
Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze [2013] for integrating body expressions at either 
feature or classifier end. Scene analysis is a hot topic in computer vision. A scene’s 
mood in terms of positiveness or negativeness can be inferred and this can be used as 
a feature.

3. Extending spatio-tem poral descriptors

Spatio-temporal descriptors such as LBP-TOP are computed on three orthogonal planes. 
Generally, it is assumed that the XY frame will be close to the apex of an expression. 
This assumption is OK for databases such as CK+, MMI etc.. However, for database 
such as AFEW, it is non-trivial to localise the apex of an expression. In order to
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incorporate this information in descriptors like LBP-TOP, key-frame selection can be 
performed. In Dhall et al. [2011c], key-frames were extracted based on clustering of nor-
malised fiducial points. The cluster centres were chosen as the representative frames. 
LBP-TOP can be extended by adding one or multiple XY frames which are cluster 
centers. This suggest that the XY frame(s) will be representing various stages of an 
expression.

Further, in Dhall et al. [2011c], it is shown that PHOG Bosch et al. [2007] performs 
better than LBP Ojala et al. [2002], for subject independent FER. Therefore, similar to 
LBP-TOP, HOG-TOP and PHOG-TOP can be computed with the key-frame extension 
discussed above.

4. P o se  n orm alised  te x tu r e  featu re

In Chapter 4, the part-detectors are applied for generating confidence maps in the 
MoPS framework. The confidence maps are normalised by regressing from non-frontal 
to frontal head pose. The normalised confidence maps can be treated as texture. The 
fiducial parts localisation can be used to crop the region of interest in the normalised 
confidence maps. The normalised confidence are frontal and hence the texture is pose 
normalised. A BOW based framework can be used to learn a dictionary from various 
normalised confidence maps. This can be used as a powerful texture descriptor for 
FER.

5. B o d y  ex p ressio n  and scen e  a n a lysis  for group  m o o d  in feren ce

In Chapter 6, for inferring the mood of a group the global social features are based on 
the relative location of a person. The aim is to find salient or important faces which can 
be the leader in the group. An interesting direction is to compute image saliency and 
weight the confidence of subjects who fall in the highly salient area. The hypothesis 
here is that, the human visual system fixates on salient objects and intuitively, one 
does not need to look at all the faces to infer the mood of a group.

Further, human body pose can be merged with the face analysis of a group of people. 
Based on the latest work by Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze [201.4], body pose can 
convey affect information. In the images downloaded from the internet, there can be 
challenges such as face blur and occlusion due to neighbours in a group. This can 
make the inference of the mood of a person non-trivial. Body pose information can be 
fused with face information for robust inference. Attributes such as clothe colors and 
background scene details can also give important information about the social event 
and hence, aid in inferring the mood of a group. The mood value of the group can be 
fused with other attributes such as the one mentioned in the Kansci image retrieval 
systems Bcrthouzc and Bcrthouze [2001].
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6. C ontinuous facial expression analysis in the wild

In this thesis, the categorical approach to facial expression analysis is proposed. The 
main motive is to simplify labelling and collect data representing real-world conditions. 
The next natural step is to hist do continuous labelling of AFEW data. Semi-automatic 
approach based on scanning window and MIL can be used for labelling.
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Facial E xpressions In  T he W ild  
D atab ase

The seventy-five movies used in the AFEW 3 0 database are:

1 . 21

2. About a boy

3. American History X

4. And Soon Came The Darkness

5. Black Swan

6. Bridesmaids

7. Change Up

8. Chernobyl Diaries

9. Crying Game

10. Curious Case Of Benjamin Button

11. December Boys

12. Deep Blue Sea

13. Descendants

14. Did You Hear About the Morgans?

15. Dumb and Dumberer: When Harry Met Lloyd

16. Four Weddings and a Funeral
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17. Friends with Benefits

18. Frost/Nixon

19. Ghoshtship

20. Girl With A Pearl Earring

21. Hall Pass

22. Halloween

23. Halloween Resurrection

24. Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

25. Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

26. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1

27. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2

28. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

29. Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince

30. llarry Potter and the Order Of Phoenix

31. Harry Potter and the Prisoners Of Azkaban

32. I Am Sam

33. It’s Complicated

34. I Think I Love My Wife

35. Jennifer’s Body

36. Juno

37. Little Manhattan

38. Margot At The Wedding

39. Messengers

40. Miss March

41. Nany Diaries

42. Notting Hill



43. Oceans Eleven

44. Oceans Twelve

45. Oceans Thirteen

46. One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest

47. Orange and Sunshine

48. Pretty in Pink

49. Pretty Woman

50. Pursuit of Happiness

51. Remember Me

52. Revolutionary Road

53. Runaway Bride

54. Saw 3D

55. Serendipity

56. Solitary Man

57. Something Borrowed

58. Terms of Endearment

59. There Is Something About Mary

60. The American

61. The Aviator

62. The Devil Wears Prada

63. The Hangover

64. The Haunting of Molly Hartley

65. The Informant!

66. The King’s Speech

67. The Pink Panther 2

68. The Social Network
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69. The Terminal

70. The Town

71. Valentine Day

72. Unstoppable

73. Wrong Turn 3

74. You’ve Got Mail
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(a) Val Video

An Di Fe Ha Ne Sa Su
An 26 0 2 6 8 11 6
Di 15 10 4 6 7 7 1
Fe 18 3 8 5 6 5 9
Ha 20 1 5 27 3 5 1
Ne 8 5 7 7 19 2 7
Sa 15 3 4 6 13 13 10
Su 11 5 4 8 11 8 5

(b) Val Audio

An Di Fe Ha Ne Sa Su
An 25 10 7 6 1 4 6
Di 13 6 4 9 7 5 6
Fe 12 8 14 6 4 8 2
Ha 20 3 8 13 8 4 6
Ne 8 10 5 16 7 6 3
Sa 12 15 12 6 2 9 8
Su 14 7 7 7 8 4 5

(c) Val Audio-Video

An Di Fe Ha Ne Sa Su
An 26 1 2 7 17 3 3
Di 4 0 0 14 30 1 1
Fe 11 2 3 14 17 4 3
Ha 11 0 2 16 30 2 1
Ne 7 1 0 12 35 0 0
Sa 7 0 2 17 28 5 5
Su 2 0 3 7 33 4 3

Table A.l: Confusion matrix for Valau(ü0, Valvideo- Valaud j0 .  v id e o -  For details see 
Section 3.8.2.
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(a) Test Video

An Di Fe Ha N e Sa Su
An 27 3 3 4 6 4 7
Di 14 6 4 7 6 4 8
Fe 9 4 0 4 9 2 5
Ha 9 5 1 24 1 4 6
N e 11 13 1 5 9 6 3
Sa 8 3 3 11 10 3 5
Su 7 5 6 5 7 3 2

(b) Test Audio

An Di Fe Ha N e Sa Su
An 24 4 6 9 2 3 6
Di 14 10 2 9 7 4 3
Fe 8 4 9 2 4 2 4
Ha 17 4 4 8 5 7 5
N e 6 8 6 7 13 6 2
Sa 12 6 6 7 3 4 5
Su 6 5 6 9 2 5 2

(c) Test Audio-Video

An Di Fe Ha N e Sa Su
An 36 0 1 2 14 0 1
Di 13 0 1 15 18 1 1
Fe 8 1 2 4 16 0 2
Ha 12 1 2 8 22 1 4
N e 5 0 0 3 39 1 0
Sa 16 1 1 8 13 0 4
Su 10 1 2 10 9 2 1

Table A.2: Confusion matrix for T e s taudi0, T e s tvideoi T e s taudio-video- For details sec 
Section 3.8.2.
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C ontinuous H ead  Pose 
N orm alisa tion

While continuous head pose normalisation is not the goal of Chapter 4, a proof of con-
cept that it is possible to extend the current HPN method (Section 4.5) for continuous 
head pose normalisation is demonstrated here. For dealing with faces in videos, contin-
uous HPN is required. Zlm and Ramanan [2012] argue that the appearance of a part 
does not changes with a subtle pose change, therefore a detector for part i in pose angle 
p can be shared for the same part i for a pose angle p + 6. Further experiments in Zlm 
and Ramanan [2012] showed that sharing based models and independent model have 
comparable performance. However, sharing based models are faster upto ten times as 
compared to the independent models Zhu and Ramanan [2012]. The confidence maps 
based methods (CM-HPNps and CM-HPNp/) can be extended from discrete to contin-
uous by sharing part-specific regression models 1Z, which are shared among neighboring 
pose angles.

Algorithm 2: Continuous head pose normalisation 
Require: Video V.

p, L*j = Algorithm?>(V\,p) {For the first frame} 
for i i— 2 to lenght(V) do

Scorep,L*j = A lg o rith m ic , p) 
if L*j ==  null then

p,L*j — A lg o rith m ic  ,p) {Update head pose p}
end if 

end for

For a video V with n frames, the first frame’s head pose p and frontal reconstructed 
points arc computed using Algorithm 3 (Same Algorithm 2 in main paper). For the 
consecutive frames, the part-wise regression models specific to the pose computed for 
first frame are used for normalisation (Algorithm 1). If the current frame’s head pose
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p + Ö has a large difference from the current p , it may lead to a poor facial landmark 
reconstruction (based on low ScoreJ, which if less than a threshold will discard the 
reconstruction). Based on this the current frame’s head pose p and normalised frontal 
points are re-computed using 3 and the new value of head pose p is used for upcoming 
frames. Algorithm 2 defines the process.

Algorithm 3: Pose Invariant Confidence Map Regression 
Input: Frame I
Output: Pose p and frontal parts configurations L *r

1 for pose p € P  do
2 I Scorep, L'j■ = A lgorithm ic ,p )
3 end
4 L*j = L'j for the largest Scorep return p with the largest Scorep
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A nalysis of th e  M ood of a  G roup  
of People

C .l Candid Group Shot Selection

As discussed in Section 5 of the paper, we conducted an experiment on images from 
our HAPPIE database (Section 4) for shot selection, where the images of a group of 
people taken at short time intervals were rated based on GEM W for selecting the best 
shot image. Figure C.l describes some experiment images for shot selection. Each row 
is a set and column three is the selected shot.

C.2 Im age Ranking from an Event

Based on the experiments presented in Section 6.10.0, Figure C.2 shows a set of images 
from a party. Here, the top row of each event (red background) contains the images 
ordered by timeline. The second line (white background) for each event is the human 
labeller preccption ranking of the images in decreasing order of their happiness. The 
third line (green background) for each event is the images arranged on the based on 
decreasing happiness intensity as computed by the weighted Group Expression Model 
(GEMu,, discussed in Section 6.10.6). Figure C.3 describes a reunion event.
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Figure C.l: Candid Group Shot Selection: Here, each row represents a series of pho-
tographs of same people. The third column is the selected shot based on the highest 
score from G E M ro.
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Figure C.2: This figure describes a party event. The top row (red background) are the 
images from a graduation ceremony organised by timestamps. The second row (white 
background) shows the images ranked on their decrease in intensity of happiness (from 
left to right) by human annotators. The third row (blue) shows the images ranked on 
their decrease in intensity of happiness (from left to right) by our method GEMW.
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Figure C.3: This Figure describes a reunion party. The top row (red background) 
are the images from a graduation ceremony organised by timestamps. The second row 
(white background) shows the images ranked on their decrease in intensity of happiness 
(from left to right) by human annotators. The third row (blue) shows the images ranked 
on their decrease in intensity of happiness (from left to right) by our method GEMW.
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Figure C.4: High resolution version of Figure 3 in the main paper. This Figure de-
scribes a graduation ceremony. The top row (red background) are the images from a 
graduation ceremony organised by timestamps. The second row (white background) 
are the images ranked for their decrease in intensity of happiness (from left to right) 
by human annotators. The third row (blue) are the images ranked for their decrease 
in intensity of happiness (from left to right) by our method GEMW.
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